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Abstract

Studying the nucleon-nucleon (NN) interaction, particularly its short range

behavior, is of fundamental interest in nuclear and particle physics. In the present

experiment (TRIUMF Experiment 369), the breaking of charge symmetry in the

NN interaction was measured via a non-zero difference of the neutron-proton elastic

scattering analyzing po\Mers, Á.A: An- Ao, where the subscripts denote polarized

nucleons. Scattering asymmetries were measured with a 347 MeV neutron beam

(produced through fhe D(f,ñ)2p rcaction) incident on a frozen spin type proton

target. The beam and the target were aiternately polarized. Scattered neutrons

and recoil protons were detected in coincidence in the center-of-mass angle range

from 50o to 90o with a mirror symmetric (with respect to the neutron beam axis)

detection system. The A^ and Ao measurements were interleaved and conducted

with the same detection system, the same beam and target properties (except

polarization) and frequent reversal of the spin polarizafior- directions. At the zero-

crossing angle, where the analyzing powers vanish, all systematic errors except

those correlated with spin reversal and background correction were eliminated

to at least second order. The experiment determined the difference of the zero-

crossing angles to be L,0 : 0n - 0o: 0.438o i 0.054"(stat.) X 0.051"(sEst.) (c.m.)

based on fits of the measured asymmetry curves over the angular range 53.4" <

0",n 1 86.9". Using the experimentally determined slope of the analyzing pou/er

dAl d0 : (-1.35 + 0.05) x 10-2 deg-t, the difference of the analyzing powers at the

zero-crossing angle is AA : [ 59 L7(stat.) I7(syst.) +z(syst,.)] x 10-4. The shape

of the angular distribution of AA in the angular range of the experiment was also

extracted. The experimental results, the difference of the analyzing powers and

the shape of LA(0), agree well with various theoretical predictions based on meson

exchange theory pointing to its success as parameterization of the NN interaction.
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Chapter 1

Introduction

Symmetries are often used to help reveal the fundamental aspects of nature.

Understanding the symmetries or the violation of the symmetries of a system can

be a valuable guide to the construction of a theory and the simplifications neces-

sary to make it tractable. In the study of particle and nuclear physics, symmetries

are of great importance and are routinely invoked. Some symmetries are well

known from classical physics; others are quantum mechanical concepts. In addi-

tion, some symmetries appear to hold absolutely, while others are obeyed under

certain conditions or "approximately". Energg linear momentum, angular mo-

mentum and electric charge conservation fall in the former category. Those which

hold only "approximately" include parity, charge conjugation and isospin symme-

tries. Detailed studies of these latter symmetries and their violation can give deep

insight into the details of the fundamental interactions at short distances. This

may be particularly true in exploring the nucleon-nucleon (NN) interaction and

forming the bridge between quantum chromo dynamics (QCD) and the effective

NN interaction represented by meson exchange theories.

Compelling evidence of an inter-nucleon force followed Chadwick's discovery



of the neutron in 1932. It was believed that the "fundamental building blocks"

of matter were protons and neutrons. The postulation of a non-Coulombic strong

force was required to bind nuclei. Since then, the nucleon-nucleon (NN) force has

been extensively studied.

Following the postulation of a nucleon force, it was suggested by Heisenberg

that, due to the similarities between protons and neutrons (mass and spin), the

forces between protons and protons, neutrons and neutrons, and neutrons and

protons should be the same after subtracting the Coulomb force [1,2]. By analogy

with spin in ordinary space, the nucleons 'ü/ere suggested to have isotopic spin

(or isospin), I, oriented up or down in isotopic space (or isospace). The third

component of isospin is related to the electric charge. Conventionally it is defined

AS:

proton

neutron

IH, T] :0,

where, I:I(1)+ I(2) is the total isospin of a system.

r - 712, 13

r - 712,, Is

: _1712

: _712.

(1 1)

(1.2)

(1.3)

Charge independence (or isospin independence) of the strong interaction

states that the nn, pp and np forces are the same in the same quantum me-

chanical state except for the electromagnetic interaction; or that the Hamiltonian

of the interaction between nucleons commutes with isospin I,

Charge symmetry is a less strict symmetry. It states that, apart from electro-

magnetic effects, a system of mesons and nucleons behaves exactly as its "charge

counterpart", provided that the particles are in the same space-spin states. In the



nucleon-nucleon system, charge symmetry implies the equality of l,he nn and pp

interactions, but this equality is not a suffi.cient condition for charge symmetry.

Charge symmetry aiso has implications for thenp system [2,3]. Formally, this is

an operation of an 180o rotation in isospace about the second axis (or y axis). The

charge symmetry operator of a system can be written as:

Pgg: ¿inlz (1.4)

The interaction of a system which conserves charge symmetry obeys the commu-

tation rule:

lH, P"tl :0. (1.5)

The study of isospin symmetry has been pursued both experimentally and

theoretically for a long time. Much evidence has been accumulated over the years

that charge symmetry holds in general to the order of one percent. It has been

extensively studied in several review papers [2,,4,5,,6] and will be discussed briefly

in Chapter 2. Quantum Chromo Dynamics (QCl, the underlying theory of the

strong interaction) indicates that each and every violation of isospin symmetry

has its origin in the mass difference of the up and down quarks and in the elec-

tromagnetic interactions among quarks. Isospin symmetry was the first "internai

symmetry" (independent of space and time) that was postulated and examined in

elementary particle physics. It is an approximate symmetry because the electro-

magnetic interaction clearly violates the symmetry. The postulated symmetry is

also a prominent example of the existence and usefulness of approximate or "bro-

ken" symmetries in physics. It has been generalized to other hadronic systems of

mesons and baryons and has been found to hold approximately. This is also the

prime example of a symmetry that is peculiar to the strong or hadronic interac-

tion. It is broken by the electromagnetic and weak interactions. In view of its

practical and principal importance, ii is highly desirable to perform detailed and



accurate tests of the implications of isospin invariance. Such tests should establish

not only the degree to which isospin is conserved, but also the behaviour of the

symmetry breaking amplitude as a function of kinematical variables.

This thesis reports on a high precision measurement of charge symmetry

breaking in np elastic scattering at 347 MeV [7]. In the np system, the charge

symmetry operation interchanges neutrons and protons, which is equivalent to an

exchange of the up-down quarks in the quark description of the NN interaction. It

is a two-body system without the Coulomb interaction. The study of charge sym-

metry breaking in the np system belongs to a distinct class of isospin symmetry

studies (than comparing the nn and pp systems). Any indication of CSB in such

a system stems from the NN strong interaction and the electromagnetic spin-orbit

interaction. Extensive studies of CSB in the np system will help to clarify details of

the NN interaction, in particular its short and intermediate range behaviour, and

will also suppiy demanding benchmarks for meson exchange theories of the NN

interaction. It is also possible that some underlying quark effects will be revealed

since it is believed that charge symmetry breaking fundamentally arises from the

eiectromagnetic interaction among the quarks and from the up-down quark mass

difference [5,6].

In the np system, charge symmetry leads to the equality of the differentiai

cross-sections for polarized neutrons scattering from unpolarized protons and vice

versa. Figure. 1.1 illustrates the physical principle of the experiment, with either

the neutron beam or the proton target being polarized, and the relation between

charge symmetry and the equality of the differential cross-sections (when Pn : Po¡

and analyzing powers. Analyzing powers, cross-sections and the yields are related
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as follows:

fo,_t (P: 1),o* * o-'
o"(7 t PA),

I .o+ .da,

en : Pn. An - Pn. (< A > +|ru¡,
ep : Po' A, - Pn. (< A > -Ioor,

Ae : €n-€p:AP. <A> +<P).LA,

A

Io-

¡/+

(1.6)

(1 7)

(1.8)

(1.12)

(1.13)

(1.14)

where superscripts "t" denote the spin polarization direction (up/down), ao is the

differential cross-section involving unpolarized nucleons, P is polarization, I is the

intensity of a beam, N is the number of observed scattering events, and df) is the

solid angle within which particles are detected. In the experiment, particles were

detected on both the left and right sides of the beam. Left-right asymmetries and

analyzing por,¡/ers can be obtained from:

c-
¡û - ¡rA (1.e)

(1.10)

nf + nfr'

and similarly for the other spin direction. Any difference in the analyzing porü/ers,

A,A: An - Ao, ( 1.11)

wili signify the breaking of charge symmetry. The magnitude of AA is expected

to be small, on the order of a percent. Therefore, control of systematic errors is

criticai to such a measurement. Designed as a null experiment to control systematic

errors, the difference of the analyzing powers rvas measured at the zero-crossing

angle, the angle at which the average of the analyzing powers vanishes. This can

be understood with the foliowing expressions:

1A : F'',



< A>

<P>

AP

lrro" t Ao),

|{r* * ,o¡,

Pn - Pp,

(1.15)

(1.16)

(1.17)

where e is scattering asymmetry, subscripts denote poiarized nucleons, Ae is the

difference of the scattering asymmetries with either neutron or proton polarized,

< A> and AA are the average and difference of the analyzing powers, ( P ) and

AP are the average and the difference of the polarizations. To measure LA to the

accuracy of 10-4, the polarization needs to be known to the same level, which is

unattainable at present. However, at the zero-crossing angle, where <A>:0,
the difference of the asymmetries and the difference of the analyzing power has

the following simple relation:

Ae :( P>'Á'A. (1.18)

Rather than measuring AA directly at the zero-crossing angle, the difference of

lhe zero-crossing angles, where the respective analyzing powers cross zero,

Láo: 0(A*:0) - o(Ae: 0), (1.1e)

is measured. The two measurements, with either the neutron beam polarized

or the proton target polarized, were interleaved and performed with the same

detector systems and identical beam and target properties (except polarization).

The difference of the zero-crossing angles, Ado, is related to the difference of 4,4

by

LA -- -(dAld0) . 
^.p.

(1.20)

Figure. 1.2 illustrates the method of deducing AA from the measured difference

of the zero-crossing angles of the analyzing powers.
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The experiment was designed to measure the difference of the analyzing pow-

ers, AA, in np elastic scattering at an incident neutron beam energy of 347 MeV.

The experimental goal [7] was to achieve a statistical accuracy in AA of 8 x 10-a

and a systematic uncertainty similar to or better than obtained in the previous

experiment at 477 MeV [8], which gave a result of LA : (47 +22 + 8) x 10-4. Af-

ter the original proposal was submitted, the optically pumped polarized ion source

(OPPIS) was developed. In line with the prediction of the OPPIS performance)

more ambitious experimental goals were set of measuring AA to an accuracy of

5 x 10-a and of extracting the shape of the angular distribution of A,,4 19]. The-

oretical predictions based on meson exchange theory (which will be discussed in

detail in Chapter 2) give a typical value of the difference in the analyzing po',¡/ers

at the zero-crossing angle at 347 NIeV of 5 x 10-3.

The notation of A.A,, < A >, LP, < P > and A9o as defined here will be

used throughout.

This thesis is organized as follows: Chapter 2 wlII give a theoretical and

experimental overview of the study of isospin symmetry; Chapter 3 will discuss

the experimental apparatus and electronics used for this experiment; Chapter 4 will

describe Monte Cario simuiations of various aspects of the experiment; Chapter

5 will describe details of the data analysis; estimates of the systematic errors and

various tests of the systematic errors will be presented in Chapter 6; and the results

of the experiment, along with a discussion of these findings will be presented in

Chapter 7. A discussion of the calibration of the delay line chambers and the spin

precession magnets used in this experiment, and a suûtmary of the online event

structure will be found in the appendices.



Chapter 2

Overview

Careful tests of the validity of isospin symmetry have been made starting

in the 1950s and have been carried on since then. Much evidence has been ac-

cumulated in favor of the violation of charge symmetry and charge independence

on the order of a percent. Experimental investigations have been extended from

the early observations of the low energy nucleon-nucleon singlet scattering length

differences and the binding energy differences of mirror nuclei, to studies of spin

observables in medium energy np elastic scattering and other subatomic systems

(i.e., systems involving pions and other mesori.s, hypernuclei, or involving photon

and deuteron beams). The amount and quality of data accumulated from charge

symmetry breaking studies over the last 25 years is very impressive. Theoretical

interpretations and predictions of the observed isospin symmetry breaking effects

have been progressing as the experimental evidence accumulates. However, it was

not until recently that the understanding of the fundamental cause of this symme-

try breaking in terms of quantum chromo dynamics (QCD) and meson exchange

theories of the nucleon-nucleon (NN) interaction was achieved. Some selected ex-

perimental and theoretical studies are briefly discussed in the foliowing sections,

focusing oî np elastic scattering experiments and theoretical interpretations.

10



2.L Early Evidence of Isospin Symmetry

Violation and Current Status

2.L.L The low energy nucleon-nucleon 1,56 scattering length

and effective range

Early evidence of charge independence breaking and charge symmetry break-

ing in the nucleon-nucleon (NN) interaction, after subtracting electromagnetic con-

tributions, is seen in the difference of the low energy NN scattering lengths, aoo,

ann and ano, arrd the effective ranges, Tpp, rnn and rnr. Over the years, experimental

accuracy has been improved and the uncertainties in these scattering parameters

have decreased 15,6,10] :

eYn: -18.8 !.0.3 f rn, ,I^:2.75 +0.71 f m,

olo: -17'310.4 fm, ,lo:2.85+0.04 frn,

oYo : -23.748 L 0.009 f m, ,Io : 2.75 + 0.05 f rn.

Here, the superscript 'N' denotes that the electromagnetic effect has

tracted. Comparing the nuclear strong interaction part of the 1^90

lengths "L, "lo and a{r, a charge dependence occurs in the difference,

iøx + "i,) - o{, : 5.7 L o.r fm.

(2.r)

(2 2)

(2.3)

been sub-

scattering

(2.4)

This difference can be expiained as arising mainly from one-pion exchange, namely

due to the mass difference of the neutral and charged pions. If. a{" and a{o are

compared, charge symmetry breaking can be realized from the fact that the nn in-

teraction appears to be slightly more attractive than the pp interaction. However,

this difference (-1.5 + 0.5 fm, the CSB effect) is much smaller than the charge

11



independence breaking effect. It has been shown [11,12], with meson-exchange-

based theory, lhal, po - ø mixing plays a dominant role in this difference. However,

the corrections for the electromagnetic effects have non-negligible theoretical un-

certainties, with off-shell ambiguities in the Coulomb corrections being the worst

problem. Here, the main concern of CSB is the strong interaction part of the NN

interaction. In removing the direct electromagnetic effect from the pp interaction,

model dependence has to be introduced, since the NN interaction at small sepa-

rations and the pp off-energy-shell interaction are not adequately known. Because

of the lack of neutron targets, accurate knowledge of the nn scat!,ering parameters

(ann andrnn) is obtained from the D("- ,l)2n reaction, a three-body reaction with

only two strongly interacting particles (two neutrons) in the finai state. The NN

scattering parameters can also be determined with the deuteron breakup reactions

nd -- nnp and pd --+ ppn. The various nucleon-nucleon final state interactions,

three-body nuclear forces and the Coulomb interaction (in ihe case of pd - ppn),

dominate the uncertainties of the scattering parameters extracted from nucleon-

induced deuteron breakup.

A new measurement of the nn scattering parameters is currently underway at

TRIUÀ,{F [13]. This experiment uses the D(tr-,j)2n reaction in triple-coincidence

mode and aims to achieve an accuracy of 0.2 - 0.3 fm in the scattering length,

ann. The parameter rnn will also be determined from the experiment. Detailed

studies of CSB in the scattering length difference will provide information on the

interesting po - a mixing contribution.

L2



2.L.2 Binding Energy Differences of Mirror Nuclei -

Okamot o- Nolen- S chiffer Anomaly

Charge symmetry breaking has been observed in the binding energy differ-

ences of mirror nuclei, the weil-kno',Ã/n Okamoto-Noien-Schiffer effect [14,15]. The

observed 3H - 3fle (the iightest mirror nuclei) binding energy difference is 764

keV. After correcting for direct electromagnetic contributions, 71 + 19 + 5 keV

of this effect remains 111]. The first error is due to the error envelope of the

measured form factors and the second is an estimate of the shortcomings of the

model-independent procedure applied. This residue in binding energy difference

can only be explained by CSB nuclear forces. It is also consistent with the strong

interaction part of lhe nn interaction being slightly more attractive than the pp

interaction. It has been demonstrated that the same origin as in the scattering

lengths difference, i..., po - ø mixing, dominates 111,12]. For heavier nuclei, the

po - a mixing accounts for more than 70Yo of the binding energy differences of

mirror nuclei '72,6],, after correcting for electromagnetic effects. Other contribu-

tions including the effects of the medium modifications of the nucleon masses [16]

are responsible for the rest of the differences. However, the complications of the

nuclear many-body problem lead to non-negligible uncertainties and make it very

difficult to interpret the Okamoto-Nolen-Schiffer effect in terms of CSB compo-

nents of the NN interaction (with the exception of 3H - "H").

Various models with quark degrees of freedom have been tried in the study of

charge symmetry breaking effects. So far, most calculations are model dependent

and are sometimes in contradiction with each other. It is believed that the quark

mass difference is responsible for the nuclear interaction part of the charge sym-

metry breaking effects in the binding energy differences and the scattering length

13



2.2.t Experimental Aspects

The use of spin observables in np elastic scattering to examine CSB was

suggested long ago. Wolfenstein [18] remarked that isospin conservation implies

the equality of the polarization of protons scattered at an angle d with that of

neutrons scattered at an angle of r - d in the center-of-mass (c.m.) when un-

polarized protons are scattered from unpolarized neutrons. This equality can be

understood from the equivalence of neutrons and protons under the strong inter-

action, if charge symmetry holds. Accurate measurements of the polarization are

very difrcult since measuring the polarization of the scattered neutrons and recoil

protons requires second scatterings, so a precise comparison is not feasible. How-

ever, the analyzing powers of polarized neutrons An and that of polarized protons

Arhave been compared (as will be discussed in detail later in the text). It is to be

noted that the effects are expected to be small, of the order of the fine structure

constant. This makes such a class of experiments extremely difficult. Large data

sets are required to achieve good statistical accuracy, and very good systematic

error control is needed.

Experimental investigations of charge symmetry breaking in the np system

- ø mixing in these

up-down quark mass

difference. This is consistent

CSB effects, since the po - u

difference [5,6,17].

2.2

with the dominance of. the po

mixing has its origin in the

Charge Symmetry Breaking in np Elastic

Scattering

74



became possible in the 1980s when both intense polarized neutron beams and

polarized proton targets with a iarge hydrogen content became available. Mea-

surements of many spin parameters requiring both polarized neutron beams and

polarized proton targets could then be executed at the same time in order to con-

trol systematic errors.

The first of this type of experiments, searching for charge symmetry breaking

ínnp elastic scattering, was carried out at TRIUMF af 477 MeV [19,8]. Proton

and neutron analyzing powers (Ao and ,4.., respectively) \Mere compared at the

zero-crossing angle where the averageof An and Ao goes throughzero. Any non-

zero difference of A,A: An- A, would indicate violation of charge symmetry. The

experiment yielded a result of LA : -47 +.22 + 8 ] x 10-a over an angular range of

59o-80' in the center-of-mass system. The result is a little over two standard devi-

ations from zero. This demonstrated a CSB effect caused by non-electromagnetic

terms of the class IV force (see the Section2.2.2). In particular, the CSB term cor-

responding to the r¿p mass difference affecting the one-pion-exchange \Mas clearly

observed.

A similar experiment was carried out at the Indiana University Cyclotron

Facility (IUCF) tnnp elastic scattering at 183 MeV [20,21]. Data were taken with

beam and target polarized simultaneousiy, and spin observables were extracted.

The result reported is 4,4 = An- Ap : [34.8 +.6.2+4.7] x 10-a 122) averaged over

an angular range in the center-of-mass system ftorn 82.2o to 116.1o, over which

the average of the analyzing powers, < A>, averages to zero. This latter resuit

differs from zero by 4.5 standard deviations and differs from the value expected

from the electromagnetic spin-orbit interaction alone by 3.4 standard deviations.

15



It represented the strongest experimental evidence of charge symmetry breaking

in np elastic scattering and the most clearcut observation of a class IV CSB strong

interaction term. At the IUCF energy of 183 MeV, the po - ø mixing contribu-

tion to AÁ was clearly observed (an approximately two standard deviation effect).

The extraction of the angular distribution of AA is very difficult. This can

be seen from the following expression:

€n - €p :< A(o) > aP + LA(o) < P > (2 5)

To obtain LA(0) at the 10-a level, the polarizations would need to be known to a

level not attainable at present. The best one can determine is

"LA(e)",er" : A.A(O)t,u" I c. A(0). (2 6)

Here c is directly related to the uncertainty of. LP I < P >. The IUCF experiment

extracted the component of Á.A(0) which is "uncorrelated" with A(d) by adjusting

c until the variance (< u64n2

a minimum. A l2-point angular distribution of "4..4," was obtained from the ex-

periment within limitations imposed by uncertainties in the measured beam and

target polarizations. At the TRIUMF experimental energies (477 IVIeV and 347

MeV), the angular distribution of ô.A(O) near the zero-crossing angle of the ana-

lyzing porvers has a shape similar to the analyzing pov/er) A(0), itself. Therefore,

the minimum variance method used by the IUCF experiment can not be applied.

In principle, if the theoretical prediction of the zero-crossing angle of LA were very

accurate and if the asymmetries at that angle could be measured very accurately,

then AP/ < P > could be determined and the angular distribution of 4.4. could

be extracted. Alternatively, a comparison of the shape of A,A with theoretical

predictions can be made by adjusting the constant c until the chi-square between
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the measurement and the calculation is minimized (this will be discussed in detail

in Chapter 5).

The earlier experimental results are in excellent agreement with theoretical

predictions 123,24,25,26,27,28]t (details are discussed in the next section) which

included contributions from: (1) the neutron magnetic moment interacting with

the proton current in one photon exchange; (2) the neutron and proton mass

difference affecting one pion exchange; (3) the interesting po - u mixing calculated

with on-shell mixing amplitudes; and (4) other smaller contributions from two-

pion exchange, the np mass difference affecting p exchange and indirect quark

effects. Using complex phase shift amplitudes, it has been shown that inelasticity

changes LAby 70% at 800 MeV, but becomes vanishingly small at lower energies

(i.e., 477 MeV or below) [29]. These results show that the meson-exchange NN

potential models are effective and should provide satisfactory predictions. It has

been noted that on-shell mixing amplitudes are needed to evaluate po - u mixing

in order to achieve agreement between the theoretical predictions and the IUCF

experimental results ( see the next section for details).

2.2.2 Theoretical Aspects

Although it has been argued that charge symmetry breaking fundamentally

arises from quark degrees of freedom (the up and down quark mass difference and

the electromagnetic interactions among quarks), it has also been shown that the

meson-exchange theory is an effective theory of the NN interaction in practical

studies. Most quantitative calculations of the NN interaction to date are based

on the meson exchange theory. This is not contradictory to the argument that

quark degrees of freedom are the underlying source of charge symmetry break-
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ing, because applications of Quantum Chromo Dynamics (QCD) in the low en-

ergy, non-perturbative regíme relevant to nuclear physics are expected to yield the

meson-exchange picture [30]. The meson-exchange-based theory gives satisfac-

tory predictions of the experimental observations of CSB in np elastic scattering.

However, there are serious questions regarding the use of on-mass-sheii mixing

amplitudes to evaluate virtual meson mixing processes. Some important issues

concerning off-mass-shell behaviour have been raised [31]. Furthermore, recent

evaiuations of the po - a mixing parameter from QCD have raised some funda-

mental questions about the conventional calculations using on-shell mixing am-

plitudes, and the earlier exceilent agreement between theoreticai predictions and

experimental measurements needs re-examination. This will be further discussed

below.

NN potentials have been classified by Henley and Miiier [a] into four classes

according to their transformation properties under isospin symmetry operations.

Class (I) are isoscalar potentials, symmetric under isospin operations. They are

charge independent and can be written in the form:

vt:a+bi(i) Íf¡l (2.7)

These are the dominant parts of the NN interaction and provide isospin symmetry.

Class (II) are isotensor potentials which maintain charge symmetry but break

charge independence. Such potentials can be written as:

vu : clft(i):3(i) - ]4;; íf¡l
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Class (III) are those potentials which break both charge independence and charge

symmetry, but which are symmetric under the interchange of particles (1 <-+ 2) in

isospin space.

Vnt:dlh(i)+/'(j)1. (2.e)

A class (III) potential differentiates between the nn and pp system. However, it

does not give rise to isospin mixing in a two-body system, since it conserves the

total isospin:

lVyt,I'l tr [1s, I'l:0.

Therefore, it has no effect on the np system.

(2.10)

Class (IV) potentials also break both charge symmetry and charge independence,

but they cause mixing of isospin. These potentials are proportional to

vru : efls(i) - t"(j)l+ ÍLi(i) x /*(r)le. (2.11)

In a two-body system, these potentials cause the mixing of.lL¡ arrd3L¡ states

(".g., tPt-tPt,1D2-3D2,7F3-3F3...). They will only affect thenp system and have

no effect on the pp or nn systems.

Here, the variables ø, b, c, d, e and f are space and spin scalar operators and i,

j are the labels of the two nucleons. Both class (III) and class (IV) are isovector

potentials.

The experiment reported on in this thesis is sensitive to class (IV) potentials.

The CSB effect causing the scattering length difference is due to class III potentials.

Therefore these two types of CSB experiments test different aspects of the NN

interaction and complement each other. However, CSB studies in the np system
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are considered to be superior since it is a two-body system without the Coulomb

interaction. After taking consideration of the time reversal invariance of the class

IV potentials expressed above, the potentials can be written in the form:

vtv : [1,(1) - r"(2)]tä(1) - ã(2)1.íuQ) +

[/-(1) x ilz¡1,¡;ir¡ x ã(z)]. iw(r). (2.12)

Here ø denotes the Pauli spin matrices for nucleons, .t is angular momentum, tl(r)

and u(r) are scalar operators independent of spin and isospin.

Lorerfi'z invariance, parity conservation, time reversal symmetry and charge

independence reduce the 16 possible nucleon-nucleon scattering amplitudes to 5

linearly independent ones for each value of the isospin. Furthermore, the general-

ized Pau1i principle, i.e., the requirement that the two-nucleon wave function be

antisymmetric with respect to the interchange of the two nucleons, imposes the

condition:

(-1¡r+s+r - -1, (2.13)

where -t is the total angular momentum, ,9 is the total spin, and -I is the total

isospin. If the parity and isospin quantum numbers are conserved, then the gen-

eralized Pauli principle leads to the consequence that total spin is also conserved,

and spin singlet-triplet transitions are forbidden. For systems of identical parti-

cles, in the state of -I : 1, total spin is always conserved. If parity is conserved

and isospin is violated, the Pauli principle requires that the total spin of the np

system not be conserved and accordingly, that spin singlet-triplet transitions are

allowed. The number of linearly independent scattering amplitudes for the ??p sys-

tem will then increase from 5 to 6. The scattering matrix can be written as [32,33]:
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1

M(ki,kr) : ¡lø + b) + (a - b)(ã, .ñ)(êr.ñ.) + (c - d)(fi î;ça, î¡ +

(c+d)(fi.ñ)(dr-,îr)+ e(ù*ar).ñ+ f (ù - ã,).ñl (2.r4)

where a, b, c, d, e anð, f are compiex amplitudes which are energy and angle

dependent, the unit vectors î, ñz and. ñ are:

Ë¿ andË¡ ur" momentum vectors of the incident and scattered neutron, and. d1

and ä2 are Pauli spin matrices of the neutron and proton. The sixth amplitude,

/, which is responsible for CSB can be expressed as [34]:

f (0) : -*îC, t r)sin2J¡exp(i6.¡ + i6rr)d{o@),

(2.15)

(2.16)

where J7 is the mixing angle corresponding to spin singlet-triptet transitions, á7

and á7y are the singlet and uncoupled triplet bar phase shifts, respectively, and

d{o are Wigner functions. The mixing angle, 7¡ can be expressed as:

7t : -2ErkþA + Ð lo* 
o, r2r¡(r)s(r)fuÁr), (2.17)

where E7 is the total c.m. energy and g(r) is u(r) or (-1)ru;(r) of Eq. (2.I2).

R¡(r) and R¡¡(r) are distorted (by strong interaction) wave functions and can be

normalized asymptotically:

Ê(r) =s sin(kr - Tr" +6)lkr (2.18)

where á is 67 or 6¡¡ for R¡(r) and -R.¡¡(r) , respectively. Since the short range part

of the strong interaction is not well-known, different potential models have to be

used to calculate the distorted wave functions.
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There are two experimentally accessible observables to measure charge sym-

metry breaking effects (for a complete list of charge symmetry breaking parame-

ters, see Ref. [33]). The difference between the analyzing powers An and Ao f.or

np elastic scattering is proportional to the isospin mixing amplitude /(d) and can

be expressed as:

The other possibility is to measure the difference in the spin correlation parameters

C,, and C,,. This difference can be written as:

LA(0) : A.(0) - Ar@) : Zn"Q. f)

LC(0) = C,,(0) - C,,(0) : Zt*k- f).

(2.1e)

(2.20)

The TRIUMF and IUCF experiments measured the difference of the analyzing

porÃ/ers. Due to the intrinsic difficulties of excluding unwanted polarization com-

ponents in both the incident beam and the target, a measurement of the difference

in C., and C,, has not yet been attempted.

There are many sources of CSB contributions to LA. It is argued that at the

quark level, ali CSB contributions are due to the up and down quark mass differ-

ence and to the electromagnetic interactions among the quarks. In recent years,

various attempts have been made to use quark degrees of freedom, as described

by the fundamental theory of the strong interaction (QCD), to evaluate the CSB

effects. These calculations are still qualitative and very model dependent. At low

and intermediate energies, meson exchange NN potential models are applied and

more reliable predictions are provided. Calculations show that the primary con-

tributions are due to:

(a) One-photon exchange (Fig. 2.1 (a)). The electromagnetic interaction between

the proton charge current and the neutron magnetic moment generates a class IV
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force of type u(r) (E,q. 2.72).

(b) One-pion exchange (Fig. 2.1 (b)). Tlne np mass difference in charged one zr-

exchange generates a class IV potential of type tr(r) (Eq. 2.12). This term has

major contributions to the result of the TRIUMF experiments.

(c) Meson mixing. A ciass IV force of type u(r) arises from the electromagnetic

mixing of the neutral vector mesons po - a (having similar masses: rnp :768.1

MeV and ffip :781.95 MeV) during their propagation (Fig. 2.1 (c)). This con-

tribution is interesting because of its short range nature. It is believed that the

up-down quark mass differeri.ce has crucial contributions to po - a mixing 15,17].

This term usually gives little contribution to A-4 near the zero-crossing angle of

< A(0) ) except at the IUCF experimental energy where it accounts for about

40% of LA at tlne zero-crossing angle. T - rl mixing generates a class III inter-

action and therefore does not contribute to 4,4 [35], assuming one boson exchange.

(d) Other smaller effects. Like the pion exchange, the r?.p mass difference affecting

charged p exchange gives rise to a class IV force of type -(r), but its effect is much

smaller than one-pion-exchange effects. Other processes including 2tr-exchange, o

meson exchange and small indirect quark effects have been calculated and shown

to be small. Contributions due to the j - 7t mixing have not been calculated, but

are assumed to be small [5].

In Fig. 2.2(a), various predictions based on meson exchange NN potential

models for aA at 347 MeV, by lqbal and Niskanen (IN 123,,24]), Williams, Thomas

and Miller (WTM 125,,261), Holzenkamp, Holinde and Thomas (HHT [27]) and Ge
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Figure 2.7: Cltarge symmetry breaking mechan'ism in np elastic scøttering.

and Svenne (GS [28]), are compared. Figure 2.2(b) shows the different meson

exchange contributions to AA as calculated by Iqbal and Niskanen 124]. The elec-

tromagnetic term accounts for much of the WTM - GS difference. The WTM-HHT

difference is due to the treatment of the p and po -t.s terms. CSB experiments sen-

sitive to the region away from the zero-crossing angie can possibly distinguish these

latter terms, but even measurements at the zero-crossing angle provide useful tests

of the meson exchange picture of the NN interaction at short distances. A relativis-

tic treatment was employed in the IN calculation. The one-boson-exchange model

has provided quantitatively satisfactory calculations of CSB in the NN interaction.

These calculations, in general, gave very good agreement with the previous CSB

experiments. In particular, the interesting po - a mixing has to be included in

the calculation to interpret the IUCF experimental result (approximately a two

standard deviation effect).

However, the theoretical argument is far from settled. Concerns [31] have

been raised regarding the application of the on-shell meson mixing amplitude to

the off-shell virtual process such as the po - ø mixing. The exchanged vector
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meson has a space-iike momentum, far from the on-shell point. In all the previous

calculations, it was customary to assume that the po - a mixing ampiitude was

a constant over this range of four-momentum. The on-mass-shell vector mesor

po - u mixing was observed in the cross-section measurement of the reaction

ele- -- r*r- [36]. The strong interaction contribution to the mixing amplitude is

1 p'lU*,|, >: -(5130+600) MeV2 (on-mass-shetl) [87]. It has been shown with

a simple model (Fig. 2.3) that the mixing amplitude had a node near 92 : 0 so that

neither the sign nor the magnitude in the space-like region was determined by the

on-shell value [31]. Recently, some caiculations [37,38,39,40,41,42,43] have been

published which revealed a node at or near q2 : 0, with a consequent change in

the sign of the mixing amplitude. This off-shell effect will cause the po - r.., mixing

contribution to ihe CSB effect to vanish or at least to become significantly smaller

than what was obtained from calculations using the on-shell mixing amplitude.

These results have a serious impact on previous theoretical predictions of CSB

with on-sheil mixing amplitudes, and question ihe validity of the good agreement

with the experimentai data. On the other hand, it has been argued 16] that

current experimental results support the previous calculations with on-shell mixing

amplitudes and that various caiculations of off-shell effects have imperfections and

need support from experimental results. There is still much controversy and more

theoretical as well as experimental investigations are required to settle the issue.

2.3 Other Isospin Symmetry Studies

Charge symmetry requires that the np -+ dzro cross-section be symmetric

about 90o in the center-of-mass (Fig. 2.4). Theoretical calculations have shown

that a non-zero (up to -0.7% at 0") forward-backward asymmetry could arise from
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Figure 2.3: Feynman d,iagram of a particle-antiparti,cle (e.g., guarlc-antiguarlc) loop

for the po - a mi,ring amplitude, the erternal meson momentum k and, the loop

momentum q.

charge symmetry breaking 135,441. In the c.m. system, the asymmetry is defined

AS:

Afø: o(0)-o(r-0)
(2.21)

Lþ@)+o(r-o)l'
where á is the angle between the incident n and the outgoiîg d. The mixing of

ø' and ? mesons (which generates a class III force in np elastic scattering, and

therefore does not contribute to the difference of the analyzing powers) generates

a class IV interaction and has a significant contribution to the CSB effect in this

reaction (figs.2.5 (a) and (b)). The iatest calculation [44] shows that the r-r¡ and

ir -n' contributions are almost an order of magnitude larger than other effects such

as the ?zp mass difference, 7-exchange and po - w mixing. Earlier measurements

did not yield statistically conclusive results on this CSB effecf 145,46]. A new

measurement of this forward-backward asymmetry at 281 MeV has been proposed

and is in a preparatory stage at TRIUMF [47]. To reduce the systematic errors,
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the experiment uses a broad range magnetic spectrometer set at zero degree and

measures the full angular distribution of the recoil deuteron in a single momentum

setting. Furthermore) a comparison to the charge symmetric reaction pp --+ d"r+

will be made to study the response of deuterons. The experiment is expected

to yield a statistical accuracy of L7 x 10-4. The latest prediction for the A¡a is

-50 x 10-4 144]. Since the calculations also used on-shell mixing amplitudes to

evaluate the z. - 17 mixing, and off-sheii considerations of the r - 17 mixing show

similar effects to the off-shell po -(.,) mixing [48,49,50], the experimental result may

provide information on the off-shell effect of meson mixing.

d G-o\ d

./

.á"
TI

-/

n .ç p--------/_ P.,
s------------7

.4o
TT

Figure 2.4: Cltarge syrnmetric slcetches of np --+ dro in the center-of-rnass frame.

Isospin symmetry studies have been extended into many other systems in-

volving pions (i.e., comparison of the n* differential cross-section for elastic scat-

tering from d or a H e targets [51,52]), deuterons (searching for the charge symmetry

forbidden reaction dd --+aH e zr' [53] or comparison of the spin observables of dd

breakup reactions 'H(î,dp)n,'H(i,d,n)p and,,H(i,nfld, flal, photons [bb] and

hypernuclei 156]. These studies have been extensively reviewed in two recent review

articles [5,6].
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Chapter 3

Experimental Details

3.1 General Description

The experiment was conducted with a 347 MeV neutron beam scattering

off a frozen spin proton target (FST). The neutron beam and the proton target

were alternateiy polarized for the measurements of An ar..d Ao, respectively, where

subscripts denote the polarized nucleons. Identical beam properties and target

composition (except polarization) and the same detection system were used for the

interleaved measurements. Scattered neutrons and recoil protons were detected in

coincidence by a mirror symmetric detection system to cancel geometric systematic

errors. Frequent flip of the neutron beam or proton target spin directions cancelled

systematic errors not correlated with spin directions. At the zero-crossing angle,

all systematic errors, except those due to background corrections, were eliminated

to second order in an expansion in the error contributions. The protons were de-

tected by a time-of-flighi (TOF)/range telescope and the neutrons l,¡/ere detected

by a scintillation detector a ray. Figure 3.1 shows schematically the beam line and

the detection system.
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For future reference, the neutron beam coordinates aïe defined as follows

(Fig. 3.2): the z-axis is chosen to be along the neutron beam direction with the

positive direction pointing downstream; the y-axis is chosen to be the vertical

direction pointing up; and the x-axis is chosen to be from right to left looking

downstream (the Madison convention lfZ] ); "physical" left and right sides are de-

fined by the physical locations of the detectors with respect to the neutron beam

axis, again looking downstream. Left and right events are defined according to

the primary scattered particles, the neutrons; left events are those with neutrons

detected by the neutron arïay on the physical left side and protons detected on

the physical right side, and right events are those with neutrons detected by the

neutron array on the physical right side and protons detected on the physical left

side. Other iocal coordinates are also used which relate to the beam coordinates

by a rotation about the y axis by angles corresponding to the detector positions or

the proton beam direction. The following sections will describe in detail the beam

production and transport system, beam monitors, experimental detectors and the

run procedure (see also Refs. [53,59]).

3.2 Proton Beam Production and Transport Sys-

tem

Polarized -tl- ions were obtained from the TRIUMF optically pumped po-

larized ion source (OPPIS) [60]. The nuclear polarized fI- source was based. on

L.W. Anderson's proposal [61] as shown in Fig. 3.3. A hydrogen plasma lvr¡as cre-

ated within an electron-cyclotron resonance (ECR) cavity by 28 GHz microwave

ionization of hydrogen gas in a high magnetic field. The absorbed power was
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typically 850 W. A proton beam was extracted from the ECR cavity plasma by

an electrode system which accelerated ihe beam to an energy of several keV. The

proton beam entered a polarized Rb vapor cell where a fraction of the protons

picked up polarized electrons by charge transfer from Rb and were thus neutral-

ized. The polarization was induced by optical pumping of the Rb vapor with

circularly polarized iaser light tuned to the D1 transition of Rb at 795 nm. Most

of the neutralized hydrogen atoms were created in the excited n:2 states (2s or

2p). For that reason it was necessary that charge exchange occurred within a high

magnetic field (- 2 T) which preserved the hydrogen polarization as the atoms

decayed to the ground state. An electrostatic deflector immediately downstream

of the neutralizer removed all charged species from the beam which had passed

through ihe Rb ceil. The magnetic field reversed direction in the region between

the neutralizer and (negaiive) ionizer cells, and as the neutral hydrogen beam tra-

versed this region, the polarization was transferred to the nucleus by means of a

Sona transition [62]. The nuclear polarized hydrogen atoms picked up electrons

in a sodium (Na) vapor ionizer cell. The unpolarized sodium vapor in the ionizer

cell was thick, so that multiple charge exchange collisions produced an H- beam

with a conversion factor of roughly 7-70%. Figure 3.4 shows schematically the

TRIUMF OPPIS. The 11- beam was accelerated to 300 keV and injected into

ihe TRIUMF cyclotron for further acceleration. A beam intensity of 15¡zA with

a normalized emittance of about 0.04 7r'mm.mrad and polarization of as high as

80%, as measured by a low energy polarimeter based on the 6Li(p,3He)a reaction,

was achieved at the source. Approximately one quarter of the beam was accel-

erated by the cyclotron, which has a relatively low acceptance. To minimize the

possible correlation of spin direction reversal and beam position change, proton

spin direction reversal was achieved at the ion source by changing the frequency
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and polarizalion of the optical pumping laser.

A 369 MeV proton beam was extracted from the TRIUMF cyclotron by

stripping the electrons from ihe fI- ions with a carbon stripping foil. The beam

had a negligible loss in current, but lost some polarization (about a few percent)

at several cyclotron depolarization resona;nces. A phase restricted tune was used

[63] to keep the beam burst time width within 1 ns FWHM (beam burst sep-

aration was 43 ns), which improved the resolution of the neutron beam eneïgy

measurement from its time-of-flight (TOF) (Fig. 3.5). This beam tune caused a

decrease in the beam current by about a factor of 2 because slits were put in to

restrict the phase acceptance. At the neutron production liquid-deuterium (LDr)

target, the proton beam had a poiarization of about 75% at up to 2.5 ¡tA current.

The time structure of the beam rvas measured with a timing signal from one of

the proton polarimeters, IBP, relative to the phase stabilized R.F. timing signals.

The beam was tuned at the beginning of each 12-hour shift when tlne An and Ao

measurements were interchanged.

Since the zero-crossing angies of the analyzing po\Mers change significantly

with the beam energy compared to the magnitude of the signal and the accuracy

of this measurement (d0.ldÛnb"o* - 0.048"/MeV), ihe proton beam energy \¡/as

monitored by a beam energy monitor (BEM) and kept stabie within +0.05 MeV by

small adjustments of the R.F. or slight changes of the stripping foil position. The

absolute knowledge of the proton beam energy was not critical and only needed

to be known to a few MeV as long as it was much smaller than the neutron beam

energy spread (about 11 MeV FWHM), since only the difference of the analyzing

powers v/as a concern to the experiment. The absoiute proton beam energy rvas
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368.3 f 1.0 MeV obtained from the cyciotron beam-extraction stripping-foii radius

and its caiibration. In principle, the values of beam polarization 'rvere not required

for the measurement of zero-crossing angle difference, but they rvr/ere measured as

accurately as possible for systematic error studies. The proton beam polariza-

tion was measured by two polarimeters, the In-Beam-Polarimeter (IBP) and the

Charge Symmetry Breaking Polarimeter (CSB polarimeter).

The proton beam profile was monitored during the beam tuning by several

retractable horizontai and vertical wire chambers placed at critical points along

the beam line. The most critical wire chamber, placed approximately 0.65 m in

front of t'he LD2 target during the beam tuning, had a wire spacing of 1 mm.

For the CSB experiment, stabiiity of the position of the proton beam al the LD2

target was essential. A shift in the beam centroid, especiaiiy when correlated with

the reversal of the proton beam polarization direction, could produce unacceptable

systematic errors. Proton beam spin reversal was achieved at the ion source to

minimize such effects, but centroid shifts upon reversal could still arise. Two split

plate secondary electron emission monitors (SEMs) were installed in the proton

beam line to stabilize the proton beam position on the LD2 target,. Details of

these monitors along the beam line will be described in the following sections.

3.3 Neutron Beam Production and Collimation

A poiarized neutron beam with an average energy of 347 MeV and FWHM of

about 11 MeV was produced by the proton beam incident upon a liquid-deuterium

(LDr) target through the reactiorr D(F,ñ)2p. The LD2 target had a cylindrical

geometry with a length of 0.277 + 0.004 m and a diameter of 0.051 m. The target
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lvas operated at a temperature of approximately 22.5 K, a pressure of 17.5 psi and

a density of about 0.162 g I "*t. The end windows of the target cell were made of

0.051 mm thick stainless steel and the target wall was 0.254 mm thick stainless

steel. The target was separated from the cyclotron vacuum by a 0.13 mm stain-

less steel window. The density of the target was kept stable (to *0.000b g/cm3)

since density changes wouid affect the average neutron beam energy and therefore

the zero-crossing angles. A neutron beam intensity of about 705lQtA.cm2.s)

at the FST was achieved. The portion of the incident proton beam that did not

interact in the LD2 target was swept by a dipole magnet, 4A82, and transported

into the external 4A beam dump. To take advantage of the large sideways to

sideways spin transfer coefficient (r¿) of the D(f,ñ.)2p reaction, the proton spin

polarization r,¡/as rotated from the normal direction (vertical transverse) into the

scattering plane (horizontal transverse directio") by a superconducting solenoid

(JANIS). This transfer coefficient is largest at 9o where the neutron beam was

extracted [64].

The distances from the center of the LD2 target to the entrance and exit of

the collimator were 2.93 m and 6.28 m, respectively. The collimator,3.35 m long,

was made of steel pipes welded to a steel frame filled with lead and had extraction

ports at angles ranging from 0o to 27o in 3o steps. The pipes were built in two

sections. The downstream section was 1.50 m long and 128 mm in diameter while

the upstream section measured 102 mm in diameter. The unused ports were shut

with removable steei plugs. In the 9o port, rectangular apertures rvere cut into

steel collimator inserts which defined the geometric size of the neutron beam at

the FST. To minimize the background contribution from the materials surround-

ing the FST, it was desired that the neutron beam fully illuminate the FST, but
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collimator øperture.
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minimize the illumination of the surrounding material. The aperture used for the

experiment ranged in size from a 39.1 mm horizontal x 22.5 mm vertical aperture

to 46.7 mm x 37.3 mm, to approximate a tapered shape (Fig. 3.6). The neutron

beam profile, neutron beam energy and polarization rvr/ere monitored during the

data taking and also simulated with À¡Ionte Carlo calculations [66]. Discussion of

the Monte Carlo simulations and the comparison to the experimental measure-

ments will be presented in Chapter 4 and Chapter 5.

3.4 Proton Polarimeter and Beam Energy

Monitor

The proton polarization was measured by two polarimeters, the In-Beam Po-

larimeter (IBP) and the Charge Symmetry Breaking polarimeter (CSB polarime-

ter) [67,68]. The CSB polarimeter r,¡/as a two-branch system which included a beam

energy monitor (BEM) assembly and was used to monitor the proton beam trans-

verse verticai polarization and the beam energy. It was composed of two detector

assemblies viewing a hydrogen-containing (kapton) foil located 6.32 m upstream of

lhe LD2 target in a 7.52 m diameter scattering chamber. The assemblies observed

pp scattering events from a kapton target al *I7' with respect to the incident

beam axis. The layout of the polarimeter and the BEM combination is shown

in Fig. 3.7. The forward arm of each assembly was composed of two scintillators

(polarimeter) foiiowed by a large Cu degrader (85 mm) and a six scintiilator stack

interspersed with 1 mm Cu sheets. Two additional detectors were located within

the scattering chamber to complete each assembly by acting as recoil counters for

lhe pp scattering. The polarimeter 1ü/as designed to be insensitive to minor shifts
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(*2 mm) in the beam centroid. This was achieved by rotating the solid angle

defining counter (A) bv an angle,6 (FiS. 3.8). Both solid angle and pp differential

cross-section variations due to beam shifts could be compensated for by choosing

a proper angle B. It was determined that a rotation of 68o was optimal at 500

MeV [68]. Polarimeter geometric details are given in table 3.1.

Table 3.!: Geometric d,eto,ils of the CSB poløri,meter.

Defining counter vertical dimension

horizontal dimension

distance to target

solid angle

theta range

azimuthal range

central angle

rotation angle

10 mm

25 mm

774.7 rnm

0.16 msr

+0.37"

+!.26"

770

680

Recoil counter vertical dimension

horizontal dimension

distance to target

solid angle

theta range

azimuthal range

central angle

20 mm

10 mm

203.2 mm

4.84 msr

+7.4!"

+3.0"

68.9"

The proton polarization in the normal direction couid be calculated from the

measured left-right asymmetry and lhe pp analyzing po',¡/er (Ar). Because of the
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Figure 3.8: A schematic diagram showing the rotation of the solid, angle defining

counter in relation to the beam offsets [68].

carbon content in the polarimeter target material, an effective analyzing power,

A"fJ:d'Ao (3 1)

was required to account for the contribution of the quasi-elastic scatterinSC(p,pp)

to the measured asymmetry, where a is a correction factor obtained from po-

larimeter calibrations with a graphite target. To calibrate the polarimeter, dif-

ferent targets with differing hydrogen-carbon ratios were used, i.e., CH2, kap-

ton (C22HtoNrOu) foils of different thicknesses, and pyrolitic-graphite (C) targets.

The different polarimeter targets \¡¡ere mounted on a target ladder with an ap-

propriate offset aiong the beam line to account for the change in opening angle

(0""ott","d. * 0,."o¿t) with energy. The vertical position of the target ladder was

controlled by a remote control motor system and the different targets could be

selected remotely during the polarimeter calibrations. The polarimeters were cal-

ibrated several times during each data taking period since some smali changes in

the effective analyzing poltver were possible due to radiation damage of the target

material in the beam. Table 3.2 shows a sample list of the targets mounted on

the polarimeter target ladders. C H2 is a preferred target because it has a ratio

Target
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of free protons to bound protons of 713 and corrections for carbon content are

easily made. But, due to their better resistance to radiation damage by integrated

beam flux, kapton foils were used during the data taking. Instrumental asymme-

tries of the poiarimeters were monitored and corrected by data collection using

the unpolarized state of the beam. A typical spin polarizalion cycle was polar-

ized:unpolarized:poiarized: (1 min):(1/4 min):(l min); every polarization "on"

state (spin up or down chosen randomly at OPPIS) was followed by a polarization

"off" state (unpolarized).

Table 3.2: A sarnple list of the targets on the polørimeter target ladders.

CSB polarimeter IBP

Position Target Thickness Target Thickness

#6

#5
#4
#3

#2
#7

Carbon

CHz

Kapton

Kapton

Zrß

Blank

4.9 mg f cm2

1.404 mgf cm2

1.257 mgf crnz

7.209 mgf cm2

N/A

ZnS

Carbon

CH,

Parylene

Blank

3 mgf cmz

7.43 mgf cmz

200 p,gf cm2

The proton beam energy lÃ/as measured by the BEM based on a range de-

termination. Figure 3.9 shows a schematic diagram of the proton BEM counter

configuration. The differential range assembly was made up of six 10 mm thick

plastic scintillators separated by 1 mm thick piates of Cu. The mean proton energy

was calculated from:

Eo," : ÐN¿Eif ÐNi, (3.2)
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where l/¿ is the number of particles stopping in the scintillator B¿ or the Cu after it

and E¿ is the average energy of the particles whose last counter triggered is B¿. Els

were calculated with the TRIUMF energy loss program LOSSPROG [83] based

on the Bethe-Bloch equation. A resolution of o : 35 keV in the relative mean

proton beam energy, given 16,000 counts (over -15 minutes of beam time at 1.5

¡rA beam current) in each BEM arm r¡/as achieved. With the design of the BEM,

the observed beam energy from the individual arm of the BEM was sensitive to the

beam position, but the average value of both arms l¡/as independent of small beam

position shifts. For beam motion from -10 mm to *10 mm about the nominal po-

sition, the average calculated beam energy varied by 140 keV (during the course of

the experiment, the shift in beam centroid at the polarimeter was less than 1 mm).

1 mm Cu Sheets

Primary Proton Beam Target of
Proton Polarimeter
Beam Enery Monitor

Figure 3.9: Some details of the right ørm of the proton polarimeter/proton beam

energy rnonitor. Ar, Az and B1 through B6 are scintillo,tion counters. The recoil

counter is not sh'own. The total lensth of the copper d,egrader in front of the B7

counter i,s 85 mrn.
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The IBP l,¡/as a, four-branch polarimeter and measured both left-right and

bottom-top asymmetries. Its design principle was similar to the CSB polarimeter's

described above, but it had iarger solid angle coverage (table f.f). Therefore at

high beam currents, i.e., 2 p"A, the accidental coincidence rate 3.10 would be

unacceptably high if a normal thickness kapton or C H2 target was used. To make

use of the IBP, a thin parylene target ((C H),, - 200 pgl.tn2) was employed during

the data taking which made the polarimeter function consistently with the CSB

polarimeter (see Chapter 5). Figure 3.10 shows schematicalty the triggering of the

IBP. The accidental coincidence rate was estimated by delaying the recoil counter

signals by 43 ns (which corresponds to the beam burst separation) and requiring

the coincidence with the scattering counter signals.

Table 3.3: Detector geornetry (3.10) of the IBP (in mm).

Detector Distance Angle wrt beam Size

L1

L2

L3

762

508

203

770

770

70"

58.6x50.8x6.4

50.8x50.8x6.4

752.4 x 50.8 x12.7

3.5 Secondary Ernission Monitors

The proton beam position, both horizontal and vertical, at the LD2 target

were stabilized and monitored by a set of secondary eiectron emission monitors

(SEMs) and a feedback system, which included a computer control system and a

set of steering magnets. Each SEM contained five parallel, electrically separated

(by 3.2 mm gaps along the beam line) aluminum foils. The foils were 8 p* thick
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and 89 mm in diameter. Figure 3.11 shows schematically the SEM assembly. The

second and fourth plates v/ere split vertically and horizontally, respectively, into

two semi-circular halves, separated by a 1 mm gap. These two grounded plates

u/ere interleaved by three full circular foils supplied with high voltages (+SOO V¡.

The total amount of the energy degrading material in the proton beam was 0.042

mm aluminum for each SEM. The optimum gap width depended on the proton

beam profile. It was taken to be 1 mm based upon the beam profile measurements.

Secondary electrons were knocked out of the foils by the proton beam and

collected by the plates. A small current was driven by these secondary eiectrons

between the plates, and the signals were collected from each half of the split plates.

These signals viere proportional to the proton beam current and profile on each half

of the split plates. Therefore, the beam charge asymmetries could be calculated

from the integrated current to ieft and right (above and below) of the nominal
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beam axis; so that each SEM gave independent information for the vertical and

horizontal beam positions. The integration time was a variable parameter that

was matched to the response time of the feedback magnets, the beam intensity,

and the time scale of micro-fluctuations in the beam. The output signais from the

SEMs were amplified and fed into a dedicated microprocessor system programmed

to calculate the appropriate beam transport corrections.

The SEMs were located 0.86 m and 2.18 m upstream of the LD2 target center

and could be positioned remotely within the beam pipe in the left-right and up-

down directions with a reproducibility of approximately 0.075 mm. Their vertical

and horizontal positions v¡ere read out via linear potentiometers. The SEMs were

initially set to position the proton beam incident upon the LDz target to produce

a neutron beam which would be centered on the frozen spin hydrogen target. The
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SEM positions were not aitered over the duration of the experiment. The proton

beam position at the LD2 target then was stabilizedto within 0.05 mm by the two

SElVIs, through a fast feedback system controlling two horizontal and two vertical

steering magnets.

3.6 Phase Lock System

Timing with respect to the cyclotron radio-frequency (R F.) system was

needed to monitor the proton beam timing width and to calculate the incident

neutron beam energy. The resolution of the timing signals was sensitive to the

cyclotron tune-dependent phase shifts between the R.F. and the arrival of each

proton beam bunch. In order to prevent shifts in the R.F. phase from degrading

the resolution of timing measurements relative to the R.F., a scintillation counter

was placed in the 6o port of the neutron collimator at a distance of 5750 mm from

the center of the LD2 target. The port was filled with steel inserts which formed

a tapered aperture (wiih a diameter of 38 mm over the first 9g0 mm, of 50 mm

over the next 1020 mm, and 56 mm over the lasi 860 mm) in front of a 152 mm

long by 75 mm diameter scintiilator. The magnetic field of the primary proton

beam sweeping magnet and a 44 rnrn thick brass plug ensured that the scintillation

counter would observe oniy neutral particles from the LD2 target. A measurement

could be made of the arrival time of the beam burst at the LD2 target with respect

to the R.F. phase for rates in excess of 100 kHz in the scintillator. This usually

required at least 100 nA incident beam on the LD2 target or a graphite target. A

specially designed electronic module shifted the phase of the R.F. signal such that

a constant time difference IMas maintained between the scintiliation counter and

the R.F. signal and thus a phase stabilized R.F. timing signal rvas generated. This

signal was used as one of the references to monitor proton beam timing width and
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to calculate the neutron beam energy from the LD2 target to the FST.

3.7 Neutron Polarimeter and Profile Monitor

The neutron beam polarization and profiles were monitored by two neutron

poiarimeters, the NEw and OLD, and a neutron profile monitor. The NEW

neutron polarimeter IMas located at the exit of the collimator, and the OLD was

located at 4.07 m downstream from the FST target (Fig. 3.1). The neutron proflle

monitor was located directly upstream of the OLD neutron polarimeter, 3.65 m

downstream of the FST (the distance from the profile monitor scintillator con-

verter to the pivot). Both neutron polarimeters were based on the same principle

and had a similar design, consisting of four branches in the horizontal and vertical

planes to measure left-right and down-up asymmetries of the recoil protons pro-

duced by (n,,p) reactions from a CH2f scintillator target.

Figure 3.12 shows schematically the OLD neutron polarimeter and the neu-

tron profile monitor assembly. A 3.2 mm thick veto scintillation sheet (V) was

located in front of the polarimeter CH2 target to accept only neutral particles

in the beam, and another 3.2 mm thick trigger scintillator (T) behindlhe CH2

target tagged the knock on protons. The target was 5 cm thick, 15 cm wide and

15 cm high. Each polarimeter detection arm',Ã/as centered at 30o with respect to

the polarimeter target center, which was aligned to the neutron beam axis, and

consisted of a wedge shaped brass degrader and a scintillator sheet to detect the

recoil protons from the polarimeter target. The degrader was used to compensate

for the kinematic spread in the energies of the (n,p) elastic and quasi-elastic pro-

tons and to stop low energy protons from quasi-eiastic C(",p) background. The
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scintillator, 0.64 cm in thickness, 10 cm by 10 cm in width and height and b0 cm

from the target center, spanned a solid angle of 0.040 sr. It was rotated by an

angle to make instrumental asymmetries less dependent on the neutron beam po-

sition ( as discussed in Section 3.4). The effective analyzing powers of the neutron

polarimeters lÃ/ere derived from the measured asymmetries, the measured proton

polarization, calibrated magnet settings (see Section 8.8), and the known spin

transfer coefficients. A stability and consistency of a few percent (of the value of

P*) inthe neutron polarization measurement was achieved with both polarimeters.

Neutron Profile Monitor

DLC DLC#2 #1c

l0 cm 3.6cm 13.7 cm

Figure 3.72: Schematic drawing of the neutron prof,le monitor and polørimeter.

The neutron profiie monitor was used to monitor the horizontal and vertical

neutron beam intensity distributions and their centroids. It consisted of a scin-

tillation veto counter (VC), a scintillation converter (C), and two wire chambers

(#1, #2 DLCs). Charged particles in the beam were vetoed by the veto counter

which was 3.2 mm thick and26 cm in width and height. The converter scintillator,

One arm of
Neutron Polarimeter

xÐ
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which was 3.2 mm thick x 21 cm wide x 27 crn high, functioned as both the profile

monitor target and the trigger counter. Neutrons in the beam were scattered by

the converter and recoil protons were tracked by the wire chambers. The wire

chambers were of the delay line type and had a dimension of 20.3 cm by 20.3 cm

with 2 mm wire spacings both horizontally and vertically. Each chamber had two

delay lines, one horizontal and the other vertical. X and Y coordinates of a hit

were obtained from the time difference of the two respective ends of each delay line,

left-right or top-bottom. The projection of the reconstructed recoil proton tracks

to the converter location gave the neutron beam profiles at the profile monitor. AII

detectors of the proflle monitor were aiigned to the neutron beam axis. The ap-

parent coordinates obtained from each chamber were calibrated by a plastic cross

( with arm.s about 50 mm thick x 4 mm wide) located between the veto counter

and the trigger counter. The cross, with its center aligned with the beam axis,

yielded enhanced narro'ü/ peaks in the reconstructed neutron profile distributions.

This calibrated the center of the chambers. The neutron profiles were also checked

by a steel l-beam aligned to the beam height. Both calibrations gave consistent

results (see Chapter 5). The neutron polarimeter and profile monitor information

was recorded for off-line analysis.

3.8 Spin Precession

To maximize the neutron beam poiarization at the FST and cancel system-

atic errors, the spin polarization directions of the primary proton beam and the

secondary neutron beam were rotated by several spin precession magnets along

the beam line (Fig. 3.13). The polarized proton beam extracted from the cy-

clotron was polarized in the normal direction (vertical up, down, or unpolarized

as controlled by the OPPIS). To take advantage of the large sideways to sideways
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spin transfer coefficient r¿ of the neutron production reaction D(f,ñ)2p, three spin

precession magnets were required to transform initially transverse vertical proton

poiarization back to transverse vertical neutron polarization at the FST location.

The spin polarization of the proton beam was rotated to the horizontal trans-

verse (sideways) direction by a 0.42 m long superconducting solenoid (JANIS)

capable of reaching an integrated magnetic field strengih of 2.2 Trn. The po-

Iarized neutrons, produced by the sideways polarized proton beam on the LD2

target, had a spin poiarization in the horizontal transverse (sideways) direction

with small components (on the order of a few percent) in the longitudinal and

transverse vertical direction due to the parameters rj and P:

(3.3)

(3 4)

(3 5)

where r¿: -0.880+0.010(stat.) *0.011(sysú.) at 9o and 363 MeV proton beam

energy' rí : *0.013 + 0.010 (stat.) is the sideways to longitudinal spin transfer

parameter i64,65], Pn,¿ and Po are polarizations of the neutrons and the protons,

respectively, and P - -0.07 is the polarization production parameter due to the

spin-orbit interaction [69,65]. Here, the lower case spin transfer parameters denote

parameters for quasi-elastic scattering. For elastic np scattering, Ãi : -0.914 and

Al : -o.o1z[6e].

Downstream of the LD2 target, the neutron spin polarization direction was

partly rotated in the horizontal piane by the sweeping magnet 4AB2located be-

tween t'he LD2 target and the entrance of the collimator. The 4AB2 fringe field

along the neutron beam trajectory was 0.400 + 0.009 Tm. The neutron beam had
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a spin polarization direction of about 113' with respect to the beam direction at

the exit of the collimator. The small component of the neutron polarization in

the normal direction was unaffected by lhe 4AB2 vertical field. At the NEW neu-

tron polarimeter location, near the exit of collimator, the neutron polarization was:

Pn,,

Pn,o

Pn,"

,þ

{r', + r?. Po . cos(180' - ú)

D
J.

(3.6)

(3.7)

(3.8)

(3.e)

\Ff+*'Po'sintþ
1 13'.

To rotate the neutron spin polarization to the normal direction, a combination of

two dipole magnets (one rotated the polarization around the y-axis and the other

rotated the polarization around the x-axis) were used instead of a combination of

a solenoid and a dipole magnet (with rotations around the z-axis and the x-axis).

This combination was chosen to have the Pn,o (Eq. 3.7) rotated into the longitudi-

nal direction at the FST location after the two rotations. The first dipole magnet

(CLYDE), with its magnetic field in the normal direction (vertical up), rotated the

neutron spin polarization into the longitudinal direction, i.e., opposite to the direc-

tion of travel of the neutrons. An additional function performed by this dipole was

to sweep the charged particles, which were produced in the LD2 target, the neu-

tron collimator and along the neutron flighi path, out of the neutron beam. The

second dipole magnet (BONNIE) with a field of horizontal transverse direction

was used to bring the neutron spin polarization from the longitudinal direction

into the normal (transverse vertical) direction. Depending on the direction of the

BONNIE field, towards the left ("normal" setting) or right ("reversed" setting)

looking downstream along the beam direction, the polarization of the neutrons at
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the FST was either parallel or anti-parailel to the initial proton spin direction.

In this process, the small vertical component of the neutron polarization at the

entrance of BONNIE (produced by the neutron production reaction for both po-

Iarized and unpolaúzed protons) was rotated into the longitudinal direction at the

FST target location. Because of parity conservation, this component did not con-

tribute to the scattering observables when the target was unpolarized or polarized

vertically. The longitudinal neutron polarization was rotated by the FST holding

field (vertical) and a small component of sideways polarization was caused. At the

FST location, the neutron polarization \¡/as:

P-^

Pn,o

P^-

Psin/,

,F', + t, p,,

PcosS,

(3.10)

(3.11)

(3.12)

where Ó - 2o U Èo¡ ' d'i - 0.04 Tm ) is the angle which the longitudinal neutron

polarization rvas rotated by the FST holding field.

The magnet settings were fully calibrated in several test runs (see appendix B

for calibration details). To set and reproduce the magnet settings to the required

accuracy) nuclear magnetic resonance (NMR) probes and remote readout systems

were used for the dipole magnets (BONNIE, CLYDE and 4AB2) and a current

readout system was used for the superconducting solenoid (JANIS). The final

settings are shown in tabie 3.4.
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Table 3.4: Spi,n gtrecession magnet settings. The errors

+ 0.0010 T for BONNIE, CLYDE ønd lAB2 and less

Magnets Setting ¡ È.¿i
BONNIE

CLYDE

4AB2

JANIS

1.4353 T

0.9316 T

1.1685 T

68.3 A

7.7628 Trn

1.2592 Trn

0.400 Tm

1.6980 Tm

3.9 Flozen Spin Target

A frozen spin polarized hydrogen target (FST) was built for the CSB exper-

iments. It was based on dynamic nuclear polarization which is shown in Fig. 3.14.

The target material, butanol (C HrcO), was doped with a small concentration of

an electron donor material, a chromium compoundI Na((C2Hs)2COCO2)2CrO ],

to increase the density of free electrons. In the presence of a high magnetic fie1d

(a few Tesla) and low temperature (1 K), the four fold energy-degenerate states

were split by the Zeeman effect with larger energy splitting due to the electron

spin because its magnetic moment is 600 times iarger than the proton magnetic

moment. The re-population of the states was introduced by irradiating the target

material with microwaves at selected frequencies (z¡ or u- inthe figure) which cor-

responded to the electron and proton spin flip at the same time. When the atoms

in the excited states decayed to the lower energy states, nuclear poiarization 'was

realized because the electrons of paramagnetic impurities in the butanol, being

strongly coupled to the lattice, had a very short spin relaxation time compared to

the nuclear spin relaxation time. The polarizatior could be reversed by changing

on the settings were about

than t 0.1 A for JANIS
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the frequency of the microwaves irradiation (from u4 to u- or vice versa). After

being polarized, this type of target (which was cooled down by a3Hef 4He dilution

refrigerator to about 55 mK) operating at very low temperature, ailowed the pro-

ton polarization to be maintained with a weaker magnetic holding field than other

types of polarized targets using butanol as the target material. A small holding

field was desired to minimize the bending of the outgoing recoil protons.

The target cell was 3.5 cm long, 2.0 cm wide, and b.0 cm high and con-

tained 35 cm3 of 2-mm-diameter butanol beads immersed in a bath of.94To aïe

and 6% 3fIe refrigerant (Fig. 3.15). The butanol beads had a packing fraction

of 0.59. The volume size and physical position occupied by the butanol beads in

the target chamber were determined from X-ray radiographs taken before, during

and after each major data-taking period. The neutron beam fully illuminated the

entire inner target canister but not the side of the outer I cm diameter,,72 cm high

flask. Table 3.5 lists the approximate masses and radii of the materiais in the FST.

The decay of the polarization of the FST with time can be written as:

P : P"e-l (3.13)

where r is the decay time of the polarization. Over the operating range of the FST

(table 3.6), r, the holding field strength, B, and the target operating temperature,

T, had the following relationship [70]:

, - r¡BaT-6 (3.14)

where 17 is inversely proportional to the concentration of the electron donor. A

low holding field is possible if a low temperature is achieved. Significant effort was

made to lower the FST operating temperature, and approximately 55 mK was
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Table 3.5: FST møteri,al in the part'icle's pa,ths.

Item Radius

("*)

Thickness

("-)

Material Thickness

Gl. ')
Cumulative

Gl. ')
Butanol

Basket

LHe Bath

Target Can

Shield

Shield

Shield

Super-

Insulation

Outer Can

3.5 x 2@)

3.5x2

2.22

2.22

2.7

ÐÐ
tJ ..J

4.7

4.7-4.6

4.6

3.5x2

0.00508

0.98

0.0727

0.00762

0.00762

0.00762

0.0744

0.1

Target

Cu

LHe

Fe

Cu

Cu

Cu

Mylar

AI

0.7725

0.04552

0.7225

0.1

0.068275

0.068275

0.068275

0.0744

0.27

0.7725

0.758

0.8805

0.9805

1.0503

1.1 187

7.786942

1.201335

7.477

(a) The target basket and butanol beads were in rectangle shape. See also Fig.  .  (a).
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achieved. A holding field of 0.22 T was used during the experiment and a poiar-

izal,ion of above 90% ar'd a decay time of greater than 200 hours were attained.

The polarization of the FST was measured by an NMR system after the target

was polarized and before it was depolarized. The NMR system was calibrated by

the proton polarization at thermal equilibrium (TE). The proton polañzation at

thermal equilibrium in a static magnetic field can be calculated as:

H:

Prs :
-ír.È:-7í.È
¡/+ - ¡/- "#* - "-#

(3.15)

(3.16)¡/+ + ¡tr- 
"#F + "-#

where f/ is the Hamiitonian of the interaction, ¡-lo is the magnetic moment, 7 is

the gyromagnetic ratio, and s is the spin of the proton; ly'+ are the number of

protons with spin parallel or anti-parallel to the magnetic field d direction, and T

is the temperature. The NMR system was calibrated at a temperature of 1.36 K, a

magnetic fieid of 2.57 T and proton polarization of about 0.2%. The whole process

and the NMR system were separately calibrated by u pp elastic scattering exper-

iment to an accuracy of 2.6% where the error was mainiy due to reproducibility

uncertainties in the NMR measurements 172,731.

An accurate knowledge of the holding field strength and direction along the

path of the recoil protons was crucial to understand the systematic errors and the

correction for the recoil proton deflection in the holding field. The FST holding

fieid strength was mapped with a Hall probe at a series of radial locations and

different heights from the target center to 3 m. Figure 3.16 shows the different

components of the field at and around the target as obtained from the field map-

ping. The field was kept stable and reproducible to within a few tenths of a mT

and monitored by two Hall probes, located above and below the FST, during the
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Table 3.6: Typical operati,ng parameters of tlt.e FST.

Polarizing field | 2.57 T

Polarizing Temperature | - 1.0 K

Holding Field | 0.ZZ f
Holding Temperature I Sf mX

Polarization I gO%

Relaxation Time I 200 hours

Target volume | 35 cm3

data taking. The Hall probe readings were analyzed off-iine (see Chapter b).

Very stringent constraints were placed on the target position (relative to

the pivot of the detection system), target holding field symmetry axis, stability,

reproducibility, homogeneity and verticality. Their influence on the systematic

errors will be discussed in Chapter 6.

3.1-O Proton Detection System

The recoil protons were detecied by two proton time-of-flight (TOF)/range

counter telescopes, mirror symmetrically placed with respect to the beam axis.

Each telescope included, along the recoil proton tracks, a TOF "start" scintillator

(pTOF), four delay iine wire chambers (DLCs) for proton track reconstruction,

two scintiliator E-counters as proton TOF "stop" counteïs, a wedge shaped brass

degrader to stop protons frorn np elastic scattering and a veto scintillator to re-

ject high energy background off-line. The degrader was made such that its wedge
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shape compensated the kinematic spread of the kinetic energies of the recoil pro-

tons from elastic scattering. The proton detection systems were supported by

aluminium booms centered at f53.0" in the laboratory frame. Figure 3.17 is a

detailed view of the detector system. Table 3.7 gives the radial and angular posi-

tions of the proton detection system with respect to the pivot which was also the

FST centroid axis, and the neutron beam axis, respectively. The dimensions of

various proton detectors is given in table 3.8.

Table 3.7: Geometric positions of the proton d,etecti,on system with respect to the

piaot (for the rad,ial positions) and the neutron beam aris (for the angular positions)

(in mm unless otherwise sta'l,ed,).

Logical Left (Physical Right) Logical Right (Physical Left)

Angle

pTOF

DLC 1

DLC 2

DLC 3

DLC 4

E¡

Ett

Wedge

Veto

-52.96"

299

498.8

661.8

1400.5

1568.0

7778.2

1871.0

1950

2147.8

53.03"

298

499.2

661.0

1401.5

1564.5

7774.0

1869.0

1950

2744.2

The pTOF with two photomultiplier tubes (PMTs) (top and bottom) and the

two E-counters with four PMTs each (two up and two down) defined the trigger of
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Table 3.8: Di,mensions of the proton d,et,ectors (in rnm).

Detector Thickness x Width x Height

PTOF

DLCs

E7

Ett

VETO

1.6 x 130 x752

(ø)x580x580

6x670x650

6x670x690

6x670x690

(a) Thickness equivalent to 250 mg/cm2 Al for 50 - 250 Mev protons [76].

Detection Arroys

Wedge
E-counters

Time of Flight Stort Counters
Deloy Line Chombers

ïorget

Figure 3.77: A d,etailed uiew of the d,etection system.
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the recoil protons and gave the time-of-flight (TOF) for the protons between the

pTOF and the E-counters which rr¡/ere separated by about 7.4 - 1.6 m (see table 3.7

for distances). After the calibration and correction for the position dependence of

the scintillation light travelling in the E-counters, an energy resolution of about

a : 8 MeV in the recoil proton energy measurements or 0.6 ns in their time-of-

flight was achieved. The wedge degrader was designed such that the variation in

thickness compensated the elastic proton energy variation with its angle. This

ensured that no protons frorn np elastic scattering could penetrate the degrader

and only higher energy charged particles would pass through the degrader, trigger

the VETO counter and be rejected.

The DLCs [76] consisted of single anode planes at about +4b00 V sandwiched

between pairs of planar cathode foils. The cathode foils consisted of 20 ¡-tm copper

on 25 ¡;m mylar. Both x and y coordinates rvere determined in each chamber

from the centroids of the charge distribution induced on 3.5 mm strips etched on

the cathode planes with 0.5 mm spacings. Each anode plane had 291 vertical 20

pm gold-plated tungsten wires, spaced at 2 mm intervais. The gas flow through

each chamber was 100 cm3/min and the mixture v/as prepared by combining 30%

isobutane, with 30% of a mixture of. ITo freon in argon, and 40To argon bubbied

through methylal. The chambers l¡/ere designed so that the pressure from the gas

flow counter-balanced the electrostatic attraction ofthe anode and cathode planes,

thus maintaining a constant 6 mm spacing between them. This ensured that the

chamber efficiency remained constant over its active area.

The two delay lines on each chamber v¡ere of the solenoid type 177 ,,781 wrapped.

on flat polyethylene cores. Each r'¡/as capacitatively coupied to a cathode plane by
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pressing the delay line against the cathode strips where they extended outside the

chamber frame. The absolute error due to the differential nonlinearity was typi-

cally about t1 mm for these delay lines. The on-chamber electronics consisted of

pre-amplifier boards mounted at both ends of each delay line. Four inputs were

provided on each chamber for pulser injection onto each end of each delay line,

with a separation of 552.5 mm (*0.7 mm). These inputs v/ere coupled. directly

to 1.6 mm wide copper strips mounted on the underside of the cathode planes,

which were in turn coupled capacitatively to the cathode foils. Pulser fiducials

were crucial for the position calibration of the chambers as well as for providing

a check for the time-to-digital conversion gain and the delay line linearity stabil-

ity. In addition, for mounting and alignment purposes, hardware fiducials, with

well defined positions relative to the pulser fiducials, were imbedded in the anode

planes. To prevent accidental misalignment, the chambers were bolted firmly to

the proton booms.

The DLCs were calibrated for delay line non-linearity (for calibration details

see appendix A). The spatial resolution in the horizontal direction was 
=E1 mm

limited by the "picket fence" (anode wire image) structure, since most ionizing

events result in an avalanche around only a single anode wire, and it is impossible

to distinguish on which side of the anode wire the initial ionization occurred. A

local resolution of 0.7 mm F\MHM was achieved in the vertical coordinate which

was not affected by the anode wire spacing. For rup coincidence detection, the DLCs

"¡/ere 
arranged in two x and y coordinate groups, one set ciose to the FST and the

other set close to the E counters. A charged particle must trigger at least one

x and one y coordinate in each group. This arrangement minimized the position

error of the track origin after track reconstruction while aliowing redundancy so
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that the efficiency was high. The front pair, because only a small portion of the

chambers was illuminated and the experiment v/as run at a high beam current (up

to 2.5 ¡-rA), were operated at 4450 V high voltage and had an efficiency of around

95To each. The rear pair were operated at 4500 V and had an efficiency of about

98To each. The front pair of the chambers rñ/ere offset horizontally by 10cm (DLC1)

and 16.5 cm (DLC2) towards the beam axis, respectively, to clear the DLC frames

from the paths of the scattered neutrons.

3.1-1- Neutron Detection System

The scattered neutrons 'vr/ere detected by two large position-sensitive neu-

tron scintiilator detection systems located mirror symmetrically with respect to

the beam axis. Each side consisted of a main neutron array and an auxiliary array

centered at 129.5' and t40' with respect to the beam axis and located 3.96 m and

3.02 m (centers of the detectors) from the center of FST, respectively (Fig. 3.17).

Table 3.9 gives the radial position of the neutron detection system, from the pivot,

and the detector center angular positions, with respect to the beam axis.

The main neutron detection array consisted of two banks of N8110 scin-

tiliator bars, one behind the other, with seven horizontally stacked bars in each

bank (Fig. 3.18). Each scintillator bar was 1.0b m long x 0.1b m high x 0.1b m

thick and was optically isoiated one from the other. On each end of each bar there

v/as a iight guide terminating in a hybrid Winston cone [79] which accepted light

impinging on the inner surfaces of the bars with angles less than about 15o from

the axis of the light guide. RCA 8575 or equivalent photomultipiier tubes (PMTs)

were used to view the scintillation iight and convert to electronic signals. A 6.4 mm

thick veto scintillation counter consisting ofthree vertical pieces of scintillator cov-
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Table 3.9: Geometric positions

wise stated; the d,istances are to

of tlte neutron d,etection system (in mm or other-

th,e centers of the detectors).

Left (Main) Risht (Main) Left (Aux.) Right (Aux.)

Angie

nTOF

Veto counter

Front bank

Rear bank

Button counter

29.53"

qn F7
át I

3702

3863

4053

4778

-29.54'

274

3772

3857

4058

4791

40.01'

2934

3019

3774

39.98"

2934

3019

3774

ered the upstream side of the arrays to veto charged particles for np coincidences.

The overlap regions of the different pieces of the veto counter gave two well de-

fined horizontal positions to calibrate the neutron position determination using

charged particles. Small scintillation "button" counters, with dimensions of 70

mm wide x 64 mm high x 7 mm thick, were embedded in a tight guide positioned

on the downstream side of the main array with each button counter centered at

each bar. This provided PMT gain matching and monitoring, as well as neutron

position determination calibration, with passing protons. A thin (0.8 mm) scin-

tillator (nTOF), placed close to the FST, provided an additional constraint by

requiring that the charged particles penetrating the button counters originated at

the target. During data taking, the PMT gains were matched to certain nominal

values for the upstream and downstream bars (350 and 500 ADC channels after

pedestal subtraction, respectively) by adjusting high voltages on the PMTs a few

times every (12 hour) shift. Smail differences or drifts in gain matching between

high voltage adjustments were recorded and matched by software to better than
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1 ADC channel during the off-iine analysis.

The neutron horizontal hit position was determined by the time difference

of the relative timing signals from both ends of each bar. The fuli timing width

of a bar was determined by "neutron singles" events when the proton coincidence

r,¡/as removed and the neutron bars were fully illuminated. The center of each bar

was determined by the button events, which were triggered by charged particles

originating from the FST and penetrating the neutron bars as well as the button

counters (small offsets were added to account for the known offset of the button

counters). A horizontal position resolution of o :16 mm was achieved by com-

paring the position difference of the button events observed by the front and rear

banks of the neutron arrays. The vertical position was taken to be the middle of

a bar and thus had a resolution of I75 mm determined by the height of each bar.

The time-of-flight of the neutrons was determined from the arrival times of the

neutrons in the neutron arrays (time sum average of the left and right side), the

timing signals of the coincident protons in the pTOF scintillator ( average of the

top and bottom timing signals) and the correction for the protons to travel from

ihe FST center to the pTOFs.

Each auxiliary array consisted of two vertical scintillator bars (8C412), one

beside the other, and each bar had an identical geometry and tight guide to the

scintillator bars in the main array. The auxiliary arrays had their own separate

veto and button counters with similar coverage of the arrays to the main arrays.

The detection efficiency of such a neutron detector system was estimated with

a Monte Carlo simulation code [80]. A single layer of the neutron scintillation bar
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had an efficiency of about 76% and the two banks had an efficiency of about

30% with a reasonable threshold 0.4 - 1.1 MeV electron equivalent (MeVee). The

hardware threshold was about 0.4 MeVee and the software thresholds used in data

analysis were 0.4 - 1.1 MeVee.

3.L2 Electronics and Data Acquisition

Simplified electronics block diagrams of the proton and neutron detection

system as well as the np coincidence are shown in Figs. 3.19, 3.20 and 3.27.

Each PMT signal was split into two parts, one to constant fraction discriminators

(CFDs), which would gate the signal and generate shaped logic signals for the

coincidence logic tests, timing and scaler counting, and the other for pulse height

information. The timing signals were digitized in LeCroy 2228A (11 bit) time-

to-digiial converter (TDC) modules which had a conversion of 50 ps per channel

for timing signals from the PMTs and 1 ns per channei for the DLCs. The pulse

height signals were sent to LeCroy 2249A analog-to-digiial converter (ADC) mod-

ules for digitizing. A valid recoil proton fot a np coincidence required signals from

at least one of the pTOF PMTs (top or bottom), both E¡ and E1y counters (on the

same side as the pTOF signal), at least one from the top two PMTs and one from

the bottom two PMTs from each E-counter, and no valid signal from the proton

veto counter. A proton latch was set if a recoil proton triggered and the proton

TDCs were started, the ADCs were gated and the DCR (digital coincidence reg-

ister) was strobed. A valid neutron required at least one signal from the neutron

scintillation bars, and no signals from the neutron veto counters. The number of

timing circuits for the neutron arrays was minimi zed by "daisy chaining" signals

from bars 1, 3, 5 and 7 and signals from bars 2, 4 and 6 of a single bank of the

scintillator bars. Adjacent bars were not connected so as to avoid confusion when
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a singie event triggered two bars. A single bank of seven bars was thus served by

four timing circuits. Fixed delays were placed in the daisy chains to make each

bar distinguishable. If a vaiid neutron was detected, a neutron iatch was set and

the neutron TDCs were started, the ADCs were gated and the DCR was strobed.

The TDCs, ADCs and DCR were fast cleared by a reset if the proton latch was

not set within a certain time window (100 ns) after the neutron latch was set. The

button events were defined by requiring valid signals from the nTOFs, the neutron

veto counters and the button counters.

when an event was triggered and a LAM ("look at me") was set, the CAMAC

modules were read out through the CAMAC highway by a Starburst J-11 residing

in the CAMAC system crate. Buffers of data were then passed to a VAX computer

for writing to tape and on-line analysis. The readout system was controlled by

the TRIUMF VDACS [81] system, running compiled rworRAN [s2] programs

on the J-11. The computer sent a busy signal to inhibit further acquisition of

data while the current data were still being transferred. The data stream from the

CAMAC crates was divided into seven event types:

o Scaler data (event type 1)

o Neutron profile monitor and polarimeter data (event type 2)

o Left or right np coincidence or button events (event iype b)

r High voltage data (event type 11)

o FST data (event type 12)

r SEM data (event type 13)

o Magnet's settings information (event type 14)
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The left or right events of the np coincidence or

different spin states of the beam were identified

map is listed in appendix D.

the button events as well as the

in the DCR unit. The DCR bit

Veto

Figure 3.79: Simpli,fi,ed electronics diagro,m of the proton detection sys-i,ern.
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3.1-3 Run Procedure

A number of tests and calibrations were conducted for the DLCs, spin preces-

sion magnets, and various detectors and monitors. Final data taking took place in

three periods, February 1992 (background data only), August 19g2 and February

1993, each of which spanned about a month of beam time.

Possible systematic errors could arise from spin correlations, holding field

directions and detector efficiency changes with time, or small misalignments of the

monitors and detectors (for more details see Chapter 6). To minimi ze the influ-

ence of the systematic errors on the difference of the analyzing por,¡/ers, besides

the use of the mirror symmetric detector setup, polarized beam and target runs

were interleaved nominally every (12 hour) shift. The spin polarization direction

of the proton beam was frequently flipped at the ion source with random spin flip

selection of the "up" or "down" states. The spin polarization and the holding

field direction of the FST was reversed once every day and once every two days,

respectiveiy. To cancel the possible spin correlations between the longitudinal po-

larization of the beam (due to the neutron production reaction and inaccurate

rotation of the beam polarization) and sideways polarization of the FST (due to

misalignment of holding field) the field direction of the last spin rotation magnet

(BONNIE) was reversed to have one more set of combinations. Table 3.10 shows

a typicai 4-day cycle which covered ail 16 combinations of different polarized nu-

cleons (n or p), spin directions (up or down), holding field directions (up or down)

and last dipole magnet (BONNIE) polarities (normal or reversed).

To study the background contribution due to quasi-elastic scattering of the

carbon content of the butanol beads, C(n,np) data were taken with a dummy target
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Table 3.10: Typical four day cycle run scheme.

PB"o* Ppsr Holding Field BONNIE Polarity

DAY 1 on

on

off

off

off

off

up

up

up

up

up

up

normal

reversed

reversed

normal

DAY 2 on

on

off

off

off

off

down

down

rlp

up

up

up

normal

reversed

reversed

normal

DAY 3 on

on

off

off

off

off

up

up

down

down

down

down

normal

reversed

reversed

normal

DAY 4 on

on

off

off

off

off

down

down

down

down

down

down

normal

reversed

reversed

normal
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which was made of carbon beads replacing the butanol beads such that its density

v/as approximately the same as the butanol target in the absence of hydrogen.

The dummy target was operated under the same conditions as the butanol target,

the same holding field and temperature, and the same surrounding materials.

The dummy target data were taken with the same set of configurations as the

butanol data, holding field direction up or down, BONNIE field direction normal

or reversed, and polarized beam spin polarization direction up or down. Only

polarized beam data were required, since the average of different spin polarizaf,ion

directions would be equivalent to the unpolarized beam provided the amounts of

data with spin direction up and down were the same.
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Chapter 4

Monte Carlo Simulations

4.L Neutron Beam Properties

Understanding the neutron beam properties (intensity, energy and polar-

ization distributions) was important to the experiment. Systematic errors are

strongly dependent on these beam properties because these distributions indicate

the position and the direction of the incident neutron beam on the FST as well as

the uniformity of the energy and polari zation distributions over the FST volume.

The effective (polarization weighted) average energies of the unpolarized and polar-

ized neutron beam differed by a small amount because the neutron beam energy

and polarization distributions rvr/ere correlated through the production reaction

D(f,ñ)zp. A detailed study of the neutron energy and polarization distributions

and their correlations made it possible to correct for this small difference of the

beam energies.

The neutron beam production reaction D(f,ñ,)zp and the neutron beam col-

iimation were simulated through Monte Carlo calculations in order to explore the

neutron beam properties [66]. Particles were tracked from initially polarized (un-
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polarized) protons incident on the LD2 target, producing polarized (unpolarized)

neutrons, passing through the 9o port of the collimator to the FST and then to

the neutron profi.le monitor locations. The simulations started with a 369 MeV

proton beam incident on the LD2target of density 0.1615 g1" ". The D(f,ñ)zp

reaction point was randomly selected within the target volume along the central

axis at a distance, L", from the inner side of the LDz target entrance window.

The energy loss for protons traveling to the reaction point included two parts, one

was due to the target's steel window and the other was in the LD2 of thickness

L'2. The TRIUMF energy ioss program LOSSPROG [83] was used to calculate

the proton energy loss. The proton energy loss in the target steel entrance window

was about 0.09 MeV, and the energy ioss (in MeV) of the proton beam tnlhe LD2

was interpolated as a function of Aa (in cm):

A.E,pb"o,n : -2.71088 x 10-5 + 0.53163 x A,z + 7.93222. 10-4 x L,z2

+3.45722 . !0-7 x L,23, (4.1)

for the LD2 wit'h a density of 0.1615 gl" u. At the center of the (0.217 + 0.004)

m iong LD2 target, L,z: 0.1085 m, the proton beam energy was 863.2 MeV. The

neutrons were produced at a selected angle (1nu""^) and energy (Enu"o,n) with a

probability weighted by the reaction differential cross-section [64,65]. The angular

range of the selected neutrons was from 8o to 10o, which covered the angular

acceptance of the entrance aperture of the neutron collimator. The neutron energy

(Enu"o^) and the corresponding r¿ and rj (from which the neutron polarization,

Pnb"o,n, was caiculated) were selected followed from the probabitity distributions

of Bugg and Wilkin [64,65] ( where r¿ ãte the sideways to sideways and rj is the

sideways to longitudinal spin transfer parameter, respectively). The parameter r',

was small (about 0.015) over the angle and energy range considered here. The

ttproduced" neutrons at the angle 1nb"o* with energy and polarizatiort, En6"orn artd,
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Pnb"o ,, 
"¡/ere 

tracked through the collimator and they were saved by the computer

program if they could pass the collimator. The collimator geometry as discussed

in Section 3.3 and shown in fig 3.6 was used for testing the neutron acceptance as

foliows:

1. If a neutron cleared the entrance and the exit apertures of the collima-

tor, the neutron was accepted;

2. If. a neutron hit the front face of the collimator, the event was rejected;

If a neutron cleared the entrance aperture of the collimator but not the

exit aperture, the neutron was tracked to the collision point inside the

collimator and n * f'e elastic and inelastic scatterings v/ere considered;

If the neutron from (3) cleared the collimator exit aperture after scat-

tering once inside the collimator, it was accepted; otherwise the neutron

was rejected.

To track the neutrons of type (3), which entered the collimator and collided

with the collimator inner wall, the double differential cross-sections, d.2of d.Qd,E,

for n{ Fe elastic and inelastic scattering were used. The differential cross-sections

were obtained from the Brookhaven National Laboratory nuclear data base 184].

The angles and energies of the scattered neutrons from the collimator wall were

selected according to the differential cross-sections. The scattered neutrons .were

tracked and tested if they cleared the collimator exit aperture. If the neutrons

collided with the collimator wall more than once, the events rü/ere rejected. Over

the small anguiar range in which neutrons could be accepted, the inelastic scat-

tering differential cross-section is significantly smaller than the eiastic scattering

cross-section and the eiastic scattering cross-section drops sharply when the scat-

tering angle moved a\May from zero degrees. Determined by the characteristics of

.).

4.
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the n * Fe elastic and inelastic scattering differential cross-sections and the tight

geometry of the collimator, simulation results showed that, at the collimator exit,

about 99% of the neutrons in the neutron beam had passed through the collimator

without a collision, only 7% had undergone a single scattering with the collima-

tor and returned to the beam, and the dominant portion of the scattered and

returned neutrons lvere ?? *.Fe elastic scattering events. Taking into consideration

the dominance of neutrons passing the collimator without scattering and the lack

of polarization information, it was assumed that the elastically scattered neutrons

had the same polarization as before scattering and that the inelastically scattered

neutrons lost all their polañzation and became unpolarized. The effect of this

assumption on the final results of the polarization distribution was estimated to

be negligible by considering other extreme possibiiities, i.e., assuming the polar-

ization of both elastically and inelastically scattered neutrons was unchanged. or

lost totally.

Figures a.1 (a) and (b) show the simulated horizontal neutron beam proflle

distributions at the profile monitor location and at the FST location, respectively,

while Figs. 4.2 (a) and (b) show the neutron beam energy distribution and the

correlation between the neutron beam polarization and energy, respectively. These

simulated distributions r'Ã/ere compared to the data, and good agreement between

the data and the simulations \Mas achieved (for a comparison see Chapter b). The

simulation results showed negligible non-uniformity of the energy and polari zation

over the FST cross-section (Fig. a.3). A small non-uniformity of the energy dis-

tribution (i'e., wiihin t0.1 MeV) does not canse an erïor in 4,4 since it would

be the same for both the An and Ao measurements. Since the beam energy and

polarization are correlated for the polarized beam, the effective average beam en-
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ergy for a measured zero-crossing angle has to be weighted by the square of the

beam polarization. For the unpolarized beam, the average beam energy is the al-

gebraic average of the beam energy distribution. Using the simulation results for

the correlation between the neutron beam energy and polari zaiion, the effective

neutron beam energy of the polarized and unpolarized beam and their difference

were calculated as follows:

DP? . E¿. N¿-;polarized
Lnb.o^

TiunpolarizedLnbeam

^E

EP? .N¿ )

ÐEi. N¿

Ð^/, '

Ê"i::::* -E#":X'o'"d :0.54 Mev.

Carlo simulation associated

(4.2)

(4.3)

(4 4)

The error due to this difference rü/as corrected for in the difference of !,he zero-

crossing angles and the analyzing po',¡/ers (see Chapter 5). The average of the

effective spin transfer parameter,

: -0.854 . (45)

with these param-The statistical errors in the Monte

eters are negligible.

r(

4.2 np Coincidence Events

Monte Cario simulations for the np coincidence \Mere essential to the experi-

ment. They were used to optimize the experimental setup and, more importantly,

to correct the measured proton kinematical variables to obtain these variables at

the scattering vertices. The proton angles and kinetic energies measured from the

DLCs and TOF telescopes were different from what they were at the scattering

vertices within the FST. This is because the recoil proton tracks were deflected by

r!+r!2)¿.Ne
r? + rl2)",s
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the FST holding field, and the protons underwent energy loss and muitiple scatter-

ing within the FST, surrounding materials and the detection system. The proton

kinematic variables were required in conjunction with the neutron kinematic vari-

ables to distinguish the elastic scattering events from the quasi-elastic background.

The Monte Carlo simulations accounted for ali the target and detector ge-

ometrical positions, their composition, and the holding field strengths as present

during the data taking. The simulations started with a neutron beam aiong the

z direction with an energy distribution obtained from the neutron beam proper-

ties simulations (see previous section). The np scattering vertices were selected

uniformly within ihe FST volume, and the scattering angles were chosen from the

elastic scattering differential cross-sections given by SAID [69]. The neutrons and

protons generated were tracked through the target and to the respective detectors

where they were "detected". FiS. a.a@) displays a cross-section view of the FST

in the zx plane. The trajectory in the target was broken into smali steps (i.e., 2

mm) in which energy ioss, multiple scattering and field deflection were calculated.

The dots along the trajectory show the interaction points of the protons d.uring

their propagation through the target. Following the escape from the target, the

calculation proceeded to track the protons in the holding field and in each of the

concentric cylindrical obstacles in the target housing. Proton energy loss and mul-

tiple scattering was computed for each obstacle. After the outer vacuum can, the

protons were tracked through the telescopes. Deflection in the holding field was

accounted for to the last DLC; energy loss and multiple scattering were computed

in each detector as well as in the air. If the proton reached lhe E¡7 counter, the

initial and final values of the kinematical variables were logged for later processing

(Fig.  . (b)). h the calculation of the np coincidences, the neutrons were tracked
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to the neutron arrays. If a track intersected the array, the length of the track

within the bank \Ã/as computed , and a weight approximating the detection prob-

ability (efficiency) was used to evaluate the "detection" of the coincident neutron.

The proton deflection in the holding field of the FST was treated using Runge-

Kutta solutions of the proton trajectories. Use was made of the routines supplied

by Press et al. [85]. The hoiding field strength obtained from the field. mapping

was used to calculate the deflection (as shown in Fig. 3.16). Figure a.5 (a) shows

the computed angular deflection experienced by protons travelling through 2 m in

the magnetic field.

The energy ioss was computed using both Janni's compilations [86] and the

TRIUÀ{F energy loss program LOSSPROG [S3]. Functions rvere constructed to

interpolate the energy as a function of the range in a given material and vice versa.

Figure 4.5 (b) displays the energy loss curve for the protons in the target. The

iarge variation of the energy loss in the target was due to the path length differ-

ences of the protons exiting the target.

Multiple scattering was treated using Marion and Zimmerman's [87] energy

dependent Gaussian approximation to the theory of Nigam, Sundaresan and Wu

(NSW) [88]. The target material rvas assumed to consist of a compound. of 5g%

butanol and 47To liquid helium by voiume. The value Z f.or the atomic number

v/as computed from Bragg's rule and was taken as 5.62. The value of the atomic

number was then matched so as to reproduce the estimated radiation length of

this compound (a3.8 glcm2). Calculations tn¡ere aiso performed by spiitting the

FST material into its atomic components; this method did not produce substan-
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Figure a.4: (a) cross-section uiew of the FST; and (b) recoil proton tracking. The

tracks are the sirnulated, proton tracks originated, from locations insid,e the tørget.



tial differences relative to considering the material as possessing a single Z and. A.

Figure a.5 (c) shows the energy dependence of the angular distribution wid.th (stan-

dard deviations) for the target material. The multiple scattering was computed by

recomposing the proton's velocity vector in a cone about its initial direction, using

a polar angle chosen from the muitiple scattering distribution with an appropriate

a, and an azimuthal angle chosen uniformly on (0,22r).

For the simulated np coincidences, with protons and neutrons "detected" in

the proton telescopes and the neutron arrays, respectively, histograms 'vr/ere made

for their kinematic variables at the scattering vertices and compared to the ex-

perimental data. The distributions of these variables are shown in Fig. 4.6. Good

agreement was reached between the simulated data and the experimental data

after applying corrections for the proton deflection, energy loss and muitiple scat-

tering (for a comparison see Chapter 5).

To obtain the proton kinematic variables (angles and kinetic energies) at

the scattering vertices, correction functions ',¡¡ere required to relate the measured

kinematic variables to their values at the vertices:

ê scattereil

E 
"cattererl

fr(0*, P,n),

fr(o^,0,,*¡,

(4 6)

(4.7)

where, the subscript "m" denotes the "measured" variables, 0 and p stand for

the polar angle and momentum, respectively. The correction functions v/ere con-

structed from the average effect of the proton deflection, energy loss and multiple

scattering. These functions were applied to the data on an event-by-event basis.

A given measured angle and momentum followed from a distribution of the initial

scattering angle and momentum and vice versa. One-to-one correspondence was
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required from the measured values to the centroids of the corresponding distribu-

tions at the initial scattering vertices. The initial and final values of the proton

angles and energies of the simulated data were used. The centroids of the distribu-

tions of the final states (the simulated "measured" values) were fitted to functions

having an one-to-one correspondence to a set of initial values at the scattering

points (Fig' 4.7 ). These functions were chosen to have the following forms:

E 
""ott"r"il,

-ñ'
L scattered

33 1: h(o^,p,n): tt Auo'*i
i=O j=O Prn

: fr(0*, P,.)

: @i + n-13)1/2 - n-Lp -f e -f

#r", + zln(p'z*(1'* - 2D(,,,# 
I Ð 

. 
^#ø) 

(4 e)

(4.8)

where the coefficients A¿,¡, Ar, Bt, Cr, E, (with proper dimensions) were deter-

mined from the fit. The subscript "m" denoted the measured quantity, B,n and 7*
are the usual kinematic variables. These functions were applied. to the measured

values of the data to obtain the proton kinematic variables at the scattering ver-

tices in the FST (see Chapier 5). The correction on the angles ranged from 1.0o

to 1.8o, and the energy correction ranged from 8 MeV to 20 MeV.
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Chapter 5

Data Analysis

5.1 General Description

As discussed in Chapters 1 and 2, lhe primary goal of the experiment was

to determine the non-zero difference of the np elastic scattering analyzing por¡/ers,

A'A : An - Ao at the zero-crossing angle where < A> : 0, and the secondary

goal was to obtain the shape of the angular distribution of LA(O) in the range

covered by ihe detector system. LA at the zero-crossing angle was calculated

from the experimental measured difference of the zero-crossing angles A,0. and

LA : -(dAld?) ' Ad, with dAld| either deduced from phase shift analyses or

determined experimentally. The Ad and AA are expected to be small; therefore,

the control of systematic errors was crucial to the success of the experiment. The

general procedure of the data analysis was as follows:

1. In order to understand the sources of systematic errors, a study was

made on a run-by-run basis of ali the system parameters recorded during

the data taking.
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2. Elastic scattering np events were selected by applying appropriate cuts

on the measured or reconstructed kinematic variables of the data.

3. Asymmetry angular distributions were calculated for the selected elastic

scattering events, and the zero-crossing angles were obtained from least

squares fitting of these angular distributions.

4. Corrections were made for the contributions from quasi-elastic (n,np)

background and for the effective average neutron beam energy difference

between the polarized and unpolarized neutron beams.

5. The slope of the analyzing por,¡/ers dAld0 was obtained from ihe FST

polarized data using the known value of polarization. The difference

of the analyzing pov/ers, 4,4, was calculated and the shape of LA

was extracted from the measured asymmetry curves and the average

polarizations.

6. Systematic errors were estimated from various limits on the system pa-

rameters and tests on the data.

The following sections will describe all aspects of the data analysis listed

above except the systematic errors, which will be discussed in detail in Chapter 6.

The software used for both on-line as weil as off-line analysis was the NOVA data

analysis system [89] which is a flexible, general purpose, interactive data analysis

program capable of working in the DCL environment of the VAX-VÀ{S system.

5.2 System Parameter Analysis

System parameters recorded during the data taking were the proton and. neu-

beam polarization, proton beam energy, SEM asymmetries, LD2largei tem-tron
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perature and pressure, proton target (FST) polarizations, holding fietd strength

(Hall probe readings), and neutron beam profiles. Other parameters, such as the

FST (target cell) spatial position, were recorded at various times during the data

taking periods. Events with charged particles penetrating the neutron button

counters (button events) rveïe recorded to calibrate the horizontal positions in the

neutron bars and the puise heights. These parameters would affect the systematic

errors in a very direct and dramatic way (see Chapter 6), and they were monitored

on-line and kept to specified values within very tight limits. A more detailed anal-

ysis of these parameters \Mas carried out off-line to study the sources of systematic

errors. The foilowing sections give a summary of the analysis of these parameters

and show various results.

5.2.L Proton Beam Energy

The proton beam energy IMas measured using both the left and right arms

of the BEM; the average of the two arms was taken to achieve high statistics and

cancel errors due to small offsets in the beam positions relative to the BEA,{ central

axis (see Section 3.4). The energy was calculated in the following way:

nL.R DN¿E¿
-aue F 

^¡- 
)

4J\x

E_Ek"+En""--- 2 .

(5. 1)

(5.2)

Were -ô/' is the number of particies stopping in the ith scintiiiator, B¿, or the Cu

downstream of it and E¿ is the average erergy of the particles whose last counter

triggered is B¿. The individual À['s rü/ere recorded in the scalers, which were read

and written to tape once every 30 seconds. The -E¿'s were obtained from a cal-

culation as described in Chapter 3. The average energy of each run, which took

on average 1 to 1.5 hours of beam time, was calculated off-line. Figure 5.1(a)
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shows the average beam energy of each run analyzed versus run number (run

sequence number). A distribution of the average beam energy for every run is

shown in Fig. 5.1(b) and yields o : 0.038 MeV. The absolute energy of the proton

beam was not calibrated because the experiment oniy measured the difference of

the analyzing powers at a certain fixed energy. This energy only needed. to be

determined absolutely to about a few MeV (see Chapter 6 for systematic errors

associated with this). However, an extremely stable beam energy was crucial since

the zero-crossing angles change with the beam energy. A few runs with average

energies outside of the window +0.05 MeV were excluded from the analysis. The

"absolute" proton beam energy was 368.3 + 1.0 MeV obtained from the TRIUMF

cyclotron operation calibrations [90] of the beam extraction stripping foii radius ,R

and corresponding energies. The uncertainty here is estimated from the cyclotron

operation calibrations and comparisons with various experimental calibrations of

the "absolute" beam energies for different experiments at different energies [91,g2].

5.2.2 Proton Polarization

The proton beam poiarization was determined by measuring the asymmetries

of the proton beam scattered off the IBP and CSB polarimeter targets. The

measured asymmetries were calculated from:

(L - L"*) - (R - R"*\ :^^+^
"n - (f - [,acc) + (Ã - ftøcc) - 

ca )

(B - Bacc\ - (T -Tacc\-_\/\/.'¿|LSLT- (B - Sacc) -l (T - f"*¡ "r )

(5 3)

(5 4)

where L, R, B, T are the raw counts in the left, right, bottom and top counters of

the polarimeters, Lo"',Ro""rBo""r7o"" are the accidental counts in the respective

counters. The instrumental asymmetries of the polarimeters, e'{|,t, were deter-
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mined from unpolarized beam data.

The measured asymmetry of a given target (Kapton, CH2 or parylene) con-

sisted of contributions from both the hydrogen and non-hydrogenous components

in the target material. The target material could be described as C,H,, if the oxy-

gen in the target material IMas assumed to behave in the same manner as carbon,

e.g., the same analyzing power. The measured asymmetry couid be expressed as:

eplr.e6ec.H: (5 5)

(5.6)

(o./J

(5.8)

(5.e)

(5.10)

where e¡7 aîd eo are the

in the target, respectively

originating from hydrogen

1-lr )

€C,Harr(7- r+r.9),
ep'

asymmetries due to the

and r is the ratio of the

and carbon.

hydrogen and carbon contents

number of the observed events

D-
f-

where Alrto is the pp eiastic scattering analyzing po\¡/er from phase shift analyses

(PSA)[69]. An effective analyzing po\¡/er A"¡¡ was required for each target in

order to calculate the polarization directiy from the measured asymmetry. The

effective analyzing powers were calculated based on the free pp analyzing po\Mer

and a correction factor a to account for the carbon content of the polarimeter

targets' The correction factor a v/as obtained from several calibration runs taken

The polarization of the beam was thus calculated as:

e¡y d.eH eC,H

W: o'4*: A"JÍ'

A"ÍÍ : o' Alrf o,

ê
a:(1 _ r*r.=),

e¡y
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during each data taking period with severai targets, which had different fractions

of non-hydrogenous contents, including very thin carbon targets. The carbon

contribution of a C,H target could be calculated from the foliowing ratio of the

carbon target measurement to the CrH target measurement:

L3,, + R\.n
(5. 1 1)TC I DCu]arbon T tLCarbon

where SEM,i are the SEM counts which are proportional to the integrated beam

currents with the zIh target; the f¿ are the thicknesses of the targets; and ¿ the

ratio of carbon to hydrogen of a target C,H. The typical vaiue of a for the CSB

polarimeter with a Kapton target was 0.98 - 0.99.

After the calibration of the polarimeters, the proton polarization can be cal-

culated from the measured asymmetries and the effective analyzing po',¡/ers. FiS-

ures. 5.2(a) and (b) show the proton beam polarization as measured by the CSB

polarimeter and the IBP , respectively. The ratio of the two measured polariza-

tions is shown in Fig. 5.2(c). The two measurements agree reasonably weli. There

are slight differences between the two proton poiarization measurements and the

ratio varied slightly over the run period (typicaily one month for each data taking

period). The IBP had larger solid angle coverage which caused. higher accidental

rate and non-negJigible variation of the analyzing power over the polarimeter an-

gular range. A thin Parylene target was used to lower the counting rate and hence

reduce the accidentals. The residual accidentals were subtracted when the asym-

metries were calcuiated, and the average analyzing pov¡er over the angular range

after calibration was used to calculate the polarization. The difference between the

two polarization measurements was possibly due to the uncertainty of the effective

analyzing po\^/er over a relatively wider angular range for the IBP (compared to

the smaller angular coverage of the CSB polarimeter) and the uncertainty of the

SEMç,s .. .t .tc,H
sEMc tç
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thickness of the very thin parylene target for the IBP. The change of the ratio

with time shows the hydrogen loss of the IBP target. The CSB polarimeter was

designed specifi.cally for the experiment. It had smaller solid angle, and. therefore

was capable of handiing higher beam current (- 2 pA). Therefore, the proton

beam polarization measured by ihe CSB polarimeter was considered more reliable

than that of the IBP. This can be seen from data when the ratios of the measured

neutron polarization to the measured proton polarization are formed and the dif-

ferent polarization measurements are cross-checked with each other (see Section

5.2.4 for distributions of the ratios of the measured neutron polarization to the

measured proton polarization).

5.2.3 LDz Target

Density fluctuations of the LD2 target would affect the average energy of

the neutron beam, and therefore, the zero-crossing angles. The temperature and

the pressure of the target were monitored at reguiar intervais of at least every 8

hours during the data taking periods. The density of the LD2 was calculated from

the recorded temperature and pressure data. The density fluctuations of tlhe LD2

target during the data taking were all within 6p < *0.000b g/cm3 as shown in

Fig. 5.3(a). The energy loss of the proton beam in the target depends on the target

density. The variation of the average energy loss in the target was calculated from

the density fluctuations (Fig. 5.3(b)). The errors in the zero-crossing angles due to

this effect were estimated with d0"ldE: -0.048"/MeV from phase shift analyses,

assuming that the average neutron beam energy had the same variation as the

average proton beam energy at the center as the LD2 target (Fig. 5.8(c)).
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5.2.4 Neutron Beam Polarization

The neutron polarization ',r¡as measured by the two neutron polarimeters.

The four-branch polarimeter measured down-up and ieft-right asymmetries due

to P, and Po polarization components, but not P", because parity conservation

forbids P" to contribute to the asymmetries. The polarization could be calculated

from the measured asymmetries after correction for the instrumental asymmetry

as:

(5.72)

(5.13)

-true _ -rneas -instrc -c -E ¡

.tru e

D-ttn-j-¡
.tteJ J

where e*"o" is the measured asymmetry for a particuiar spin state, ,instr i" the in-

strumental asymmetry as measured by the unpolarized beam (or the unpolarized

cycle of the polarized beam) artd et'u" is the corrected asymmetry. A"ÍÍ is the ef-

fective analyzing power for a particular plane of the polarimeter in question. Due

to the relatively poor knowledge of the analyzing pov/er An of. the polarimeters

and due to the carbon contribution to the asymmetry, A?fr",*EW of. both po-

larimeters were calibrated using the expected neutron polarization deduced from

the measured proton polarization, the known spin transfer parameters and the

spin rotation angles (see Section 3.8). Therefore, only the relative stabiiity of the

ratio, P*lPo, with the calibrated analyzing po\Mers, was used. to cross-check other

measurements.

At the OLD neutron polarimeter location, the neutron spin polarizalionhad a

major component Q, which l¡/as responsible for the measured ieft-right asymmetry:

øOLD 
-t nra (5.14)

The neutrons also had a smail polarization compon ertt pn,, due to the param-

r!¡rlz.Po.
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eter P, but it did not contribute to the asymmetries. The FST holding field

rotated t'he Pn," by a small amount (about 4, I Èot.ai - 2 x 0.04 Tm ) to
Pn,, 1 Psin|o - 0.0049. This component of neutron polarization caused. a small

down-up asymmetry. The calibrated effective analyzing po\¡/er for the OLD neu-

tron polarimeter was A!!¡D : 0.18 + 0.01 *itn ç$r, + ç)o,n : -0.gb4 + 0.01b

[64,65,66]. As expected, only a few percent asymmetry was observed in the down-

up scattering. At ihe NEW neutron polarimeter location, the neutrons had polar-

ization components:

Dtnfi- -sintþ, (5.15)

(5.16)

(5.17)

(5.1s)

Pn,n: P,

D
164- Po.costþ,

tþ - 773'(L2'),

where, the angle ty' is as shown in Fig. 3.13, and the uncertainty of r/ is estimated

from the calibration of the spin precession magnets (see Chapter 3 and Appendix

B) and a calculation of [ È ' di along the path of the neutron beam. The effective

analyzíng po',¡/er of the NEW neutron polarimeter \Mas Ayft.* : 0.20 + 0.01. At

this location, a sizable down-up asymmetry 'ñ/as expected for a polarized beam

and a small vertical asymmetry v¡as also observed corresponding to the induced

polarization from the reaction D(F,ñ)2p. Figures. 5.+(a)-(d) show the various ra-

tios of the measured neutron polarization to the measured proton polarization.

5.2.5 Neutron Beam Profile

The neutron beam profile monitor information was processed on-line to help

re-tune the neutron beam (if necessary) to center it on the FST at the beginning

r!¡r'rz.Po

r? + ri2
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of each (12 hour) shift, and was monitored throughout data taking to ensure no

accidental shift of the neutron beam profile occurred. The timing and pulse height

signals from the neutron beam profile monitor and polarimeters were recorded as a

separate event type and lvere processed in more detail off-line. The neutron beam

proflle distributions were compared to the Monte Carlo simulations (as described

in Chapter 4). The neutron beam profile centroids in x and y 'ü¡ere analyzed on

a run-by-run basis to ensure that there 'ü/ere no systematic shifts in the proflle

centroids (by more than 1 mm).

To obtain the neutron profile, recoil proton tracks from the proflle monitor

target (converter) were reconstructed from their coordinates in the profile monitor

delay iine wire chambers and projected to the converter location:

tc : C.(*r-rt), A.:C.(Ar-aù,
11 : ,I"- + *7on"', At : UI"- * ATon"r,

12 : *T"- + rTon"', Az: UI"* * Alon"r,

(5.1e)

(5.20)

(5.21)

where (*",u"),(*r,,at),(rzraz) are coordinates at the converter, and the front and

rear chambers, respectively (see Fig. 3.12). C is a constant giving the projection

back to the converter location and is determined by the profile monitor geometry.

The constants (zfo'"',ulo""),(*"ron"',ato""t) were determined by ihe chamber cali-

brations. A plastic cross, which had its center aligned to the beam axis and two

arms aligned to the x and y axes, respectively, was used to calibrate the observed

centroids of the chambers and the profile (Figs. 5.f(a)-(c)). This calibration of

the centroids was checked by a steel l-beam which was aligned to the beam height

(top surface) and the horizontal center (Fig. b.b(d)). Figures b.6(a)-(d) show the

vertical and horizontal neutron beam profile at the location of the profile monitor

and a comparison with the Monte Carlo simulations as shown in Chapter 4. It
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\Mas noticed that the horizontal neutron beam profile was displaced towards the

right (negative x direction) by about 8 mm. Monte Carlo simulations showed that

this displacement was due to a misplacement of the LD2 targei cell by about 6

mm downstream along the proton beam axis. The actual physical location of the

LD2 cell was surveyed and confirmed to be dispiaced downstream along the proton

beam axis by 6.2+3.9 mm. At the FST location, the horizontal beam profile had

a "flat" top region (above 90% intensity) of approximately 80 mm wide which was

wide enough to cover the whole FST width, even with the beam displacement,

and small enough to cause negligible illumination of surrounding materials. This

displacement did cause a small error in the beam direction (S rnmlI2.8b m), but

it was a constant error throughout the experiment and caused a negligible error in

the zero-crossing angle difference (see Chapter 6 for details in systematic errors).

The vertical beam proflle had a "flat" top (above g0% intensity) about bb mm

at the FST location which was sufficient to cover the whole target cell containing

the beads, but small enough to cause negligibie iilumination of the surrounding

materials, and therefore, to minimize the background.

5.2.6 SEM Asymmetry and Beam Position Stabilitv

The SEM left-right (horizontal) and bottom-top (vertical) asymmetries were

calculated from their integrated current signals every 5 seconds. The analog asym-

metry signals were sent to the feedback system and after digitization were recorded

on tape. The SEM asymmetries were calibrated with respect to beam position off-

sets by steering the beam ar'¡/ay from the established center position by a known

amount. The beam position was determined by a beam profile wire monitor. This

calibration gave an estimate of the SEM asymmetry with about 0.15 correspond.-
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ing to a beam centroid offset of - 1 mm. Figures. 5.7 (a) and (b) show the vertical

and horizontal SEM asymmetries as measured by the first and second SEMs as a

function of run number. A beam position stability of better than 0.08 mm was

achieved. This impJied the stability of the proton beam direction better than

+0.002'.

5.2.7 FST Holding Field, Polarization and position

The FST hoiding field strength was kept stabie and monitored. by two Hall

probes located one above and one below the target cell. The Hali probe readings

Ì!Ä/ere recorded on tape and analyzed off-line. The calibration constants of the Hall

probes with zero holding field were obtained before and after every FST polar-

ized shift. The measured holding field strength (Fig. 5.8) showed that a stability

and reproducibility of *0.3 mT (the average of the two HaIl probe readings) was

achieved after the calibration constants were subtracted.

The FST poiarization was measured at the beginning (p(¿r)) and at the

end (P(f2)) of each poiarized target shift with a calibrated NMR system. An

exponential function was used to interpolate the average polarization for each run:

P(t):P(0).e-i,

tz-tt

(5.22)

(5.23)In(P(t1)lP(tr))

The NIVIR system was calibrated severai times before, between and after each d.ata

taking period as described in Chapter 3. Four thermal equilibrium (TE) catibra-

tions were performed during the February, 1993 data taking period. The largest

difference in different NMR caiibrations was 0.59%. This included. the accuracv of
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a Sermanium thermometer which was calibrated with a3H e vapour pressure ther-

mometer and showed the calibration temperature to be 1.36 + 0.01 K. An error

of 2% was estimated for polarizations measured during the February 19g3 data

taking period. This estimate was based on a comparison to the earlier calibration

of the NMR system in an pp elastic scattering experiment to an accuracy of 23%

where the error was dominated by the reproducibiliiy of the NMR value (+Z%).

Since there was only one TE calibration of the NMR system performed during

the August 1992 data taking period, the overall FST polarization measured in

the current experiment was estimated to be known to better than *3%. Polar-

izations as high as 85To - 90% and decay times of greater than 200 hours were

achieved. The average FST polarization of the February 1993 d.ata was 8b.6%,

which was used to determine the slope of the anaiyzing power dAeld,0 (see Sec-

iion 5.7). The average FST polarization of all the poiarized target data was Tg.2%.

The dimensions and the positions of the FST beads lvere surveyed during

and after each data taking period by X-ray radiography. The measured. offsets

(table 5.1) of the FST beads and container from the target central position were

taken into account in the subsequent data analysis.

5.2.8 Neutron Detector Position and Gain calibration

Charged particles penetrating the small "button" counters behind the neu-

tron arrays v/ere recorded as "button" events (for a diagram ofthe neutron detector

arrays see Fig. 3.18). The button events were analyzed on a run-by-run basis to

calibrate the neutron timing and photonmultiplier tube (pMT) gain shifts.

The time difference between both ends of each bar for "button" events gave
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Tabie 5.7: FST posi'tion offsets ( in rnm). The uncertainty of the position d,eter-

minat'ion from X-ray radi,ography was about LI.O mm or better.

Date X v z

19 August 1992

2 September 7992

4 February 1993

17 February 1993

3 March 1993

-1.0

-0.5

1.0

1.)J-.t)

1.5

2.0

-1.0

-1.3

1Ð-J_.ù

o9

-2.0

-1.5

-1.5

-0.5

-1.5

a calibration of the horizontal positions in the neutron bars (see next section for

neutron barposition determination). A position resolution of o:16 mm was de-

termined from the observed position differences of the button events in the front

and rear banks of the bars (Fig. 5.9).

The kinematically (by angle and energy) well-defined charged particles corre-

sponding to the button events deposited a fixed amount of energy each scintillator

bar, and therefore they could be used to calibrate the pulse height of each PMT.

During the data taking, high voltages on the PMTs were adjusted to match the

gains; this was done by matching the centroids of the ADC distributions of the

button events. The nominal centroids after pedestal subtraction 'r\¡ere BbO, b00,

and 500 ADC channels for the front, rear and "new" bars, respectiveiy. Small dif-

ferences in the pulse heights (typically around +10 ADC channeis) between high

voltage adjustments \Mere recorded during the data taking. A pulse height (ADC)

re-scaling was performed during the off-line anaiysis based on the centroids of the

button event ADC distributions. The various centroids were matched to better
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in the front and, rear banlcs of the neutron børs.

5.3 selection of Elastic scattering np Events

5.3.1- Proton Track Reconstruction

The recoil proton tracks rü/ere reconstructed from their signatures in the de-

lay line wire chambers, i.e., the "true" horizontal and vertical coordinates x and

y in mm of a hit in any of the eight DLCs (see Fig. 3.1 and 3.18). To determine

the "true" coordinates in the DLCs, geometrical and measured pulser positions

were used as reference points. Pulser events were analyzed, on a run-by-run basis.

From the raw TDC values from the top (T), bottom (B), left (L), and right (R)

o-22 mm
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discriminators of each chamber, the time difference between the respective ends

gave the pulser positions in TDC channels ( 1 TDC channel : 0.b ns ). Special

care l¡/as taken to observe any unexpected large changes in the apparent pulser

positions as well as in the width of the pulser peaks. Figure 5.11 (a) shows a time

difference spectrum of the pulser events. The typical widths of the pulser peaks

'were ø : 0.5 - 1.0 ns which gave an error of the mean of 0.00b - 0.010 ns for a

typicai run. The separation of two pulser peaks in terms of the delay line time

difference was about 1550 ns. The physical separation of the pulser positions was

552.5 +0.7 mm [76].

In the horizontal direction, the "picket fence" structure of the anode wire

image was used to determine the absolute positions and separations of the two

puisers when the DLCs were fully illuminated and all the "pickets" (2g1) and

puiser peaks were observed (Fig. 5.11 (b)). This gave somewhat more accurate

pulser positions than the blueprint specifications, 552.5 + 0.7 mm (for details see

Appendix A). Table 5.2 lists the horizontal pulser separations as d.etermined from

the DLC caiibrations. For the vertical direction, a pulser separation of b52.b mm

from the design note [76] was used in the analysis. The physical separation of

the pulser locations (in mm) and the observed separation in time difference (in

ns), gave the time-to-distance conversion factors, which were used. to calculate the

spatial coordinates:

dx A,r
dt Lt,
dy Ly
dt: ai- :,y

where f¿,p refer to the TDC values of the

A,rpd"",
!r)LR,P - LL,P

552.5 mm
!!1LB,P - LT,P

pulser events at the

(5.24)

(5.25)

respective ends.

The apparent position of a hit was calculated from the time difference of the
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Table 5.2: Horizontal pulser positions øs d,eterrnined from the DLC cølibrations.

Tlt'e statistical uncertaint'ies of th,e d,etermined, pulser separat'ions a,re estimo,ted, to

be better than 0.05 mm.

DLC Separation (*rn)

L1

L2

L3

L4

R1

R2

R3

R4

553.06

550.88

550.97

552.97

551.20

551.59

551.95

552.80
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timing signals from the opposite ends of each delay line (left-right and top-bottom,

respectively),

r¡ : (tn,¡ - tL¿,) .ff Grrr),

u.t : (tB,o - tr,t) !, f^ 1.

(5.26)

(5.27)

To calculate the "true" horizontal coordinates and correct for non-linearities, cal-

ibration tables generated from the DLC calibration data were used. (see Appendix

A for DLC calibrations). For the horizontal coordinates, the measured. positions

were rounded off to the nearest wire positions in the calibration table and returned

as "true" coordinates of the hits. The "true" vertical coordinates lvr/ere caiculated.

simply by adding position dependent correction" LA¿ from the calibration table

to the ttmeasured" vertical coordinates.

^trueLA

y';""

IWIRE(ro) * 2 + OFF,,

udlA'ya+OFFa,

(5.28)

(5.2e)

where the offsets OFF(x) and OFF(y) corrected for any "absolute" offsets and

possible misalignment of the chambers. They were free parameters and were ad-

justed when proton tracks rvere reconstructed.

The proton tracks 'r{¡ere reconstructed from least squares fitting of the "hit"

points to a straight line, and the deviation (residual) of each coordinate was cal-

culated, i.e., the difference between the measured coordinate and the expected.

position from the fit. At least one pair of good coordinates (x and y) from each

group of chambers (front or rear) was required to reconstruct the proton track.

For an event with an overdetermined track, i.e., more ihan2 sets of good coordi-

nates obtained, aloose cut of L2:Ð(r,-")rl(N _ 4) < 40 mm2 was applied.

Hete t, and zo are the observed and reconstructed coordinates, respectively, and
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(¡ú - 4) is the number of coordinates used (,nr/) in the track reconstruction mi-

nus the minimum four coordinates necessary to reconstruct a track. This loose

cut rejected about 3% of the total events and only eliminated events with large

muitiple scattering in individual DLCs or multiple hits in the chambers (singles

or accidentals). Figure 5.72 shows the proton track residual distributions, which

is the difference between the observed proton coordinates and the reconstructed

(from the proton track) coordinates at each DLC.

The proton vertices 'ü/ere reconstructed by projecting the reconstructed tracks

to the y-z plane (":0) at the center of the FST. The free parameters, oFF,,o (Eqr.

5.29 and 5.30), were used to center the disiribution of the residual of each coor-

dinate and to center the proton vertices. They were adjusted using data with the

FST holding field turned off, because the holding field deflected the proton tracks

and shifted the reconstructed proton vertices differently depending on the holding

field direction. Figure 5.13 shows a schematic diagram of the proton track defl.ec-

tion and reconstruction. A shift of a few mm in the z veftices rü/as observed when

the holding field changed direction. Therefore, only a loose cut was appiied to the

reconstructed vertices as shown in the Fig. 5.14. The offset parameter ( OFF ) of

each plane (x and y) "f each chamber arose from the misalignment of the DLCs

either internally or externally. These misalignments were typically around 1 mm.

Plots of the reconstructed proton vertices and the residual distributions in the x

and y planes are shown in Figs. 5.14 and 5.I2.

Proton polar and azimuthal angles (do and þo) werc calculated for the re-

constructed tracks. However, due to the holding field deflection and multiple

scattering, the measured proton polar angle was not the same as the polar angle
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at the scattering point inside the FST. The correction generated by Monte Carlo

simulations as described in Chapter a (Eq. 4.9) was used, and the measured proton

polar angle v/as corrected as an average effect (1.2-1.8 degrees) on an event-by-

event basis. Figure 5.15 shows the corrected proton polar and azimuthal angle

distributions.

The DLC efficiencies were monitored on-line and re-evaluated during the off-

line analysis. Each front chamber had an individual eflÊciency of about gSTo and,

each rear chamber about 98% at a proton beam current of about 2 pA. Some

runs lr/ere rejected when the efficiency changed by more than a few percent. The

front chamber efficiencies were lower due to their proximity to the target and.

because only a small portion of each chamber was illuminated. Since each group

contained two chambers and the minimum good coordinates rÃ¡ere orì.e x and. one

y, the combined efficiencies of each gïoup were 99.7570 andgg.96% for the front

and rear pairs, respectively.

5.3.2 Proton Time-Of-Flight and Kinetic Energy

The recoil proton time-of-flight (TOF) was measured between the proton

TOF "start" scintillation counter (pTOF) and two TOF "stop" scintillation E-

counters (E1 and E2) (see Fig. 3.1 and 3.17). Timing (TDC) signals were required

from both of the pTOF PMTs (top and bottom); the time average of the top

and bottom TDCs was used as the proton TOF start signai. Each E-counter was

subdivided into 5 sections of a 18 x 28 grid (Fig. 5.16). Three, or all four, timing

signals from a total of 4 PMTs of each E-counter were required. depending on the

section in which a hit occurred. In the center region (region 5 in Fig. 5.16), vatid

timing signals from all four PMTs were required to be present, and the time av-
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erage of all four was used. In the other four regions oniy three favorable timing

signals were required, and the time average of the three PMTs timing signals was

used to calculate the stop time (e.g., in region 1, only valid timing signals from

PMT1, PMTS and PMT4 were required). This was because in the regions 1, 2,

3 and 4, one of the PMTs accepted light mainly from reflections in the scintilla-

tor and these reflections would degrade the timing resolution. It was determined

that the average time of the opposite three PMTs which viewed direct light would

give better timing resolution. Since the average absolute time of B or 4 TDCs

was position dependent (due to the time differences for light travelling within the

scintillator to the PMTs), a correction table which 'vr/a.s a 18 by 28 matrix corre-

sponding to the 18 by 28 grids ofeach E counter was used to correct for this effect.

The size of a grid was chosen so that the intrinsic time spread for light to cross

the grid much smaller than the resolution of the detection system. The correction

constants for adjacent grids within the same section were different with each other

by a few TDC channels (50 ps /per TDC channel). The correction tables were

created from the E-counter calibrations in the initial phase of the data analysis.

The proton path lengths from the pTOF counters to the hit points at both

E-counters were calculated using the reconstructed tracks and the projected co-

ordinates of the tracks at these detector locations. The proton kinetic energy

(Eo) was calculated from the known path length and TOF. This calcuiated energy

represented the average energy of the proton from the pTOF counter to the E-

counters. In order to deduce the proton energy at the scattering point in the FST,

another correction function from the Monte Carlo simuiations (as described in

Chapter 4,Ðq. 4.10) was used. This function corrected for proton energy loss and

multiple scattering effects along its path. This correction was an average effect,

1ÐÐI ù.)
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but again the proton energy l¡/as corïected on an event-by-event basis. Figure b.17

shows the proton kinetic energy distribution, Ep, and the difference, LEe, of the

measured and kinematically expected proton energy at the given corrected proton

polar angle. An average resolution of 9 IVIeV was obtained in LEo after the E-

counter calibrations.

5.3.3 Neutron Position and Angle

The hit positions in the neutron bars were calculated from the time difference

of the timing signals (TDC) from the opposite ends of each bar. To determine the

neutron bar time width, neutron singles data, which did not require the coincident

protons to be present, were used. Taking the FWHM of the time difference distri-

butions of the neutron singles data, the time width was determined to be 260 I2
TDC channels (or 13.0 + 0.1 ns). The button events were used to determine the

center of the neutron bars in time differences (as described in Section 5.2.8). The

veto overlap events, with charged particles penetrating the overlapping regions of

the veto scintillators (see Chapter 3 for detector details) and the neutron array

scintillator bars, were used to calculate the separation of the observed veto overlap

regions and to compare with the physical known separations (868 * 2 mm). Fig-

ure 5'18 (")' (b) and (c) show time difference spectra for neutron singles, button

and veto overlap events.

The horizontal coordinate of a neutron intersecting the main neutron array

was determined by the time difference of timing signals (TDC) from both ends

(left and righi) of each bar, and by the time width and. centroid of the bar deter-

mined from the neutron singles and the button events, respectively (as d.escribed
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above). The vertical coordinate was chosen as the middle of the bar that was hit,

and a spatial resolution of 75 mm was determined by the total bar width of 1b0

mm. An event that fired more than one bar (multiple hit) was treated according

to which bars were hit. If two adjacent bars were hit, the averages of vertical and

horizontal positions in the two bars were taken; if the hits were in the same bank

but not adjacent, the event was rejected; if a multiple hit was such that it was

detected in both the front and rear banks, only coordinates in the front bars were

taken.

The scattered neutron 'tracks' were determined by two points; one was the

hit point at the neutron detection array, and the other was the assumed scattering

point in the target.

The neutrons detected in the auxiliary neutron bars were analyzed in a sim-

ilar way to those in the main array. Since the auxiiiary neutron bars were set up

vertically , the time difference between the top and bottom PMTs gave the vertical

coordinate, and the horizontal coordinate was taken as the cross-section weighted

bar center position. The distance between the neutron a rays and the FST was

determined from the geometric centroid of each bank of the arrays with a smali

offset to account for the scattering probability of neutrons in a scintillator bar.

The neutron positions at the scattering points in the target were assumed to

be aiong the central vertical axis (z : 0, z : 0) with y coordinates determined by

the proton vertices. A neutron "track" was determined by the two points defined

above, and the neutron poiar and azimuthal angles (d, and ö.) *ere calculated..

Figure 5.19 shows the distributions of. 0n and Sn.
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5.3.4 Neutron Time-of-Flight (ToF) and Kinetic Energy

The neutron kinetic energy was calculated from its TOF and flight distance.

The proton arrival time at the pTOF was used as the neutron TOF "start,' and

the neutron arrival time at the neutron array was used as the neutron TOF ,,stop".

The neutron arrival time at the array was taken as the time average of the two

ends of the scintillator bar. The neutron TOF was calculated from the time differ-

ence between the 'start' and 'stop' timing signals, and a timing correction for the

coincident proton travelling from the FST to ihe pTOF was included. The neutron

flight distance was calculated from its coordinates at the neutron array and the

assumed scattering position. The neutron kinetic energy, En, was then obtained

from its given flight length and TOF. The difference between the measured kinetic

energy and the kinematically expected kinetic energy at the observed neutron an-

gre, a'Ðn,, was also calcuiated (Fig. 5.20). An average resolution of ø: 13.0 MeV

was achieved in AE,.

5.3.5 Neutron Bar Gain Renormalization

The neutron bar pulse height signals (in ADC channels) after pedestal sub-

traction lrl/ere renormalized with reference to the pulse height of the "simultaneous,,

button events (passing protons) as follows:

¡pgadiust"¿ : ADCieasured. x +?g^Y{i::"t .- t7 ADC¡;7""*'"4'
(5.30)

where ADC: are the neutron bar pulse height signals in ADC channels after sub-

traction of pedestals. Figure 5.21 shows a typical normalized neutron bar pulse

height spectrum. The hardware discrimination threshold was in a region where

the pulse height distribution rñ/as rising rapidiy. A typical software threshold of 20
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ADC channels (about 1 MeV electron equivalent) on the neutron bar pulse height

was applied to the data. In order to check for possible systematic errors associated

with gain changes and the hardware thresholds, software thresholds were varied.

from 15, 20 to 25 ADC channeis. Their influence on the zero-crossing angles will

be discussed in Chapter 6.

2 .¿oo
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Jo 800

CJ

0 20 40 60 80 100 120

Pulse Height (anC
140 160 180 200

channel)

Figure 5.27: A distribution of the neutron scinti,llator bør pulse height after ped,estal

subtraction and pulse height renormølization. Arrows shou the channel positions

wh'ere the uo,rious cuts were applied (15, P0 ønd p5 ADC channels).

5.3.6 Kinematical observables and Data constraints

The experiment determined neutron and proton polar and azimuthal angles,

(0n, Ón,0r, öo), momenta, (p,, po), and kinetic energies, (8,, Eo), to distinguish

elastic scattering events from inelastic background. Energy and momentum con-
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servation require:

E¿:

it:

EN + EE'

F" + P-o,

(5.31)

(5.32)

where,Ð is kinetic energy, subscripts i, n and p denote initial particle (neutron

beam), scattered neutron and recoil proton, respectively, and p is momentum. For

two-body scattering (known particle masses) at a known energy, one azimuthal

angle and any other, independent kinematical parameter determine an np elastic

scattering event. Determination of more parameters permits rejection of. (n,np)

background. The overdetermined kinematic observables were combined into four

variables for chi-squares tests f.or np elastic scattering events. These variables were

the following (in laboratory system):

(1) Opening angle

Opening angle was defined as:

9op"n:0*+0o-?kin, (5.33)

where 0¡,¿n is the kinematicaliy expected opening angle, ïkin: (0^ + Lr)non, at the

nominal neutron beam energy 347 MeV. 0¡¿n is a function of d' and the incident

neutron beam energy (3a7 MeV) according to energy and momentum conservation

and was approximated by a polynomial:

9t"¿n : 85.608 - 8.00068 x 10-2 . @^ - 29.b) + 2.90074 x

+5.44775 x 10-6 . (0, -29.5)3,

wíth 0, in degrees and 0¡¡n in degrees.

1o-3.(0--29.5)2

(5.34)
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(2) Coplanarity angle

Coplanarity angle was defined as:

Ó"opron: Ón- Óe-780'. (5.35)

Vertical (perpendicular to scattering plane) momentum conservation requires

Ó"oplon: 0.

(3) Kinetic energy sum

The kinetic energy sum'was defined as:

E"u*:EnÍEe (5.36)

Energy conservation determines E"u* to be the same as the incident particle

(beam) kinetic energy.

(4) Horizontal momentum sum

Horizontal momentum was defined as:

Lpr: pn,t I pqr,r, (5.37)

where Pnp ãrrd Pp¡; ãle the z components (see Fig. 3.2) of the scattered neutron

and recoil proton momenta, and they were calculated as,

Pn,, : Pnsin1ncosSn,

Pp," : Prsin9rcos$o.

(5.3s)

(5.3e)

Horizontal momentum conservation requires Ap, : 0 since the initial particle mo-

mentum was along the z axis.
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The momentum dependent chi-squares of these four variables were calculated

for every event:

x? : (r¿ - ,l), /o,(p), ,, (b.40)

where o¿(p) is the momentum dependent ø of the distribution of each variable

determined from the data, z¿ is one of the kinematic variables as measured, and

zf is the nominal centroid of the variable. Figure 5.22(a) shows how the o(p) of

the opening angle distribution u/as obtained and (b) shows the difference of the

weighted and non-weighted ø's. Different chi-squares tests were applied to the

data. These tests were either the individual chi-squares x? < 9,7.5,5 or the

sum of the chi-squares of the four different variables yf;u,, : ÐX? 1 20, 1b, 10

(Fig. 5.23). Figure 5.24 shows the distributions for the kinematic variables before

and after the cuts.

5.4 Asymmetries and Zero-Crossing angles

For the np coincident events passing the software cuts, scattering asymme-

tries were calculated. In order to cancel systematic errors to second order, an

"overlap" method was used, and a combination'vr/as made of different spin states

(up or down) and physical orientations (left or right event). A total of eight asym-

metries were calculated for beam or target polarized, holding field up or d.own,

BONNIE magnet field direction normal or reversed, using the following equations:

r-I
r +7',

r : lfffN"rå
'/v;¡'/å' )

(5.41)

(5.42)

where the superscripts indicate the spin polarization directions. Figure 5.25 shows

a sample distribution of the scattering asymmetries versus the scattering angles
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in the center of mass (".-.) system as determined from the proton angle. A

least squares fitting routine was used to obtain the zero-crossing angles and slopes.

Since the zero-crossing angles from the fits were slighily dependent on the functions

chosen to accommodate the shape (quadratic term) of the analyzingpower angular

distribution, the variation of the shape (cubic term) over the angular range, and

the weight by the polarization, asymmetries were fitted to the function:

e: co-lQ - o") + "r(o - o.)' + "r(o - d")u], (5.43)

where do is the zero-crossing angie as determined from the measured asymmetry,

c6 is the slope of the asymmetry at the zero-crossing angle and is proportional to

the slope of. analyzing po\Ã/er and the reciprocal value of the corresponding beam

or target polarization. That is,

,": #1,.: P # (5.44)

An average of the extracted zero-crossing angles as obtained from the above fitting

process applied to different holding field (up or down) and BONNIE field directions

(normal or reversed) is shown in table 5.3. Both poiarized target (Ar) and polarized

beam (,4') measurements are given in the table. The non-zero difference of the

zero-crossing angles for An and A, is due to charge symmetry breaking (table 5.4).

5.5 Neutron Beam Energy

The neutron beam energy was determined in two ways: one rvas the sum of

the scattered neutron and recoil proton kinetic energies, the other was from the

TOF of the neutrons from the LDz target to the FST. The energy sum has been

shown in Fig. 5.24. To calculate ihe TOF of the neutrons from the LD2larget lo

the FST, the r.f. phase stabilized timing signals were used as the relative timing for
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Table 5.3: Zero-crossing øngles of A^ ønd Ao before the correc-tions.

Table 5.4: Difference of the zero-crossing o,ngles before the correct,i,ons.

Cuts February 1993 August 1992 All data

ADC > 20. L0.* L0" L0"^

X?' <L0 0.454" + 0.076" 0.403'+ 0.091" 0.429o + 0.056"

xz"u 1I5 0.335" t0.074" 0.375" + 0.077. 0.355" + 0.053"

x3,* < 20 0.3640 + 0.073" 0.368" +.0.077. 0.366'+ 0.053.

x? <5 0.560" + 0.079" 0.504" + 0.083" 0.532" + 0.057"

x? < 7.5 0.4190 + 0.074" 0.4120 + 0.079. 0.415" + 0.054"

x7 <e 0.398" +.0.074. 0.410' t 0.0780 0.4040 + 0.054.

Cuts February 1993 August 1992

ADC > 20. 0. (An: Q) 0. (Ao: Q) 0"r"(A" = Q) 0¿^(Ao = 0)

X?urn < 70 72.93Io + 0.056" 72.4770 + 0.051" 72.902. + 0.059" 72.399o + 0.055"

X2"u 115 72.9670 + 0.053" 72.626" + 0.0510 72.906'+ 0.056" 72.531'+ 0.053"

Xz"u^ 120 73.016" + 0.052" 72.652't 0.051" 72.982'+ 0.0550 72.6740 + 0.0540

x7 <5 72.884. + 0.059" 72.324" + 0.0530 72.916" + 0.061" 72.3720 + 0.056"

x? < 7.5 72.923" + 0.054" 72.504" + 0.051' 72.857" + 0.0570 72.439'+ 0.054"

x? <e 72.937. + 0.053" 72.539'+ 0.051" 72.997" + 0.056" 72.4870 + 0.054"
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the neutron beam TOF "start", and the timing signais from the pTOF triggered

by the recoil proton were used as the "stop". A timing correction was made for the

recoil proton from the presumed scattering point to the pTOF location; this was

calculated from the measured recoil proton TOF. The neutron beam flight distance

from the LD2 larget to the FST was 72.85 m. The neutron beam kinetic energy

was calculated from the TOF and the flight distance. (see Fig. 5.26(a)). Compared

to the energy sum determination, a better energy resolution was achieved d.ue to

the use of the phase restricted beam tune in the cyclotron (see Chapier 3). A
comparison lvas made between the Monte Carlo simulated neutron beam energy

(as described in Chapter 4) and the experimentaliy measured neutron beam energy

after folding the experimental resolution represented by a Gaussian distribution

to the simuiated distribution (aiso shown in Fig. 5.26 (a) ). The neutron beam

energy determined by the two methods is piotted in Fig. b.26 (b). Around the

peak region (at the nominai beam energy), the correlation of the results is not

obvious because the resolutions of the two measurements were broader than the

true beam energy spread. The correlation becomes clearer in the low energy tail

of the beam because the resolutions of the energy measurements were superior for

the slower particies to travel the given flight distance.

5.6

5.6.1

Background and Other Corrections

Background Correction

Background data obtained with the dummy target (as described in Section

3.13) were analyzed in the same fashion as the FST data. Identical sets of cuts

were applied. Figure 5.27 shows the opening angie and coplanarity angle spectra

for the background data. Clearly, hydrogen peaks are also present. They were d.ue
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to a hydrogen-containing resistor at the bottom of the FST and super-insulation

material around the target. To estimate the "true" carbon content, three different

ways of implementing cuts in the off-line analysis were used:

1. A cut on the y vertex reduced the hydrogen contribution from the

resistor but did not affect the hydrogen contribution from the super-

insulation materiai;

2' Cuts of 1 ( X? < 7.5 removed both the hydrogen peak and. the carbon

contribution underneath it as seen in the opening angle distribution.

A correction factor was calculated to compensate for the carbon con-

tribution underneath the hydrogen peak. There u/ere uncertainties in

estimating the carbon contribution within the ylo ( 1 window and the

hydrogen contamination to the data inside 7.5 > x? > r (i.e., due to

multiple scattering);

3. Through a combination of the FST data and the carbon data, the back-

ground contribution rvas estimated. The FST data after cuts were used.

to estimate the hydrogen contribution to the background data by sub-

tracting the hydrogen peak in the background data with scaled "clean"

FST data.

For those resuits involving individual yl cuts, the carbon contribution to the

FST data was obtained by normalizing the tails of the opening angle and copla-

narity distributions of the background data to the FST data (Fig. 5.28). Similar

results were obtained for the background contribution to the FST data from the

methods (2) and (3) above. An estimale of 25% uncertainty on the determination

of the background contribution was assumed, which includes uncertainties in nor-

malization, hydrogen contamination elimination from the background data and
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different analysis procedures (as described above). The yields from the carbon

data were used to evaluate the analyzing powers of (n, np) background with the

given cuts. For this purpose, only method (3) was used, because it gave the largest

"net" carbon yield. The asymmetry distribution of the carbon data was calculated

in the same manner as the FST daia, and the same fitting function and fitting

procedure were used to determine the analyzing po\Ã/er of the background at the

An zero-crossing angle. For those results involving y!u* cuts, the carbon contribu-

tions and the analyzing powers for the different cuts were estimated by comparing

the yields and scaling to the results of the individual yl cuts. Table 5.5 shows the

ratios of the background contribution to the FST data and the analyzing powers

for the different ¡2 tests.

Table 5.5: Ratios [background/(total - backgrou"d) ] and, analyzing powers of th.e

b øckground, contribution.

The free np analyzing po'!¡/er, the measured analyzing power with background.

and the analyzing power of the background have the following relationship:

^_-aLtTLe 
-

A*"o"ur.d - T Abo"l"g, ound.

7_ r '' (5.45)

where r is the ratio of background contribution to eiastic scattering contribution.

The carbon contribution affects the zero-crossing angle of the analyzing power with

Cuts X7 <9 x? < 7.5 x7 <5 X'u^ 1 20 x2- <75 X'u 1 !0

ratio(%)

Ab (10-3)

5.2 + 1.3

-1 +5

4.1+ 1.0

-4+7

2.3 + 0.6

-5+9

6.0 + 1.5

-2+5

5.2 + 1.3

-3+6

3.2 + 0.8

-4+.7
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the beam polarized (,4.") but not the zero-crossing angle of the analyzing power

with the target polarized (Ar) ( an unpolarized beam on carbon does not produce

a scattering asymmetry). Thus, a correction for the carbon contribution was only

applied to the zero-crossing angle of the polarized beam data. However, the slopes

of the measured asymmetries for both polarized beam and polarized target were

affected by ihe carbon contribution. For the polarized target data, the background

diluted the slope of the asymmetry. This was taken into consideration when the

siope of Ao was evaluated (see Section 5.7) Corrections for the zero-crossing angles

of. An calculated with different cuts were made. The corre cted. An zero-crossing

angles lvere compared to the results from a bin-by-bin subtraction of the carbon

data from the FST (butanol) data. These two procedures of corrections gave con-

sistent results.

5.6.2 Neutron Beam Energy Difference Correction

The average neutron beam energies of the polarized and unpolaùzed, beams

differed by a smali amount due to the correlation between the beam energy and

the polarization in the D(f,ñ.)2p reaction (see Section 4.7). For the polarized and

unpolarized beam, the average neutron beam eneïgy was calculated from:

DP: . N¿. E¿TiPolørizedJJ:

-;unpolarized,
u

DP: .Ni
EEi. Ni

XJV, ,

and (5.46)

(5.47)

respectively. The difference of the beam energies was found to be:

LE : prolarized _ punnolarit"d :0.54 MeV,
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the tails and, estimating the carbon contribution to the

based on Monte Carlo simuiations. The variation of the zero-crossing angle with

respect to the beam energy was taken from phase shift analyses [69] to be:

d,0"f d"E^6.",n - -4.75 x 10-2 deg/MeV. (5.4e)

The 0.54 \¡IeV difference of beam energy will give a difference in zero-crossing

angles of +0.020 degree (or 6A: +3 x 10-3) which was used as a correction to

the data. The uncertainty associated with this correction is discussed in Chapter

6.

5.7 Slope of the Analyzing Powers

To interpret the finite difference of the zero-crossing angles in terms of the

difference of the analyzing powers) the slope of the analyzing powers at the zero-
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crossing angle (dAld0) ',¡/as required. In principle, this parameter could be ob-

tained from phase shift analyses [69]. Unfortunately the phase shift analysis re-

sults for this parameter over the last few years and from different calculations

have aboul 70% discrepancies. The experiment determined the parameter dAld0

t'o 4% accuracy from the polarized target measurement as shown in the foilowing

discussion.

For the polarized target measurement (Ao) where the FST polarization .was

known to better t'han !2% as discussed in Section 5.2.7, the slope of the anaiyzing

polü/er was determined experimentally as follows:

where Ppsr is the average polarization of the FST and d"eold,0 is the measured

slope of the asymmetry. Only a subset of the data was required to achieve a t%

statistical uncertainty in deof dá. This subset was taken from those runs with high

polarizations (85.6%) and long decay times (over 200 hours). The quasi-elastic

background did not affect the zero-crossing angle determination of the polarized

target data, but it diluted the slope of the measured asymmetry. A correction was

included in the measured asymmetry slope:

dA: I .deo
d0 Ppsr de'

dAr_ 1 1

d0 - PFS7 1_ r

dA^

ã : (1.35 + 0.0b) x 10-2 d"s-',

(5.50)

(5.51)

(5.52)

dro

de

where r is the ratio of the background contribution to elastic scattering. The slope

of the anaiyzing power was determined, from the known FST polarization and. the

slope of the asymmetr¡ to be

where the error is dominated by the uncertainty of the absolute value of the FST
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polarization, systematic errors from different, y2 cuts and the uncertainty of the

correction for the background contribution (dilution).

5.8 Shape of ccLA(0)"

The angular distribution of the difference of the analyzing powers is impor-

tant because it is sensitive to the different contributions of the meson exchanges,

in particular the po - a mixing contribution. However, as discussed in Chapter

2, it is very difficult to extract the angular distribution. Since the zero-crossing

angles of LA(0) as calculated by theoretical predictions are not very well deter-

mined, and the experimental systematic errors around the predicted zero-crossing

angles of A,A were not negligible, extraction of only the shape of LA(Q) was at-

tempted. As discussed in Chap!,er 2, the shape of LA(0) can be determined up to

an uncertainty of c weighted by the analyzing pou¡er:

"LAurpt" : LAtru" i c, A(0),, (5.53)

where c is directly related to the uncertainty of. P,f po. "LA",pt, .was obtained

from the measured asymmetries, the average neutron beam polarization

(67.2+t'8)% and the aveïage FST polarizalion (73.2+2.2)Vo. Here, an error in the

neutron beam polarizatiorl'ü/as estimated to be t3% which is the quadrature sum

of the estimated X2To uncertainty of the proton beam polarization (the effective

pp analyzing po\Mer of the CSB polarimeter) and *2% uncertainty of the average

"f {r', + r?. To compare with theoretical predictio ns, a,A¿,ue was taken to be

the predicted theoreticai distribution and the constant c ,vr/as adjusted until the X2

between the theoretical prediction and the measured distribution was minimized.

A ten-point distribution of the shape of LA was obtained following this procedure

(see Chapter 7 for results).
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Chapter 6

Systematic Errors

6.1- fntroduction

As discussed in the previous chapters, the goai of the experiment was to de-

termine the difference of the analyzing powers , l.A: An - Ao, from the difference

of the zero-crossing angles, Lîo : 0n - g, AA was expected to be small, on the

order of at most one percent, and controi of the systematic errors was critical to

the success of the experiment. The experiment was conducted such that ail sys-

tematic errors except those correlated with spin reversals or due to background

Iü/ere cancelled to at least second order in the difference of the zero-crossing angles

(to first order in the individual zero-crossing angles, 0n or do). This was achieved

by a mirror symmetric detection system, identical beam and. target properties (ex-

cept polarization) for the An and.4.o measurements and interleaving of these two

measurements, and frequent flipping of the holding field direction, polarizalion

direction and the last spin precession magnet (BONNIE) fietd direction. Various

estimates of the systematic errors were made with assumed system parameters.

Based on these estimates, very stringent limits were applied to the system param-

eters during the experiment in order to constrain the individual systematic error
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contributions to LA to below 10-a. This chapter will summarize the estimates

and the limits of the major systematic errors (Section 6.2) and the various tests

applied to the data to study the systematic errors (section 6.8).

Three types of systematic errors are discussed here, these are (a) fixed errors

(these did not change during the course of the experimeni), (b) errors correlated

with polarizat'ion direction reversals; (c) errors randomly varying during the exper-

iment. Because of the design of the experiment, most fixed errors rvr/ere cancelled

in A'0o or LA if these errors affected An and Ao in the same way, since if:

6A. : 6Ao,

then á(4,4) : 0.

Therefore, the fixed errors of most concern were those

differentiy, thus introducing errors to A,A, since if:

(6.1)

(6.2)

which affected An and Ao

then

and

64"f0, and/or, 6Ae+0,

64. + 6Ap,

6(^A) t o .

(6.3)

(6.4)

(6 5)

The errors that were correlated with beam or target polarization direction rever-

sals would only affect the polarized beam data (,4,) or polarized target d,ata (Ar),

respectively. It should be noted that these errors are of obscure origin and their

existence is based PURELY on ASSUMPTIONS, e.g., there is no apparent reason

why a neutron detector should change gain or detection efficiency when the spin

is flipped. However, errors of this type could arise if there was a iong term drift of

a parameter' so that for a pair of spin up and spin down runs, the average value

of the parameter which was drifting r,¡/as different for spin up an{ down. These
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errors would affect 4,4. The random errors would affect An and Ao as well as AA.

The notation used in the following sections is discussed here. The observed

count rates in the left and right side neutron detection apparatus (left and right

events, respectively as defined in Chapter 3) can be written as:

L+ x. ofef(I + P+ Al) ,

.R+ o< ofiefi(I - P* Afr) ,,

L- x o"e"(7 - P- A") ,

-R- o< o*e^(I + P- A¡) .

(6 6)

(6.7)

(6 8)

(6.e)

Here "*" superscripts represent the direction of the target or beam polarization

for measurements of. Ao and A6 "L,R" subscripts are for the left or right events;

of,p ur. the differential cross-sections involving unpolarized nucieons; ef,,nare the

detection efficiencies (dictated by the neutron detection efficiency since the proton

detection efficiency was above 99.7% as discussed in Chapter 3); P is the polar-

izat'ion of the nucleons; and A is the analyzing po\Mer. It is assumed that the

quantities, ol,a, ,f,,n, P+ and Al,,*, may change from one detector to the other

andf or from spin polarization direction up to down.

The asymmetries and analyzing powers u¡ere determined from the data as

follows:

A:

with ,2 :

r -1
- 

f error terms,r+.1
7 r-I
, , ¡ 1f error terms 

'
L+ R_

L_ R+
ofo*ele^(I + p+ Al)G + p- A*)
o¡ofie,efi(r - p- AlXl - p- AË)

(6.10)

(6.11)
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Here, the error terms are very small, particularly in ihe angular range around

A - 0- In the compiete absence of any experimental errors and with identicai

detection system, (6.12) reduces to:

The foliowing parameters, s!,^, 6ef,*, al,n and a, are introduced into the dif-

ferential cross-sections, detection efficiencies, analyzing pou/ers and polarizations

to study the variation of these quantities and their effects on the systematic errors.

(1) The unpolarized differential cross-section, as a function of angle, is assumed

to differ from its nominai value due to slight geometric or other imperfections as:

oÈ,n: c(r + "f,Ð .

To first order in s,

, ,t + PA,"rã:(r_pAf.

(1 +s;)(1 +sR)._,
(1 + 4) (r + tu-) 

'''''
++

G++ -+ -! +T) ,",
72 1,- - - ,6r,P (r -l7)'"' - 2P

(6.14)

(6.13)

(6.15)

(6.16)

(6. 1s)

12:

T

6A

6A

(r-1),

(r"-7).

(2) The detection probability is assumed to change as:

€lt ,a : e(1 * 6rf.^) . (6.17)

The result is analogous to the expression for a differential cross-section change:

6A - #f1,+ - 6rÅ.- 6rl+ óe;) , (ro= 1).

(3) The observed analyzing power variation is expressed. as:

Ir+r-N 
*(si,-sfr-s!*s[),

Al,a: A + af,,n.
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Substituting into (6.72), this equation becomes:

-2 7+P(A+"I) 7+P(A+o.R)t - r-F@+7fl'r-p(A+aÐ,
12 N r!11 + P("L+ afi+ a7 *ap)

-P2A(aI - afi - a7 * a,") -f O(az)l ,

6A ñ 
|W * afi+ a¡ * øn- pA(a! - afi- a7 + ap)).

This first-order formula should be sufficiently accurate, provided that

@f,,^)'I to-n.

(6.20)

(6.21)

( ) The magnitude of the polarization changes between up and down states as:

lP*l : lPl+a. (6.22)

Substituting into (6.72), one obtains,

-2 1+(Pro)A 1+(P-o)A
1-(P+a)A 1-(P-o)A

ru rllt + 4PA3a2 + gazp3Au + oçrnAu71,

6A N d2A3+2azP2A5, (ro-"-1).

(6.23)

(6.24)

The effect of the polarization changes on the analyzing porvers is normaily very

small, e.g., for a : X\To, at the zero-crossing angle, 6A : 0; and for A - 0.2,

6 A : 2 x 10-5 . Therefore, most discussions of the beam and target properties in the

following sections do not consider the polarization changes unless explicitly stated.

The equations (6.16), (6.18), (6.21) and (6.24) will be used throughout the

next section where various systematic errors are discussed. The phase shift ana-

lysis results from SAID [69] are used when such parameters are required.
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6.2 Sources of Systematic Errors

6.2.L Proton Beam Energy, Position and Direction at the

LDz Target

(1) Proton Beam Energy

The zero-crossing angies are dependent on the neutron beam energy. Any

change in the proton beam energy will cause a change in the neutron beam energy,

and thus cause a change in the analyzing potvr/ers as well as the zero-crossing angles.

(a) Fixed energy difference:

A fixed energy difference (for alt runs) with respect to the nominal value was not

important. The absolute knowledge of the proton beam energy only needed to be

known to a few MeV as iong as it was much smaller than the neutron beam energy

spread (about 11 MeV FWHM), since only the difference of the analyzing powers

at a certain (fixed) nominal energy was a concern to the experiment. However, an

energy change between the An and A, measurements would introduce an error in

Á'A:

(6.25)

Here, do is the zero-crossing angle; Enb"o and Epb"orn are the neutron and pro-

ton beam energies, respectively. Taking dAld0.: -1.3b x 10-2 /deg (c.m.),

ô0"f ðE*6"o*: -0.048 deg/MeV (c.m.), and 0Ûn6"o*f ôEpauo* - 1.0, for

6(4,4) ( 10-n, 6Ðpb.o^ should be kept within 0.1b4 MeV between the An and. Ao

measurements.

6A:#ut:4*#; æ 6*pb.o^
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To consider the effects of beam energy changes when the spin was flipped (either

for the poiarized beam or polarized target phases of the experiment), one may

make the following assumptions:

-LfasL: sh.: 5T, si: sa: s ,

-'l-ffaL: ah: g-, at : an: & ,

P+-P-:P. (6.26)

Substituting into (6.16), (6.18), (6.2r) and (6.24), the only non-vanishing term is:

6A^"o"u,"d. = |{r* l- o-) . (6.27)

ø* 
"an 

be expanded and substituted into (6.27):

- + , AA A0" }Enb"o^u : - ao¿ aL"r""* ahr"* ' ÒLpb"o* i

consequently, o+ and ø- cancel to first order:

6A*"o"u,"d,: o + o(h6E*0",^).

Such an error would not contribute to the error in An, Ao or

(c) Random changes in the beam energy:

A randomiy changing beam energy would give:

6A^"o"urud'= 
i;

(6.28)

(6.2e)

LA at 10-s level.

(6.30)

Here ao is the width (standard deviation) of the random variation of the analyzing

power due to the beam energy variation. The conditiort oBnu.o^ < 0.22 MeV would

satisfy 6A < 70-4. This applies to both A. anð. Ar. For AA - An- Ao tobe
measured to f 10-4, the statisticai error on keeping the beam energy stable should

be reduced by a factor of J2 to 0.1b MeV.
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During the experiment, the proton beam energy was kept the same with a

standard deviation ø:0.038 MeV (see Chapter 5), and the error in LA due to

this effect is less than 10-a.

(2) Proton Beam Position at the LD2 Target

A change of the proton beam spot position wou-ld alter the angle of the neu-

tron beam on the FST and also produce a small change in the neutron beam

energy. Asymmetries were not affected by minor drifts of the proton beam in the

vertical direction since they would produce the same effects on the left-right and

spin up-down events. However, deviations in the horizontal position were directly

related to the polar scattering angles of elastic np pairs and therefore to the ob-

served asymmetries.

(a) Fixed beam position error:

The FST was positioned 12.85 m

in the x position alters the angle

60 : 4.4 x 10-3 deg/mm. Since

differential cross-sections and the

need to be considered:

from the center of the LD2 targel. A change

of the neutron beam incident on the FST by

this ád is very small in the expansion of the

analyzing pou/ers, only the first order terms

-LòL-öL¡

aI: al: tþ60,

P+-

a
ù.R-JÆr

-t-ah: an -

P-:P.
-#æ,

Substituting into (6.16),

equations cancel:

(6.18), (6.21) and (6.24), atl

6A^.o"u,"dr: o + oçffiter¡.

(6.31)

first order terms in the
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A constant error in the incident neutron beam direction due to an error in the

proton beam position at the LD2 target contributes neither to An nor to Ao.

(b) Spin-correlated changes in the beam position:

If the change in the beam spot on the LD2 target was correlated with the polar-

izalion direction:

+J
S¿:-SR--SL:S.R:S,

+-LaL: -ah- -&L: aR: a,

P+-P-:P.

Substituting into (6.16), (6.18), (6.21) and (6.24), one obtains:

(6.33)

AtA:0,

6A*"o"u,"d.=;-pAa.

6A*.o"u,",t=å= * Hut,
where o - 6'7 mb/sr (lab) and ôo lô0 ry -0.36 mb/sr'deg (lab) at the zero-crossing

angle (at 34.2'lab or 73.0o c.m.) and P:0.7. For 6A < r0-4,60 should be

< 7.2 x 10-3 deg. or 6r ( 0.27 mm. As A, was not affected by deviations in

the proton beam position correiated with beam polarization direction reversals, it
follows that 6Ar:0. Therefore, 6LA:6A^ < 10-a for 60 < I.2 x 10-3 deg. or

6r < 0.27 mm. This value is likely an over-estimation of the error, as the neutron

collimator defined the acceptance region for neutrons originating in the LDz target.

(c) Random changes in the beam position:

For a random horizontal displacement of the proton beam on the LD2 target 6r

(6.34)

(6.35)

Iafò¿--ùl?-ö 
)
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-LfIaL : -ah: s,' , al : -an: & ¡

P*:P-:P-

Substituting into (6.16), (6.1S), (6.2I) and (6.24), one obtains:

6A*.o"u,"d.= "*^ . "- = -:- .9!u,2P - Jzp" ae""'
For 6A^"o"ur"d. 110-4, one shouid have o, ( 0.38 mm.

(6.36)

(6.37)

(d) Position-correlated beam energy changes:

Changes in the proton beam spot position on the LD2target can also cause changes

in the neutron beam energy. The neutron coilimator axis intersected the center of

the LD2 target at an angle of 9o reiative to the proton beam axis. The intersec-

tion of the proton beam with the LD2 target, seen from the position of the FST,

depended on the precise position of the proton beam. The average length, for the

proton beam passing through lhe LD2 target, would depend on where the colli-

mator axis intersected the proton beam. Protons of 369 MeV lose approximately

0.05 MeV/mm in the LD2. The analyzing power zeïo-crossing angles change as a

function of the neutron beam energy as ð0"f 0E: -0.04go/MeV (".*.). There-

fore, a change in the proton beam horizontal (x) position on the LD2 by 1.0 mm

will cause a change to the average path length of those protons (which produced

the neutron beam) by 6.3 mm, thereby changing the average neutron beam energy

by 0.315 MeV. This would result in a change in the zero-crossing angle of 1.5 x 10-2

deg' or, equivalently, a change in the analyzing por,¡/er at the zero-crossing angle

of 2.0 x 10-4. To keep 6A < 10-a, the proton beam horizontal (x) position at the

LD2 target had to be kept to within t0.5 mm.

The proton beam position at the LD2 target was stabilized to within 0.08

mm duringthe experiment (see Chapter 5). The error of LA due to the proton
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beam position was therefore kept well below the 10-a level.

(3) Proton Beam Direction

Changes in the direction of the proton beam on the LD2 larget effectively

alter the angle between the proton beam axis and the collimator, and. therefore

alter the energy of the outgoing neutron beam, and lead to errors in ,4- and AA:

(6.38)

At, Epa"o*:369 \4eV, ôEn6"o,nf 00pb"o*: -2.4 MeV/deg (lab),

ð0"f ôE^6.o*: -0.024' fMeV (lab), and õAlô0o: -0.027/deg (lab) at A:0.
These values result in 0Al)1rbearn:1.6 x 10-3 f deg at the nominal zero-crossing

angle.

(a) Fixed errors in the proton beam direction:

A fixed error in the proton beam direction wouid affect both the An and. Ao rnea-

surements in the same way and have no effect on AA.

(b) Spin-correlated changes in the beam direction:

A modulation of the beam direction on the LD2 target of l0+ - 0-l: 0.1o corre-

lated with the primary beam polarization direction would result in a systematic

deviation of 6LA- 6A*: 1.6 x 10-4.

(c) Random changes in the beam direction:

A randomly varying error in the proton beam direction of. oe :0.I"|J, wouid

cause a deviation in 6LA: 1.6 x 10-4.

6 A - #, 
",-OU* 

æ t o pb 
" 
o,, .
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In the experiment, the direction of the proton beam was estimated to be

stable to t0.005o as given by the SEM data, and therefore the resultant error in

AA was < 10-5.

6.2.2 Neutron Beam Energy Stability

The analyzing powers and the zero-crossing angles change with the incident

neutron beam energy. At, En6"o,n:347 MeV, and 0o : J4.2o (lab),

AAlAe": -0.027 d"g-t (lab) and ð0"f ð8,6"o^: -0.024 deglMeV (lab). Abso-

lute knowledge of the beam energy was unimportant to a few MeV as long as it
did not change between data taking runs. The neutron beam energy was influ-

enced not only by the proton beam properties but also by the LD2 target density.

The fluctuations in the LD2 densiiy will cause the average neutron beam energy

to fluctuate, therefore causing an error in the zero-crossing angles. To achieve

6A < 10-4, the LD2 density should be kept constant within +0.009 g1" ". The

LD2 target density was found to be stabie to f0.0005 g/cm-3 during the data

taking (see Section 5.2.3).

6.2.3 FST Parameters

(1) Holding Field Strength

Small changes in the magnitude of the holding field strength would cause

changes in the deflection of the recoil proton trajectories. The holding field de-

flected np elastic proton trajectories at the iarge angle limit of the d.etection system

by - 1.8o and at the small angle limit of the detection system by - I.2o. The FST

holding fieid at the center of the FST was 0.22 T and the [ È .ai 
"..n by a proton
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originating in the center of the target was about 0.04 Tm.

(a) Fixed error in the holding field strength:

A fixed error in the holding field setting would have the effect of rotating the

proton angle scale, causing an error of ád on one side and of _'60 onthe other side

of the beam axis. The error due to this can be expressed as:

+-f,SL : 5f,, SË : SR,

al, : al : aL ¡ aA.: an: cLR ¡ , .,

P+:P-. (6.89)

From equations (6.16), (6.18), (6.2I) and (6.24), this gives:

6A*"o".,^-, -aLlaRured. a 
2 (6,40)

Expanding ct l and ap in terms of 60 ,

a7: #ut+|ffite'+ ,

o.p : -#ut +|ffite, +... . (6.4r)

With first order terms cancelling, equation (6.40) becomes,

6A^"o"u,"d, = !ffitæ , @.42) ,,, ,

where A'zAlAq- 7.64x10-a d"g-'(lab). Foró,4. - 10-a, onehas 60o 10.b,which

is about 113 of the average total defl.ection angle 1.5o. Therefore, any reasonable

deviation in the holding field strength not correlated with polarization direction .. :

changes would cause á(4,4) < 10-4.

(b) Spin-correlated changes in the holding field. strength:

If the holding field deviations were directly correlated with the target polarization
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direction, then:

"Ï : -"å - -s7 - sa: s (to first order in 60),

oL : _ oË - -a¡ : aR: a,

P+:P-.

Then, the non-vanishing terms are:

(6.43)

6Arn"o"u,"d, N 
|-f1,",

s - :H oe-eaff de.

At A :0, 0 : 34.2o lab and En - 847 Mey, o : 6.I mb/sr (lab), and

((tl").AolA0): -0.059 d"g-t (]ab). For ó,4. - 10-a and p :0.8, ód shouid be

1.3 x 10-3 deg (lab). Lt 0e - 53o, pp:476 MeV/c, and,00rl7BnÍ = b.0 x 10-2

deg/mT. Therefore, to keep á(AA) ( 10-n, the holding field should be kept stable

to within B - 0.26 mT. At A+0, since the ter'' ?A(AUAq < Glò@olô0),
the result is the same as at A : 0. There is no good reason why the holding field

strength would have changed with FST polarization direction reversals.

(c) Random changes in the holding freld strength:

If the error in the holding field strength was random,

(6.44)

(6.45)

-LJfS¿:-SA:5r,

ol,:-oA-a*,
o*_ o-I 

-t 
.

Substituting into equations (6.16), (6.18),

terms are:

:_sR:s 
)

- -ap: a ,

(6.46)

(6.21) and (6.24), the non-vanishing

sL

a7
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At A : 0, aA - o"f t[2P, and the requirement that o¿ 1 r}-a gives ø¿¡ ( 0.87 mT,

corresponding to os 17.8 x 10-3 deg., where o¿ ate standard deviations of respec-

tive distributions of the random variation of the variables.

The holding field strength as read by the Haii probes 'vr/as stable to better

than t0.3 mT during data taking, implying 6(LA) ( 7 x 10-5.

(Z) Relative Position of Target and Holding Field to the Symmetry Axis

Deviations in the target cell position and/or the holding field with respect to

the symmetry axis (the nominal pivot axis of the detection system) caused shifts

between the actual scattering angies and those measured by the deflected proton

tracks. The main contribution to the resultant angular deviations was the differ-

ent / È ' ¿i which protons experienced due to the shift in the holding fietd. As

such, shifts in the target position had an effect similar to shifts in the holding field.

A lateral displacement of the target or the holding fieid by 6u would cause

the line integral of the field, / È.¿i, seen by the recoil protons to be increased on

one side and decreased on the other side of the beam axis. The protons detected

at a nominal angle d on either side of the beam were actuaily emitted at a slightly

larger or smalier angle depending on the holding field direction and the direction

of the displacement. If the holding field direction was vertically up and the dis-

placement was towards the left by ór, recoil protons were deflected to ihe right

and those on the physicai right side experienced less magnetic field than those on

the physical left side. If the protons \Mere detected at an angle d in both the phys-

ical left and right side detectors, the left side protons originated from d t L,0 + æ

and the right side protons originated from 0 - L0 + 60, where Ad is the nominal
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deflection angle due to the holding field (if there .Ã/as no error in the holding field)

and 60 is the error in the deflection angle due to the displacement. Both the left

and right proton angles would be shifted by the same amount ád with the same

sign due to the holding field displacement.

A vertical displacement 6y of the target would change the magnetic field

through which the recoil protons passed; the iine integral of the fie1d changing

Av (& ¡ Ë'aipy, would cause a rotation of the angle scaie. Its effect would be

similar to an error in the holding field strength.

A longitudinai displacement 6z would have a similar effect to a displace-

ment 6y. The recoil protons wou-ld experience a different holding field, á(/ Ë .ai¡,
dependent on the direction of the shift (in the upstream or downstream directions).

The position of the target cell was determined to within *1.0 mm from X-ray

photographs of the FST taken at least once per data taking period. The hoiding

fie1d spatial distribution was obtained from field. mapping done twice during the

course of the experiment.

(a) Fixed error in the FST position:

Assume the target shifted to one side by ór. Protons to one side would pass on

average through a larger [ Ë ' ai "d be bent through a larger angle, and those to

the other side would pass through a small er [ È - d,i and be deflected by a smaller

angle. The errors can be written as:

I

-ùR
¿sL: sz
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Substituting into equations (6.16), (6.18), (6.2I)

terms are:

6A*"o"ur.¿ - o,.

The parameter a can be estimated from:

+--LaL: at - aã: aR: a,

Pi:P-:P.

aA a0a: * *òr'

60 ru 9!B,.irrd , 180á", 
orpc '17

* N 9ÊB""ino,. 1!9,
Or pc 7T

(6.48)

and (6.24), the non-vanishing

(6.4e)

(6.50)

For a fixed ár, holding field B, and recoil protons at an angle 0 and deflected by

Ad, the change of. L0,60,in deflection by the field due to the displacement is:

(6.51)

where 0.3 is a constant with proper dimension for protons (with charge e), pcis the

momentum in MeV, 6d in deg., Bo in T and 6r in rum; pc - 476 MeV at 0p : 5Bo

and Bo : 0.22 T at the center of the FST. The change in the magnetic field de-

flection can be determined to find that ô01ðr - 6 x 10-3 deg/mm at 0, - gJo

and with aAlae - -0.027 d"g-t, to be given by 6A - 1.6 x10-46r. Therefore,

6z should be kept less than 0.6 mm. Note that these errors are the same for the

An and Ao measurements, and the estimates represent an upper limit.

For a fixed vertical displacement 6a, [ È. d/-changes by the same amount for

protons scattered to the left and to the right and gives a resuit similar to that for

a fixed error in the setting of the holding field:

6A*"o"u,,d. =|fffilut,
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For 6A- 10-4, 60 - 0.5o gives á [ E . dlof < 0.018 Tm which is about 30% of the

total / È ' ¿i of about 0.04 Tm. The allowable 69r depends on the uniformity of

the holding fieid.

For a longitudinal displacement 62, the effect is similar to a vertical displace-

ment. In order to keep ád within 0.5 deg., the allowable displacement depends on

the holding field distribution.

Both fixed vertical and longitudinal dispiacements were not very critical to

the experiment, giving for a substantial displacement from the nominal position

(i.e., a few mm), the errors in 6A as well as á(4,4) below the 10-a level.

(b) Spin-correlated changes in the FST position:

If. 6r changed sign with polarization direction reversals:

+-JSL:-SL-S,R:-SÃ:S:

+++aL:ah:s,', al:an:& ,

Pt:P-:P.

Then the non-vanishing error term is:

(6.53)

6A^.o"ur"d. ñ
ae'*a

a+ia- r.aAao aAao
2 N 

,læuôr-+æa-6-

(6.54)

-l+!rffi)(fft.l', (6bb)

where a2ilae2:7.6 x 10-4 deg2 (lab) andô01õx - 6 x 10-3 deg/mmis given

by Eq. (6.51). This effect is very small and is not critical. The target lateral

displacement should be kept within a reasonable range (i.e., a few mm).
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A 6y displacement changing with polarization direction gives:

(6.56)

6A,n"o"u,"d = ; (6.b7)

Analogous to an error in the holding field strength (b), this requir es 60 1 1.3 x 10-3

deg. for á(AA) I tO-n. Since

(6.58)

where A,0 - 1.5' is the average deflection angle, one finds that to keep áA - 10-4,

áy should be kept 1 mm and â(/ Ê . aï¡¡ay < 0.08b Tm/mm.

For a iongitudinal displacement correlated with polarizationdirection changes,

the effect is similar to a holding field strength error correlated with poiarizatjon

direction changes. 6z can be estimated as follows:

L0 .A r + -ò0:- --..(^ lB.dI\.6u.
lB'dl'daJ / ¿)

60 :6U E .di)
Lo ¡8.¿i ) (6.5e)

where Ad and 60 arc the proton bending angle and the error in the bending angle,

respectively. To keep á,4. ( 10-n, ód shouid be < 1.3 x 10-3 degrees. At 0:58o,
A,0 - 1.5o and for a longitudinal displacement, ó(/ É.ai¡ - Bo.6zcos0. substi-

tuting into the above equation, áz shouid be kept within 0.26 mm. Again, there is

no reason why a longitudinai displacement could occur when the FST polarization

direction was reversed.
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(c) Random changes in the FST position:

For a random ór:

l
ðL

af

p+

+:s':
a

:gt,

-P,

ù¿-ùR-ò )

aL: úR- o' ,

I

- ùl?

f

- o.h

_D-
-f

o¡N

ða

ôr

and

(6.60)

(6.61)

(6.62)

6 A*"o"ur.d. :
Ia'la I...".:

t/z2

ôa
a ur ¡ot
aA a0.

oAt

00. 0r

-1.6 x

- -0.027 x 6 x 10-3 mm-1

10-a mm-l .

For 6,4 - 10-n, ø, ( 0.9 mm. Note that the sign of \af 0r can be reversed by

reversing the holding field, and therefore these errors r,¡/ere cancelled when data

with different holding field directions were combined.

For a random vertical displacement, to keep 6,4. ( 10-r, áy should be kept

within 1 mm. Similarly, random longitudinal displacements should be kept to less

than 0.37 mm.

(s) Relative orientation of Holding Field and Target Symmetry Axes

The following errors cancel if the neutron beam and the hoiding field were

symmetric about the target median plane. If the holding field was relatively uni-

form in the vertical direction at the position of the target, the main effects of a

tilt of the holding field axis with respect to the target vertical axis would have

been to displace the axis of the field from the source of protons and to modify the
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I B ' dl along the proton path. The effect was zero to first ord.er at the center of

the target. The vertical component of the holding field changes with the tilt of the

field. It is the same effect as a change in the holding field strength. The following

estimates are for a point 20 mm above the median plane of the target. For a tilt
angle of 1.0o, the change in the vertical holding field strength is B.(7 - cos1.0o) :
0.033 mT, which is not significant.

(a) Fixed errors in the holding field direction:

For a fixed tilt of.65, i.e., to the right, the / Ê-¿it"t protons emitted to the ieft

wouid decrease by - Bo'20tan6þ ' siná at a point 20 mm above the median plane

of the target and would increase by the same amount for protons emitted to the

right (approximately a path length change of (20taná þ . sinl) in the field of B,).

The effect would be the same as for a fixed displacement 6r of the holding fietd

with respect to the target, where 6r:2\tanál. For 6A:r}-a,6r should be ( 1

mm, giving 6ó < 2.8'. For a fixed 6$ to the downstream (or upstream), the effect

v/as as for a fixed á/ of the holding field, where 6l :20tan6S. As has been shown

earlier for a fixed displacement, a fixed tilt is not critical.

(b) Spin-correlated changes in the hoiding field direction:

L 6Ó to the right (or left) correlated with polarization d.irection has the same

effect as a correlated displacement 6r of the holding field, where 6r - 20tan6S.

Following the same evaluation of.6r,for 6A ( 10-n, 6ó <2.g..If a displacement

6þ to the downstream direction was correlated with spin, the effect is the same as

f.or a 61, where 6I : 2\tanól. For 6A : I0-4, 6l < 0.26 mm and 6ó < 0.74.

(c) Random changes in the holding field direction:
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A random 6þ ro the right corresponds to a random 6x : 20lar,6þ, 6r ( 1.0 mm

(corresponding to 6A < 10-n), giving 6ó < 8.r". A random ó/ downstream corre-

sponds to a random 6I : 20tan6þ, ó/ < 0.87 mm, givin g 6þ < I.0".

The angle ó/ was kept to within O.bo during the experiment, implying

ó(AA)(5x10-5.

6.2.4 Beam or Target Polarization

(1) Inequality of Up and Down Polarizations

If the beam or target polarization differed in magnitude between up and

down states as P* : P r a, then from equation (6.24) , 6An,o : A3az + 2p2A5d2.

At A : 0, 6An* : 0 and therefore ó(AA) : 0. At ihe iimits of the detection

apparatus, the analyzing powers approach a value of A:0.2 . Taking the difference

in up and down beam or target polarization states as large as 0.1 (that is, a : 0.0b),

6(4,4) - $An,p :2 x 10-5, which is negligible.

(Z) Incorrect Spin Precession of the Polarized Beam

Any residual proton polarization perpendicular to the horizontal plane re-

maining after the proton spin precession (by JANIS) could only result in a con-

tribution to the neutron polarization also perpendicular to the horizontal plane.

Such a neutron polarization component, which was rotated into the beam axis

by ihe dipole magnet BONNIE, could not in itself result in a false asymmetry.

However, an error in the proton spin precession leaving a residual vertical com-

ponent coupled with an error in the neutron spin precession could cause an erïor

in the measured asymmetry. Assuming an error in both the proton and. neutron

spin precession of tþ, : 5o and Iþn :5o, there would exist an additional vertical
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component to the neutron polarization at the FST which would change sign with

proton beam polarizatio" (P") direction reversals as:

(6.63)

The Wolfenstein polarization transfer parameter D¡equals + 0.281, and the polar_

izaiion, equal to the anaryzing po',¡/er, is given by p : A - _0.07. The resultant

extra component to the neutron vertical polarization is exceedingly small (< I%).

It has been shown earlier that a difference in the up and down polarizations con-

tributes nothing (at A: 0) or very little (2 x 10-5, a'ü/ay from the zero-crossing

angle) to a false asymmetry if lP+ - P- I < 0.1.

(S) Residual Neutron Polarization at the polarized FST

Spurious neutron polarization of the "unpolarized" neutron beam could cor-

relate with the FST polarization. The major neutron polarization component at

the FST iocation for an "unpolarized" beam was:

lPn,"l = 0.07, (6.64)

as discussed in chapter 3. There could be a small component of pn,o d¡¿e to an

error in the spin precession (the BONNIE setting):

Pn,s i Pn,rsintþn, (6.65)

where 1þn:5o is the assumed error in the spin precession. Pn," was rotated in the

horizontal plane by the FST hotding field, and a component p,,,, arose:

Pn,, 1 Pn,rsintþ¡¡ ,, (6.66)

where 1Þn¡ is the rotation angle of the neutron polarization in the horizontal plane

due to the FST holding field. Spin correlation parameters (Fig. 6.r), cEa, c,,, c,,

n a* _ (P +. Dflpsintþ) 
,t)rn - T+ Aãr"i"rþ¡st',l2n '
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¿rnd Cæ) as well as An could contribute to a false asymmetry. The unwanted neu-

tron poiarization component Pn,. changes sign when the BONNIE field is reversed

as does Pn,,. The following estimates of the systematic errors represent the upper

limits. These errors were partially cancelied when the BONNIE field was reversed.

(1) Consider the parameters An and Cno. The polarized target state (Ao rnea-

surement) left and right count rates would ( after dropping common factors ) be

proportional to:

af : p*,"(* r Cor) ,

afi : ,,,"(* _ coo) ,

a' : P^,"e**coo)

ap: pn,o(_*_rr,

Adopting the usual notation of (6.21),

L+ x_ (r + p,,oAn * po,nAo * pn,npo,oCoo) 
,

-R+ o< (! - Pn,uAn - Po,oAr l Pn,oPo,oCoo) ,

L- x (I + Pr,lAn - Po,nAo - Pn,opo,ocno¡ ,,

-R- o< (1 - Pr,uAn I Po,oAo - Pn,opo,ncor¡ .

6A:0 * O(a2)

784

(6.67)

The spin correlation parameter Coo does not change sign on the left and right sides

of the beam axis (i.e., it does not in itself cause a lefi-right asymmetry).

(a) Fixed neutron beam polarization (Pn,o) at the poiarized FST:

The effects of a frxed Pn,n can be seen by defining errors in the analyzing power:

(6.68)

(6.6e)
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This effect cancels out at least to second order and therefore contributes neither

to 6A nor to 6(LA) both at A : 0 and away from A : 0 at the level < 10-s.

(b) Spin-correlated neutron beam polarization (p.,0) at the polarized FST:

If one made the assumption that, Pn,o changed sign with spin flip at the polarized

FST,

a! : P,,"(* * coo) ,

afi : P^,"(+ - coo) ,t p,E

a" : -P,*(-* * coo) ,t P,a

ap : -P- ",(- 4t - ,= -fn'al- ,r" - cno) ', (6'70)

and hence 6A N Pn'o 
. A- - p- , p- A a (R 71\t ,;' An - Pn,sPr,oArCtt ' (6'71)

The spin correlation parameter Co, is equal to 0.2bb (8.:34T Mey,B4.2. Iab).

Assuming An :10-3 at Ap :0 , one finds 6,4o < 10-4. Since there rpas no similar

effect on the ,4-,, measurement, this results in the systematic error á(AA) < 10-n.

At A : 0.2, 6A: 1.0 x 10-3. However, for any BONNIE field settin g, pn,s does not l

change sign with FST polarization direction change. Therefore, this correlation is

unlikely to have occurred in the data.

(c) Random changes in the neutron beam polarization (P^,0) at the polarized FST:

If Pn,! varied randomly,

-! p+rAn-n,u\D -*Co,) 
't pra

I ,A-afi : P;"(# - Coo) ,
I pry

.Aa7 : p:"Cfr t Cnò ,
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(rR : PÌ"?* - Cno) ,

Þ+ Ð-. . A^6A ru (+ - p^sAp1ya) 
,2 'r,o

\ ,Ano¡ ru /;'(# - Pp,sApclr)or. ,y¿ tp,E

(6.72)

(6.73)

(6.74)

where oi are the standard deviations of the random variations of the variables
ui'. To keep oao : 10-a, standard deviation of the neutron beam poiariza-

tion op* should be less than 0.11 jf A, : 10-3 at the angle where A, : 0, or

given op.3 0.0052, 6Ao and 6(A.A) < 10-4. Away from the zero crossing angle,

e.9., at A : 0.2, cAo 0.14op., the standard deviation of the anaryzing power

6Ao :1.4 x 10-a for op^: 10-3.

(2) The residual longitudinal neutron beam polarization couid have been correlated

with a lateral FST polarization component by the parameter C,, when FST was

polarized. The lateral FST polarization could have been due to the non-vertical

holding field (i.e., tilt towards the left by 1.0"). The counts to the left and right

detectors with the FST polarized up or down can be expressed. as:

L+ x. (r + pp,lAp + pn,,pp,,C,,) 
,

.R+ c< (r - pe,aA, - pn,"po,,C,,) 
,

L- x (r - pe,sAe - pn,,p.p,,C,,) 
,

J?- x (71 Po,nA, I Pn,,Pp,,C",) . (6.75)

(a) Fixed errors in Pp,, and Pn,":

For a frxed Pr,, and Pn,,,, the effects could be expressed again in the errors of the

analyzing power:

-r-a1aT : at - aE: "^: pr*P",rPo,rc",
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Using equation (6.27),

(6.77)

where / is the tilt angle of the holding field setting and assumed to be < 1.0o.

With C,,:0.025 at J47 MeV and TSo c.rn.,6A =2.6 x 10-s. Away from

A : 0, at A : 0.2 or 1on : 55o , C,, - _,0.72, 6A - 1.5 x 10-a. These errors \Ã,.ere

partially cancelled when the BONNIE fietd direction was reversed.

(b) Spin-correlated errors in Pp," and pn,":

If þ or Pn,, were spin dependent,

6A: 
fir^,,ro,,c,, 

: Pn,,C,,tanþ ,,

T
aL

a"

-oÅ.: a+ : Pn,"Crrtanþ ,

-aÃ.: a- : -Pn,rC"rtanþ . (6.78)

Substituting into equation (6.2I),

6A: PA. Pr,"tanóC", : 0 at A: 0

(c) Random changes in Pp,, and Pn,":

For random / and Pn,,, at A : 0, á,4, < 10-5. Away from A : 0,

However, both at A : 0 and away from A : 0, these errors would

cancelled when the BONNIE field direction was reversed.

(6.7e)

6A < 70-4.

be partially

(3) other spin correlation parameters, C,, and C,,, could have contributed to

the systematic errors in á(AA) In considering the effects of C,,, a comparison to

the C,, contribution can be made since C,, : C,, (charge symmetry!). Here,

Pn,, 1 0.07Pn,, (the holding field rotates the residual neutron polarizatioî Pn,,

Iry 4 and sin4' : 0.07) and Pp,, : Po,osinS, pn,rpo,, 1 pn,"pp,r, for an assumed
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1.0" tilt of the holding field (either towards the x or z axes), C,, con|ributes at

least a factor of 74less than the contribution of C,,. C,,has similar shape and

magnitude to C,, (see Fig. 6.1) and couples to Pn,, and P,p,,.Following the same

argument as used for Cr", C* contnbutes at least a factor of 2 1ess than C, does.

Thus, with the use of the two dipole magnets to precess the neutron spin to

the vertical direction, and the reversal of the BONNIE fieid direction, the spin cor-

relation parameters as well as the analyzing power A^ dið,not cause non-negiigible

errors to AA; at A :0, á(4r4.) S tO-t and away from the zero-crossing angle,

6(LA) I ro-n.

6.2.5 Misalignment of Apparatus

Since the experiment used a mirror symmetric detection system, a small

misalignment of the detectors wou-ld cause erïors in An and Ap,, but the effect on

AA would be cancelled to first order if the misalignment was the same for the two

measurements. If the apparatus was misaiigned with respect to a nominal angle á

by'

0*tþr,

0+tþn, (6.80)

Then the errorswhere tþ7,p are the errors in the left and right angles, respectively.

due to the misalignment would have been:

0¡

0p
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a+R : ,þnA' + úzRA" 12 ,

Ð+ D-- DI _ I ¿I .

Substituting into equations (6.16), (6.18), (6.21) and (6.24), the

terms are:

6A: ïnr, + ún) . A' + (,þ? + ,þ,^) . {j2r'
Assuming the errors were random,

o(0 i 6): o(0) + o'Q).6 +)o"(0).6' +...

(6.83)

To keep 6A - t0-4 (the analyzing power), r/ should be kept within 0.01,. The

error in á(4,4) is canceiled at least to second order. If second order terms were

considered, then wiih 1,4"1 ( 3 x 10-3 deg-2 and ó(aA) ( 10-n, throughout

the angular range for a misaiignment of 0.1". The proton and neutron detection

systems were located to an accuracy of better than f0.03o and +0.05" (absolute

angle scale), respectively, during the experiment, hence, á(4,4) < 10-4 due to this

effect.

6.2.6 Multiple Scattering

X4ultiple scattering smeared the angles of the recoil protons emerging from

the target' Assuming that the multiple scattering had a Gaussian distribution,

the effective differentiai cross-section given by:

o@):# l"ft¡6)e-6"/6""¿5. (6.84)

The parameter 66 was related to the magnitude of muitiple scattering by

6s : \,/2o,*,. o(0) anð, A(g) couid be expand.ed as a function of. 0 as,

(6.s1)

non-vanishing

(6.s2)
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Substituting into Eq. (6.8a) and integrating, the effective differentiai cross-section

is given by:

o(0):o(0)+o"(e)f . ..0(6:) (6.86)

The unsmeared differential cross-section for polarized beam is o7,p: a(r + pA),

the plus sign being for scattering to the left, and the minus for scattering to the

right, hence:

d'ot,n
Ë : o"(7 + PA) +2Po'A' *. PoA" , (6.g2)

oL,R : ø(i t pA) +lo,,(tt pA) +2potA, t poA,,ll. .. 0(6:) .

(6.s8)

For spin up and down states the count rates are:

tr+ o( o(r * pA) + [o"(t + pA) + 2po,A, I poA,,l 
nt 

* ...o(u:) ,

¿+ o( o(r - pA) + Lo,,(r - pA) - 2po,A, - poA,,ll * ...Or:, ,

L- o( o(r - pA) + lo,,(t - pA) - 2po,A, - poA,,lf * ..oçui¡ ,

R- o( ø(1 + pA) +1o,,(r-t pA) +2po,A, { poA,,)l * ...oU.l) . (6.89)

Absorbing the multiple scattering terms in the analyzing porü/er eïrors,

af : # urÐ +2:'! * o,,]l ,

nt : ,_o" (7 - PAìr 2o'A' ,q63-R: o P ' o '"J4)
or : , _o" (7 - P A\ 2ot A' 0,q63*L: - o P ' o t"J4 )

,o" (r + pAì} 2o,A, .u63úR: t;T+ a +A^Ji (6.e0)

Inserting the above results into the expression (6.2r), one obtains

6A,n"o"u,"d,=l:o+2:'! *o,,ll (6.91)
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Near the zero-crossing angle, A' : _0.02T deg-L,1A,,1 <7.6 x 10-4 d"g-r, o :6.!
mb/sr (lab), and o' : -0.36 mb/sr.deg (Iab). Assuming óo : 1.0 deg (: ,,/ùo,,n")

and substituting these parameters into (6.91), one obtains 6A : T x !0-a when

A:0 . Since 6An: 6Ae, 6(LA) : 0, and the above estimate should be regarded

as an upper limit.

6.2.7 Neutron Detection Efficiency Stability

The neutron detection efficiency depended on the hardware and software

thresholds and the photomultiplier gains. A higher threshold on the neutron de-

tectors effectively discriminated against a percentage of otherwise detectable np

pairs.

(a) Fixed errors in the neutron detection efficiency:

If the efrciency of a left and right neutron bar increased. or decreased by a fixed

specific percentage áe, it had no effect on 6A (6.1S).

(b) Spin-correlated efficiency changes:

If the error in efficiency is assumed to be correlated. with polarization direction,

6rI - 6efi: 6rn - 6e" : 25.. , (6.e2)

then using (6.18),

6e
òA*"o"ur"d. - p ,

This could only have happened for the polarized target runs, since the polarization

direction reversal of the target was far less often than the polarization direction

reversal of the beam. For P : 0.8 and keeping 6A < 10-4, the efficiency change,

e, should be kept under 8 x 10-5.

(6.e3)
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(c) Random changes in the efficiency:

If the efficiency changed randomly as the experiment progressed:

oe
ãtN-

\/Z\/ Np . (6.e4)

where N : 8 is the number of discriminators on each main neutron detector array.

For P : 0.8 and keeping 6A < 10-4, the efficiency change, e, should be kept under

3.2 x I0-4.

The neutron detection efficiency could change due to the photomultipiier

gain shifts. Estimates of 6e could be made based on results from the experiment.

The experiment had neutron software cuts at roughly 1.1 MeV eiectron equivalent

(MeVee)' At this energy, the neutron bar efficiency changes with respect to the

energy threshold by -0.017 lMeY. The absolute efficiency of the neutron bars for

the experiment was about 30%. To keep á,4. ( 10-n, changes in efficiency should

be kept within *3.2 x 10-a. Therefore the software cuts at 1.1 MeVee must not

change by more than 0.019 À4eVee , or 7.7T0. Since changes in software threshold

were directly proportional to photomultiplier gains, an equivalent condition to

the stability of thresholds ro t7.7% was that photomultiplier gains should also

be kept to within +7.7%. This was achieved by matching the gain by software

with the button event ADC signals. The gain was matched to better than 1 ADC

channel out of 350, 500 and 500 ADC channeis for the front, rear and. vertical bars,

respectively. This is much better than 7.7% as required. These particular ADC

values was chosen to keep the ratio of the ADC values to be the same as the ratio

of the energies deposited in the respective bars by charged particles.
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6.2.8 Background

(f) Polarized Neutron Beam

Let f be the fraction of target nuclei which could cause quasifree scattering

of differential cross-section ø¡. If the analyzing power for the background was ø6,

the total count rates for a polarized neutron beam run .were:

tr+ o( "(I + PA) + f "u(I + Pau) ,

P+ o( 
"(7 - PA) + f "t(I - Paa) ,

L- o( "(t - PA) + Í"u(I - Pou) ,

R- o( o(7 * PA) + f "t(I * 
pa6) 

. (6.e5)

Adopting the notation (6.19), the effect of the background can be simulated by

errors in the np analyzing porü¡er:

^+ f o¡,-o,L : ãQ I Pau) ,

afi : -ftf, - pau) 
,

a" : -frr, - pot) 
,

a^ : *f, i Pau) .ro

Then, substituting the above to equation (6.21):

6An-fob.o,b
t

(6.e6)

(6.e7)

(a) Fixed ratio of the background contribution:

For a constant background, to keep the effects on 6A due to the background to be

within t10-4, the ratio of background counts to real np elastic counts muitiplied

by the background asymmetry must be kept within +10-4. An upper limit on the

uncertainty in the ratio of background to real np elastic events would be x I%. If
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the 12C(n,rp)178 background analyzing pov¡er is estimated to be within +0.010,

inserting these values into equation (6.97) results ir 6A. - 10-a.

(b) Spin-correlated changes in the ratio of the background contribution:

If the intensity / of the background were spin dependent:

6A*"o"u,"d. = au\ (/+ t /-) 
(6.9g)

2

(c) Random changes in the ratio of the background contribution:

If the intensity / of the background varied randomly:

6A*,o"u,"d.-ou? + (6.99)o \/z
There are no reasons why situations (b) and (c) should have occurred. However,

a similar effect could arise when the background'was corrected for the data.

For uncertainties of both the ratio and the analyzing po\Mer of the background

contribution less than *0.01, the error contribution due to the background wouid

be beiow the 10-a level.

(2) Polarized Proton Target

A background merely served to lessen the asymmetry since the contents of

the target other than H couid not have been polarized. However, the effect of the

background in the polarized target runs r,¡/as to dilute the asymmetry. The count

rates were:

L+ o( o(7-tPA)+fou,

¿+ c( o(7-PA)-tfoø,

L- o( o(l-PA)+foa,

R- o( ø(1 + PA) -f f ou . (6.100)
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Using the notation of equation (6.19),

of,:-.oÈ---ø¡-aÃ.:i ? (6.101)

(a) Fixed ratio of the background contribution:

For fixed background,

6A^"o"u,"d.- A.9f : A., ,o (6.102)

where r is the ratio of the background contribution to the foreground in the yields.

6A^"o"u,"d.:0 at A:0, andawayfromA :0, Aø: Acpl(I-r) and 6A- A.6r
(where 6r is the uncertainty of. r in the correction for the background).

(b) Spin-correlated changes in the ratio of the background contribution:

If / depended on spin, 6A^"o"u,"¿ a0 at A : 0.

(c) Random changes in the ratio of the background contribution:

For a random f , o¿.: 0 at A -- 0.

The background did not cause an error in Ao at the zero-crossing angle and

caused an error proportionalto A away from the zero-crossing angle.

A summary of these estimates of the systematic errors as discussed above is

listed in table 6.1.
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Table 6.7: Surnmary of tl¿e estimates of the systematic errors í,n the d,i,fference of

the analyzing powers frorn tlte sgstern qtørarneters.

Sources of

Systematic errors

Assumed

Parameters

Contribution to

6(^A)

Experimental

Parameters á(^á)
Proton beam

energy shift

óE = 0.1 MeV 7 x 10-5 0.038 MeV 3 x 10-5

Proton beam spot

shift at LD2 harget

þ+ - x-l

= 0.5 mm

2 x I}-a 0.03 mm 1 x 10-5

Proton beam angle

modulation

l0+ _ 0-l

= 0.10

1.6 x 10-a 0.0050 1 x 10-5

.LD2 density stability áp = 0.01 El"^-" 1.1 x 10-a 0.0005 g/" -t < 10-5

Irreproducibility of

holding field (HF)

únl = 0'25 mT 6 x 10-5 < 0.3 mT <7x10-5

Ar of FST wrt HF Ar = 1 ¡¡¡¡ 5 x 10-5 0.5 mm 3 x 10-5

Inequality of

up/down polarization

lP+ _ P-l

=0.1

0 at A:0

2 x 10-5 at A=0.2

< 0.05 0

S to-u

Ppb"o* Precession 61þp = 5o < 10-4 -3o < 10-4

Pnb"o^ precession 6{)n = 5o ( 1o-+ Èó' < 10-4

HF rilr lç)= lo (1x10-a < 0.50 <5x10-5
Residual P.

on polarized FST

lP"l = 0.07

tþ=5o,ó=f
StO-uatA=0

I t0-+ at A = 0.2

'þ - 3o,

Ó = 0.5o

10- 5

10-4

Misalignment

of detectors

l0t-0nl=0.1o < 10-4 0.03' < 10-4

Multiple scattering

in FST

0r*, = 0.7o ó(^,4) < 10-5 < 0.70 < 10-5

Neutron detector

instability

l% gain shift 6 x 10-5 < 0.3% (2x10-5

Background lTo,

11¡l = o.or

I x 10-a 7To,

(-4t7) x 1o-a

2.8 x 10-a
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6.3 Tests of Systematic Errors in The Data

Analysis

Various tests were applied to the data to test for systematic errors. These

tests included different y2 cuts, different neutron bar software thresholds, an¿

fitting the asymmetry curves for different angular ranges. The foilowing sections

give a summary of the results of these tests as weil as other contributions to

systematic errors including the background and effective neutron beam energy

difference corrections. The mean and the error of the resuits with different cuts

were calcuiated as:

L0" (6.103)

(6.104)ó(apo) :

where N is the number of cuts applied.

6.3.1 Different ¡2 Tests

After applying the corrections for the background and the effective average

neutron beam energy difference to the data, the results ofthe zero-crossing angles

and their differences with different y2 cuts are shown in table 6.2 and tabie 6.3.

It was noticed that the results wilh yz ( 5 were aimost two standard devia-

tions away from the other results and showed bias in the data. This was primarily

caused by the two ends of the detection angular range. At large recoii proton

angles (small neutron angles), the large multiple scattering and the holding field

deflection of the low energy protons caused. the standard deviations (o's) of the

kinematic variable distributions increase significantly, and oniy partial distribu-

D(L?",i - 
^.0.),JÑ=
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Table 6.2: zero-crossing angles of A, and, A, after the corrections.

Table 6.3: Difference of the zero-crossing angles after the corcections.

Cuts February 1993 August 1992 Total

ADC > 20 L0.^ L0",n L0.

Xzu* { I0 0.490" + 0.076. 0.439o + 0.091" 0.464" + 0.056"

X'u { 15 0.373'+ 0.074" 0.413' +.0.077" 0.393" + 0.053"

X'"urn { 20 0.3ggo + 0.073" 0.4030 + 0.077. 0.4010 + 0.053"

x7 <5 0.5950 + 0.079" 0.539o + 0.093" 0.567" + 0.057"

x? < 7.5 0.4570 +0.074. 0.4500 + 0.078" 0.4530 + 0.054"

x? <e 0.4280 + 0.0740 0.4400 + 0.0780 0.4340 + 0.054"

Cuts February 1993 August 1992

ADC > 20 e.*(An = 0) o"r"(Ae:0) o.*(An = 0) 0"*(Ap = 0)

X\rr, < 10 72.967" + 0.056" 72.477" + 0.051" 72.838'+ 0.059" 72.399" + 0.055"

X2"urn 1 75 72.999. + 0.053. 72.626. + 0.051" 72.9440 f 0.056" 72.537" + 0.053"

X2"u_. { 20 73.0510 + 0.052" 72.6520 + 0.051" 73.0L70 + 0.055" 72.6740 + 0.054.

x7 <5 72.grg" + 0.059" 72.324" + 0.053. 72.857'+ 0.061" 72.372. + 0.056"

x7 < 7.5 72.967'+ 0.054. 72.504. + 0.051" 72.g8g" + 0.057" 72.439" + 0.054"

x7 <e 72.967" + 0.053" 72.539" + 0.051. 72.9270 + 0.0560 72.497" + 0.054"
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tions were observed due to the physical cutoff in the detector geometry. These

effects caused large uncertainties in the o's determined from the d.ata, which in

turn were used to calculate the y2 for the events, and, therefore, errors in the

y2 calculations were introduced. The angular range corresponding to the large

neutron angles (small proton angles) r¡/as covered by the "new" neutron bars. The

"new" neutron bars were set up vertically and therefore had different angular res-

olution compared to the main neutron arrays. Since the "new" neutron bars had

only very limited angular coverage on one side (determined by ihe coincident pro-

ton geometrical acceptance and the holding field distortion), only part of the error

distributions rÃ/ere observed, and therefore the experimentally determined o and

y2 had larger uncertainties. These uncertainties (at both large and small angles)

caused bias of the data when tight cuts were applied. Comparing the individ ual yl
cuts to the y2"u* cuts, similar statistically significant samples can be selected when

matched values are chosen. However, when the individual yl cuts are applied, they

strictly require each individual variable to be within the statisticai ranges. The

y2"u cuts, on the other hand, oniy require the combination of the four variables

to be within the the statistical range. Therefore, the y2"** cuts do not have the

same strict conditions as the individual yl cttts even though they can both give

the same statisticai significance. The y!,^ cuts were considered to be superior

to the individual y2 cuts given the uncertainties of the ø's as discussed above.

The results of. y2 ( 5 were excluded from the calculation of the final results and

systematic errors. The systematic error as indicated by the different ¡2 cuts is:

6(AP,) : t0.031'
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6-3.2 Different Neutron Bar software Thresholds

As discussed in the last section, neutron detection efficiency could change

with different hardware and software thresholds. After hardware (online during

data taking) and then software (in the data analysis) gain matching of the neutron

bar ADC signals, different software thresholds were applied to the data to study

the systematic errors associated with the neutron bar efficiency. The results of the

zero-crossing angle differences are listed in tabie 6.4. The systematic error limit

from the different software thresholds is:

6(A'e"): f0.028'

Table 6.4: Dependence of the d,ifference in the zero-crossi,ng angles on the neutron

bar software threshold.

Cuts FBB93 AUG92 Total

x2"u^ 110, Nbar ADC > 0 0.432'+ 0.075" 0.413'+ 0.079" 0.423'+ 0.054"

X?u* 410, Nbar ADC > 1b 0.4400 + 0.076" 0.4220 + 0.080" 0.4310 + 0.055.

x2,u 110, Nbar ADC > 20 0.490" t 0.076. 0.439o + 0.091" 0.464" + 0.056"

x?,,* < 10, Nbar ADC > 25 0.5160 + 0.076" 0.458o + 0.091" 0.4870 + 0.056"

x? < 7.5, Nbar ADC > 15 0.403" + 0.074. 0.432" + 0.078" 0.418" + 0.0540

X7 < 7.5, Nbar ADC > 20 0.457'+ 0.074" 0.450' + 0.079" 0.454" + 0.054"

X7 < 7.5, Nbar ADC > 2b 0.483" + 0.075" 0.4770 + 0.080" 0.4800 + 0.055"
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6.3.3 Different Angular Range Fits

Systematic errors were also studied by fitting the data with different angular

ranges. The zero-crossing angle differences from the different anguia,r ra¡.ge are

listed in tabie 6.5. The systematic error indicated from this test is:

6(LÉ"): t0.019'

Tabie 6.5: Difference of the zero-crossi,ng o,ngles for d,ifferent øngle ranges.

x? <7.5,53.4'< d < 86.9o 0.457'+.0.074" 0.450" + 0.079. 0.454" + 0.054"

x? <7.5,55.8o < o <84.9o 0.4470 + 0.079" 0.4340 + 0.094" 0.44I" + 0.057.

x7 <7.5,52.9. < o <82.9" 0.4110 + 0.083" 0.4740 + 0.099" 0.443" + 0.060"

6.3.4 Background

The error due to the background contribution'ñ¡as estimated from table b.b.

There were two possible sources of errors associated with background. contribu-

tion; one was the error in determining the ratio of the background contribution

to the elastic scattering events after the cuts, and the other source was the uncer-

tainty of the background analyzing porü¡er which is in table 5.b. The uncertainty

in determining the ratio of the background contribution to the eiastic scattering

events was estimaied by assuming that the errors in the ratio determination of the
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Cuts FEB93 AUG92 Total

x?u < 10,53.4" < d < g6.9o 0.490" + 0.076" 0.439o t 0.0810 0.4640 + 0.056.

x?.,n < 10, 5b.go < o < 94.9" 0.475" + 0.079" 0.443. + 0.085" 0.459o + 0.059"

x?. < 10,57.9o <o<92.9" 0.403" + 0.093. 0.417" + 0.090" 0.4100 + 0.061"



background contribution were 25% of the percentage determined (i.e., assuming

7% unceúainty out of a 4To background contribution). Combining these two fac-

tors, it was determined that the systematic errors associated with the background

subtraction and correction are:

6(L0"): t0.021' 6(A',4):2.8 x 10-4

6.3.5 Average Neutron Beam Energy Difference

The effective average beam energy difference for the polarized and unpolar-

ized neutron beam \Mas corrected with the result from Monte Carlo simulations as

discussed in Chapter 4. The systematic errors associated with this were estimated

by assuming that the correction was accurate to about 20% (upper limit) of the

total difference LE : 0.54 MeV, 6(/.E) : 0.11 MeV. Therefore, the systematic

errors on the zero-crossing angle difference and the difference of the analyzing

powers are:

6(A'É"): t0.005" ó(AA) :0.7 x 10-4

A summary of the different contributions to the systematic errors as discussed

above is listed in table 6.6.
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Table 6.6: Sumrnary of t'lt'e systemat'ic errors in the d,ifference of tlt,e zero-crossing

angles.

Item 6(L0")

Different Cuts 0.031"

Backgror:ld 0.021"

Nbar ADC cuts 0.029"

Different Fits 0.019"

Enb.o^ Correction 0.005'
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Chapter 7

Results and Discussions

Charge symmetry breaking effects have been measured with high precision

in np elastic scattering at 347 MeV. The experiment presented here measured the

difference of the zero-crossing angles L1o:0" (An-0) - 0" (Ao:g¡. The dif-

ference of the analyzir'g pot¡/ers at the zero-crossing angle, where <A(0) ):0, is

obtained from Ado by multiplying by the experimentally determined slope of the

analyzing po\Mer, dAf d0" . The shape of LAQ) is also extracted. The foilowing

are the results from the experiment:

(1) The difference of the center-of-mass zero-crossing angles of the analyzing pow-

ers:

L9. : 0",n(An-0) - 0" (Ar:g¡

: 0.438' + 0.054" (stat.) + 0.051' (syst.),

based on fi.ts of the measured asymmetry angular distributions over the angle

range 53.4' < 0.* 186.9' in the center-of-mass system. Above, the first error is

the statistical error and the second error is the systematic error which is obtained

as the quadrature sum of the different contributions (as discussed. in chapter 6).
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(2) The slope of the analyzingpo\î/er A, af, the center-of-mass zero-crossing angle:

dA^

Ë: (-1.35 + o.o5) x 1o-2 d"s-',

based on the least-squares fits of the asymmetry curves and the average proton

target (FST) polarization. The error here is dominated by the uncertainty in the

FST polarization and the estimated systematic errors from different cuts and the

background subtraction.

(3) Using the slope of the analyzing power Ao given above and assuming

d<A(O")>1d0" : dAoldg"*, the difference of the analyzing po\¡/ers at the zero-

crossing angle, where < A(0) ) : 0, is obtained:

^A 
: _o ñ:, or.

: [ 59 + 7 (stat.) t7 (syst.) !2(syst.) ] x 10-a;

here the first error is the statistical error ) the second error is the systematic error

and the third error is an additional systematic error due to the uncertainty in the

slope parameter dAf d0"*.

( ) The shape of the y'.AQ) is shown in Fig. 7.1. A X, : 1g.7 for a total of 10

points is obtained from frtting the experimental /.A(0) to the theoretical predic-

tions of Iqbal and Niskanen [28,241 by adjusting the value of c : 6(Lp l< p >) (see

equation 5.53). The constant c, so determined, equals -0.030 ;[ 0.01b. This value

of c is weli within the range of uncertainty of 6(Lp l< p >) (about +4.2%) which

follows frornPn : 67.2%+7.8% arrd.Po : T8.2%+2.2% or < p >= (P,+PòlZ :
67 .2% + I.4% and AP : Pn -Po : _I2.0% + 2.8%.
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nen's predictions [zfl. rhe d,iscrete "squøre" points are from the erperiment (,,raw,'

data) and tlte d,i,screte "asterisk" points are obtøined, from the yz mi,nimization be-

tween th'e erperimental d,ata and, theoretical predictions by aørying c of equøtion

(5.53)' TIte error bars on the erperimental data shown in tlte f,gure are statistical

errors only' The "star" point is the erperimental result at the zero-crossing angle;

the inner error bar is the stati,stical error and the outer error bar is tl¿e quad,rature

sum of th,e systematic ønd, statistical emors.
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(5) The zero-crossing angles of the analyzing pol.l/eïs and the analyzing pov/er

angular distributions at 347 MeY. These experimental results are of very high

precision and are presented in Appendix C. They improve on the np phase shift

analyses as well as the knowledge of the NN interaction.

The non-zero difference of the analyzing powers measured. in the present ex-

periment shows clear evidence of charge symmetry breaking and. represents the

largest effect (6 standard deviations from zero) among the available experimental

results on charge symmetry breaking in np elastic scattering. The results of the

experiment, the difference of the anaiyzing po'v\¡ers ( LA(0") ) and the shape of

the Á'A(0) in the angular range 53.4 < 0" 1 84.2o, agree well with the the_

oreticai predictions of lqbai and Niskanen 123,241 and Holzenkamp, Holinde and

Thomas [27] ( only LA(0") is compared, the shape of the LA(0) is not available)

which are based on meson exchange nucleon-nucieon potential models. Ãr J47

MeV, the photon exchange and the one pion exchange contributions together ac-

count for most of the anaiyzing por'¡/er difference at the zero-crossing angle. The

result of A,A at the zero-crossing angle differs from the electromagnetic contribu-

tion alone by four standard deviations, and therefore shows clear evidence of a

strong interaction contribution to CSB. The po - u mixing contribution crosses

zero at, the vicinity of the zero-crossing angles of the analyzing po',¡/ers, An and

Ap and therefore its contribution is small. However, the angular distribution of

LA(0) depends on the po - u mixing contribution. Therefore, an accurate deter-

mination of the angular distribution of LA@) gives information on the interesting

po - u mixing contribution which is of short range and is related to the up-down

quark masses difference [5,17]. In the present experiment, the determination of

the shape of LA(0) is limited by the larger systematic eïrors away from the zero-
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crossing angles and the inadequate knowledge of the absolute values of the beam

and target polarizations. The other contributions to /.A(0), which come from one

p exchange, 2tr exchange and indirect quark effects, are smail; the contribution

from 7 - zr exchange has not yet been calculated but is estimated to be small [b].

To date, charge symmetry breaking has been studied in np elastic scattering

at three different energies: at 477 Mev at TRIUMF [8], at 1g3 Mev at IUCF [21],

and, in the present experiment, at 347 MeV at TRIUMF. These high precision

experiments have established CSB in the NN interaction in an unambiguous v/ay.

Quantitative comparisons between the experimental data and theoretical predic-

tions have been made. The triptych in Fig. 7.2 shows the existing experimental

results in a comparison to the theoretical predictions by Iqbal and Niskanenl21,24l

(IN) and Holzenkamp, Holinde and Thomas l27l (HHT). The results show that

the effective parameterization of the nucleon-nucieon potential in terms of meson

exchanges gives quantitatively satisfactory predictions of experiment. It is quite

apparent that non-electromagnetic contributions have to be included in the the-

oretical predictions in order to agree with experiment. The contribution due to

the neutron-proton mass difference affecting one-pion exchange has been clearly

observed in both of the TRIUMF experiments. This second TRIUMF CSB ex-

periment has more than three times higher precision than the first experiment. It
shows more convincingly the quantitative agreement with the theoretical predic-

tions including the one-pion exchange contribution (an approximately four stan-

dard deviation effect). The theoretical predictions with on-shell po - a mixing

agree with all current available experimental results in this class of CSB, in par-

ticular, the on-shelI p'- r,.' mixing contribution has to be included to interpret the

IUCF experimental results (about a two standard. deviation effect). The contro-
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Figure 7.2: Summary of currently auøilable erperimental results on CSB in np

elastic scøttering cornpared, to the theoretical pred,icti,ons by lqbal and, Nislcanen [plJ
(IN) and' Holzenlcamp, Holind,e and, Thomas [27] (HHf) The inner (smaller) error

bars on the d'ata points reytresent the sto,ti,sti,cal errors alone a,nd, the outer (targer)

error bars represent the guødrature sum of the systematic and, statistical errors.

The horizontal lines are the aarious sumrned contributions obtained, by IN and,

HHT.
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versy regarding t'he po - ¿¿ mixing (the off-shell effect) remains to be settled. The

argument of the off-shell effect needs experimental support.

In order to untangle the different contributions to 4,4 and test the role of

po - u mixing, it is necessary to perform even higher precision experiments, mea-

suring not only the difference of the analyzing powers at the zero-crossing angle

but also the anguiar distribution of 4.A(0) over a wide angular and energy range.

Accurate determination of the angular distribution of LA@) with an absolute scale

requires precise knowledge of the polarization of beam and target and control of

systematic errors arvay from the zero-crossing angles. An optimum experimentai

energy should be sought to enhance the po - u contribution both to LA at the

zero-crossing angle as well as to the angular distribution of y'.A(0). Other classes of

CSB experiments can also provide information on the po - u mixing contribution.

The p' - ø mixing contribution is believed to account for most of the NN singlet

scattering length difference LII,72). The ongoing TRIUMF experiment to measure

a""l73l will hopefully shed light on the controveïsy of po -ø mixing. The off-shell

effect in meson mixing has also been investigated for the case of T - n mixing; a

similar effect as for po - a mixing v/as suggested [48,49]. Another TRIUMF csB

experiment which will measure the forward-backward asymmetry in the reaction

np --+ dro is a sensitive test of the n- - 17 mixing contribution, and therefore could

provide information on the on-shell versus off-shell treatments of zr - z7 meson mix-

ing [a7].

Further theoretical investigations of CSB are required to solve the po - a

mixing controversy (on-mass-she11 or off-mass-shell treatments), to evaluate the

7T - 7 exchange contribution, and to interpret in detait the current available ex-
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perimental results. The current theoretical evaluations of off-shell effects in meson

mixing have been criticizedprimarily for their theoretical imperfections, model de-

pendence and lack of underpinning experimental supporl ¡6,24i,. If off-shell effects

are significant, the current excelient agreement between the theoretical predictions

and the experimental results would be no longer valid, and therefore other con-

tributions must be sought. Further detailed studies of CSB in different systems

could provide moïe information on the underlying quark structure of the nucleon,

and therefore help to form a direct bridge between phenomenoiogicai NN potential

models represented by the meson exchange theory and the fundamental theory of

QCD describing the strong interaction.
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Appendix A

Delay Line Multiwire Chamber

Calibrations

To calculate the proton positions (x and y) ir the DLCs, as discussed in

Chapter 5, time differences of the timing signals from the opposite ends were

taken, and a time to distance conversion was obtained. from the known physical

pulser separations and their time differences. Since the relations between the delay

times and the lengths of the delay lines were not perfectly linear, a calibration of

the DLCs was needed in order to achieve higher position resolution. To calibrate

the spatial linearity of the DLCs, recoil protons were used to form the characteris-

tic "picket fence" image of the anode wires. The picket fence image corresponded

to an intrinsic resolution of * 1 mm for the direction perpendicular to the an-

ode wires since most ionizing events resulted in an avalanche around only a single

anode wire, with the impossibiliiy of distinguishing on which sid.e of the anode

wire the initial ionization occurred. Each group of four chambers (one on each

side, physical left or right) was placed as close together and as far away from the

target along the proton boom as possible, thus allowing for full and simultaneous

illumination of all the chambers by the recoil protons.
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The individual vertical anode wires were easily distinguishable in the hori-

zon!,aI time difference spectra, while the absolute spatial position of each anode

wire was known. A calibration table relating the centroid of each picket in TDC

channels to the absolute spatial position of the wire was constructed.

The vertical delay time difference spectra had no characteristic structure.

Their calibration was achieved by rotating the first and the third chambers of

each group by 90" about the proton detection telescope axis, thus putting the

picket fence coordinate in the vertical direction for half of chambers (as shown

in Fig. A'1). The picket fence structure and ray tracing through the appropriate

pair of chambers was used to calibrate the vertical deiay iines of the second pair

of chambers. Again, a calibration table was constructed. A local resolution of 0.7

mm FWHM was achieved in the vertical direction.

Calibrated
"picket fence" coordinate

Coordinate to be calibrated
by "picket fence,'

Figure A.I: DLCs in calibration mode. They were moued as close together and as

far awøy from the FST as possible along the boom and the fi,rst and, third, DLCs

rotøted, by 90 d,egree to calibrate tlte non-picket fence sid,e with the picket fence.

z z
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The non-linearity of a delay line would change if the pressure on the delay

line changes or if it is physically moved inside the chamber (with respect to the

cathode strips). A few of the DLCs (no more than two at a time) had to be

cleaned or repaired between the different data taking period.s because some DLCs

had "dirty" wires or broken windows. The non-linearity of the DLCs changed after

the necessary servicing and a nerv caiibration table was required. To re-calibrate

those DLCs, proton singles events, which did not require coincident neutrons to be

present, were used to "fully" illuminate the DLCs at their data taking locations (see

Chapter 3 and Chapter 5). This procedure was followed since the front pairs were

only partially illuminated by np elastic scattering events. Three other chambers

with no changes on the same side or at least one from each pair (froni and rear)

were used to re-calibrate the refurbished chamber. Reconstructed proton tracks

were used to re-calibrate the DLC following the same procedure used. in the originai

calibration mode. Here, no rotation of the chambers was needed because the other

chambers had been calibrated to the "picket fence" resolution (:E 1 mm) or better

(+0.7 mm for "non-picket fence" direction).
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Appendix B

Spin Precession M.gnets

Calibration

The precession magnet settings were fully calibrated in several test runs. The

calibrations of all three spin precession magnets (JANIS, CLYDE and BONNIE)

were made by varying the appropriate magnetic field strength and determining the

zero-crossing of both the left-right and down-up asymmetries at the neutron po-

larimeters. Precession curves of the neutron polarimeter asymmetries norm alized

by the incident proton polarimeter asymmetries versus the magnet excitations,

were fit to a function of the form:

D1t^\ - T(r*l)
ÍlIl: d.cos---ì--\ / --2(P+'Y)

with a, þ,'l u, free parameters. The quantity p conesponded to the zero-crossing

and therefore was the required fi.eld strength for the precession magnet. The offset

angle 7 (in units of kG) indicated the initial orientation of the polarization in the

plane of precession. Figure 8.1 shows the spin polarization compo¡.ents in differ-

ent directions and after each of the spin precession magnets or the LD2 target,

(a) JANIS, (b) the LD2 target, (") CLYDE, and (d) BONNIE when rhe magnets

(8.1)
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were properly calibrated and all the magnets were turned on.

To calibrate JANIS, BONNIE was turned offand CLYDE was set to the rlom-

inal (calculaied) value. The left-right asymmetries in the OLD neutron polarimeter

as a function of ihe JANIS excitation current ',¡/ere measured. Using this config-

uration (see figure 8.1) the OLD neutron polarimeter shouid have oniy measured

a small vertical component of polarizatíon due to the parameter P: -0.07 with

JANIS calibrated properly. Therefore, the zero-crossing in the left-right asym-

metry corresponded to the desired value with a smali error due to the parameter

P - -0.07. This error can be corrected with unpoiarized beam data. Figure 8.2(a)

shows the precession curve of JANIS with BONNIE off and CLYDE at its nominal

setting. The left-right asymmetries in both NEW and OLD neutron polarimeters

v/ere measured; small improper settings of CLYDE (field vertical) djd not affect

the zero-crossing of the JANIS asymmetry curve.

To calibraie CLYDE, BONNIE was turned off and JANIS was set for a 90o

rotation (rotation of the proton polarization from transverse vertical to transverse

horizontal) after the above calibration. The down-up asymmetry of the OLD neu-

tron polarimeter rÃ/as measured as a function of the CLYDE excitation current.

When CLYDE rü/as properly calibrated and set, the polarization should be rotated

into the longitudinal direction with a small vertical polarization component, but

no horizontal transverse direction polarization component as shown in Fig. 8.1

before the BONNIE magnet (d) Figure 8.2 (b) shows the precession curve of

CLYDE with BONNIE off and JANIS set for a 90' rotation. The zero-crossing

of the down-up asymmetry corresponded to the desired maximum longitudinal

polarization. The small vertical poiarization did not affect the result (down-up
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asymmetry).

The BONNIE magnet was calibrated both by the zero-crossing of the preces-

sion curve with CLYDE at its nominal setting and JANIS off and by the piateau

of the precession curve with all magnets on. When JANIS was off, the neutron

poiarization between the LD2 target and BONNIE should have only a vertical

component due to the Wolfenstein polarization parameter D¿ and parameter P.

The vertical field of CLYDE did not affect the vertical polarization. The vertical

polarization was rotated by the BONNIE field from the vertical direction to the

iongitudinal direction; therefore, a 90 degree rotation would correspond to zero

left-right asymmetry in the OLD neutron polarimeter. However, both D¿ and P

are rather small (D, : +0.231 and P : -0.07) requiring long data taking times

to obtain the required statistics. Therefore, the BONNIE magnet was also cali-

brated with both JANIS and CLYDE at their calibrated settings. When JANIS

and CLYDE were both turned on, a g0 degree rotation of polarization by BON-

NIE would correspond to the maximum left-right asymmetry in the OLD neutron

polarimeter with a small error due to the parameter P (causing a small vertical

component of vertical polarization before the BONNIE magnet). Therefore, the

plateau of the precession curve would correspond to the desired setting (a 90 de-

gree rotation) of the BONNIE magnet. Figure 8.2 (c) shows the precession curve

of BONNIE with all magnets on. In this case, a plateau in lefi-right asymmetry of

the OLD neutron polarimeter corresponded to the maximum vertical polarization.
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JANIS LD, Target CLYDE BONNIE

,l,lltï/ 'f tl/ tl/
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Down

Up

Down

sedBONNIE

Figure B.I: Schematic di,agrøm

o,t aarious locations (a) JANIS,

of the rotat,ions and d,irections

(b) the LD2 tarset, (r) CLYDE,
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Appendix C

Analyzing Power Attgular

Distributions and Zero-crossing

Angles

The average of the center-of-mass zero-crossing angles of the analyzing porvers

at 347 MeV has been measured with very high precision:

A 0"*(An:0) f 0",,(Ae:0)
vcm 

2

: 72.74" t 0.08'(súøt.) I}.IL"(syst.)

where the first error is the statistical error and the second. is the systematic error,

which is based on estimates of various uncertainties including the detector locations

(60.*: +0.05'), corrections for the holding field deflection (6e",*: +0.10,),

the uncertainty of the absolute proton beam energy ( 60" : :E0.0bo ) , and

various tests of the systematic errors (6e" : 
=E0.07o ). With the experimentally

determined difference of the zero-crossing angles (as presented in Chapter 7):

Á,0" : 0"^(An-0) - 0"^(Ae:0)

: 0.438" + 0.054" (stat.) + 0.0b1. (syst.),



thezero-crossing angles 0" (An:0) and 0. (Ao:0) can be determined with high

precision.

The experiment has also determined the analyzing po',¡/er angular distribu-

tions A, and Ao and the average zero-crossing angles of the analyzing powers with

very high accuracy at 347 MeV. Table C.1 shows the angular distributions of ,{,,

ar:'d Ao in about 2' center-of-mass angular bins. Each data point has a systematic

error of about 0.0020, which is an estimate based on the systematic errors of the

"absolute" zero-crossing angles. A scale error of 3.0Tofor the polarized beam data

An and 3'0To for the polarized target data Ao has been assigned to each data point

to account for the uncertainty of the respective polarization determination.

The experimentally determined slope of the analyzing por¡/er, the zero-crossing

angle and angular distributions of the analyzing powers can be used to enlarge the

phase shift analysis data base, and help to constrain phase shift analysis results.

This also improves on the understanding of the nucieon-nucleon interaction. It has

been demonstrated that finite differences of the zero-crossing angles due to CSB

are consistently present at different energies. In order to achieve higher accuracy

predictions (better than - +0.2") in phase shift analyses, it is necessary to sepa-

rate An and Ao in the data base.
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Table C.7: The analyzing pouers) Ao and An, at S/¡7 MeV. Each døta point l¿as a

systernatic error of about 0.0020 and scale emors of 3.0% on the ualue of A, and.

3.0% on the uøIue of An, respectiaely.

ANGLE (d"s.)

(.'-.)

Ap An

86.1 1

84.77

82.I3

80.15

78.17

76.20

74.24

72.28

70.33

68.38

66.44

64.50

62.57

60.65

58.73

56.81

54.90

53.56

-0.1643 + 0.0036

-0.1442 + 0.0032

-0.1181 + 0.0030

-0.0967 +0.0027

-0.0715 + 0.0023

-0.0486 + 0.0021

-0.0233 + 0.0020

-0.0004 + 0.0020

0.0291 + 0.0020

0.0550 + 0.0019

0.0871 + 0.0019

0.1088 + 0.0019

0.1376 + 0.0019

0.1655 + 0.0019

0.1934 + 0.0019

0.2207 + 0.0019

0.2436 + 0.0020

0.2450 + 0.0037

-0.1507 + 0.0038

-0.1317 + 0.0035

-0.1104 + 0.0033

-0.0937 + 0.0029

-0.0639 + 0.0025

-0.0444 t 0.0022

-0.0164 +0.0022

0.0092 + 0.0021

0.0323 + 0.0021

0.0642 + 0.0021

0.0896 + 0.0021

0.1186 + 0.0021

0.1493 + 0.0021

0.1759 + 0.0020

0.1975 + 0.0021

0.2248 + 0.0021

0.2434 + 0.0022

0.2544 + 0.0039
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i Appendix D

Event Structure

The data stream from the CAMAC crates was divided into seven event types:

o Scalar data (event iype 1)

o Neutron proflle monitor and polarimeter data (event type 2)

r Left or right np coincidence or button events (event type b)

o High voltage data (event type 11)

¡ FST data (event type 12)

¡ SEM data (event type 13)

o Magnets settings information (event type 14)

The left or right events of the np coincidence or the button events as well as the

different spin states of the beam were identified in the DCR unit. The DCR bit

map is also listed in table D.1.
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Bit First np DCR (LEFTDCR) Bit Second np DCR (RIGHTDCR)

0

1

2

Ðr)

4

5

6

È7
I

e

I
10

11

t2

13

74

15

L n Trigger

L Button Oid

L Button New

L Veto Overlap

L p Trigger

Pulser In

L Pulser

Up.(Busy)

Down.(Busy)

Otr.(Busy)

Busy

Gold Box Phase Locked

0

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

10

11

72

13

74

15

R n Trigger

R Buiton Old

R Button New

R Veto Overlap

R p Trigger

Acc Pulser

R Pulser

p Singles Enable Switch

n Singles Enable Switch

n Veto Enable Switch

Profile Enable Switch

Polarimeter Enable Switch

Table D.7: DCR bit map.
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